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Disclaimer
2025 is a study designed to comply with a directive from the chief of staff of the Air Force to examine the
concepts, capabilities, and technologies the United States will require to remain the dominant air and space
force in the future. Presented on 17 June 1996, this report was produced in the Department of Defense school
environment of academic freedom and in the interest of advancing concepts related to national defense. The
views expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or position of the
United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or the United States government.
This report contains fictional representations of future situations/scenarios. Any similarities to real people or
events, other than those specifically cited, are unintentional and are for purposes of illustration only.
Mention of various programs or technologies throughout this paper does not imply Air Force or DOD
endorsement of either the mission, the program, or adoption of the technology.
This publication has been reviewed by security and policy review authorities, is unclassified, and is cleared
for public release.
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Executive Summary
The importance of long-range planning has never been greater due to the dwindling resources dedicated
to defense, debates over roles and missions, and the changing security environment. In response to this need,
the Air Force embarked on a wide-ranging effort to improve long-range planning. The Air University-hosted
project, Air Force 2025 (or simply 2025 to signify the joint nature of air and space power), looks 30 years
into the future and identifies the systems, concepts of operation, and technologies required to ensure the US
possesses the dominant air and space forces in the future.
In order to envision the world of 2025, the study had to make predictions. Futurists use several methods
to “forecast” the future. The approach used for the 2025 study creates alternate futures by examining trends,
studying the work of respected futurists, considering surprises and “wild cards,” and conducting analyses to
identify the factors, or “drivers,” that will be major contributors to change.
To be effective for planning, these drivers must encapsulate the major forces likely to shape the world
of 2025 and be relevant to the organization. After extensive analysis, the Alternate Futures team identified
American World View, ∆ TeK, and World Power Grid as the most important drivers affecting the future and
relevant to air and space power. American World View is the US perspective of the world and describes
American willingness and capability to interact with the rest of the world. ∆ TeK is the differential in the
rate of growth and proliferation of technology. World Power Grid describes the generation, transmission,
distribution, and control of economic, political, and military power throughout the world. Each driver
exhibits two extremes. American World View varies between “Domestic” or “Global,” ∆ TeK ranges from
“Constrained” to “Exponentialn,” and World Power Grid ranges from “Concentrated” to “Dispersed.”
Using the interaction of these drivers, the Alternate Futures team created different visions of the future
and defined a strategic planning space (fig. ES-1). This planning space contains an infinite number of
worlds. Selecting the worlds at the extremes of the drivers—the corners of the planning space—
encompasses characteristics of all the worlds inside the space.
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Figure ES-1. Strategic Planning Space

The Alternate Futures team then enriched the worlds by “backcasting” from 2025 to 1996 to build
plausible histories. After finishing the plausible histories, the team added to the richness of each world and
increased their robustness by deriving the nature of various features such as international politics, actors,
environment, and technology.
From the eight worlds at the corners of the strategic planning space, the team selected the four futures
most likely to be of interest to the primary customers of the 2025 study, the chief of staff of the Air Force
(CSAF) and other senior decision makers. Gulliver’s Travails, Zaibatsu, Digital Cacophony, and King
Khan provide challenging operating conditions for the US military and specifically for air and space forces.
In Gulliver’s Travails, the US is overwhelmed and preoccupied with worldwide commitments such as
counterterrorism and counterproliferation efforts, humanitarian or environmental assistance, and
peacekeeping operations. This world forces the US military to devise systems and concepts of operation for
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meeting expanding requirements while maintaining a high operations tempo during a period of constrained
budgets.
In Zaibatsu, multinational corporations dominate international affairs and loosely cooperate to create a
superficially benign world. The main challenge for the US military in this world, which is becoming unstable
due to rising income disparities, is to maintain relevance and competence in a relatively peaceful world.
Digital Cacophony is the most technologically advanced world, resulting in great power for the
individual but also creating widespread fear and anxiety. The rapid proliferation of high technology and
weapons of mass destruction provides individual independence but leads to social isolation. In this world,
the US military must cope with a multitude of high technology threats, especially in cyberspace.
King Khan contains a strategic surprise, the creation of and dominance by an Asian colossus formed by
China, Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore, and Hong Kong. King Khan is also a world where US dominance has
waned due to domestic problems, including an economic depression. The main challenge in this world is to
determine which core competencies to retain during a rapid decrease in the defense budget followed by the
challenge of deciding which capabilities to reconstitute, once defense budgets begin to rise.
The Alternate Futures team briefed these four worlds to the Air Force major command vice
commanders in early January 1996. At their request, the Alternate Futures team created a fifth world using
aspects common to all four alternate futures, to serve as a baseline for analysis. This fifth world, called Halfs
and Half-Naughts, is a world of changing social structure and security conditions. The main challenge to the
military is to prepare for a multitude of threats in a world dominated by conflict between haves and havenots.
Finally, the Chief of Staff of the Air Force requested a sixth world, to provide a “bridge” between today
and 2025. This world, placed in 2015, uses programmed forces from 1996-2001 to fight a major conflict.
The world is named 2015 Crossroads because it presents the US with a strategic challenge in 2015 which
could lead to several different worlds by 2025.
These six alternate futures form the foundation of the 2025 study by providing the fulcrum against which
analysts applied operational analysis techniques. The purpose of the operational analyses was to determine
which of the many ideas generated by the study participants merit further attention and possible development.
The alternate futures provided the operating environment in which the various proposed systems, concepts,

xii

and technologies were evaluated. Another purpose of the alternate futures was to enhance creativity. In
envisioning a particular world of 2025, study participants were sometimes faced with new challenges for
military forces. These challenges fostered “over the horizon” thinking to develop new solutions. The
Alternate Futures approach combined with the 2025 study effort seeks to ensure that the US will maintain air
and space dominance in the future, regardless of what vision of the future becomes reality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The past is of no importance. The present is of no importance. It is with the future that
we have to deal. For the past is what man should not have been. The present is what
man ought not to be. The future is what artists are.
—Oscar Wilde
To prepare for the future is as much an art as a science. This study contributes to the exercise of that art
by systematically employing the Alternate Futures process in the creative environment of the Air Force 2025
study. This introduction delineates the specific purpose of the 2025 study and the Alternate Futures process,
covers some terms specific to this research, and provides an overview of the analysis that follows.

Purpose

The objectives of the 2025 study were promulgated by the Air Force chief of staff in a tasking message
to the Air University commander in December 1994:
The study team will generate ideas and concepts on the capabilities the United States will
require to possess the dominant air and space forces in the future. ... The final product will
be a collection of white papers detailing findings regarding air and space capabilities
required for future warfare, new or high-leverage concepts for employing air and space
1
power, and the technologies required to enable the capabilities envisioned.

The Air University-hosted 2025 study is but one of several long-range planning initiatives currently
under way within the Air Force. The problems encountered by most long-range planners are the difficulties
of thinking “outside the box” and the pitfalls of simply using projections from today to predict the future. As
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a result of these problems, the common tendency is to create future operating environments that are similar to
those of today. This constrained planning space, as illustrated in Figure 1-1, can lead to “rude surprises” as
trends and events vary from the expected.

Figure 1-1. Traditional Long-range Planning Space

In contrast to the traditional approach, the 2025 study included potential nonlinear changes. The key
metric for the study was avoiding surprise. The Alternate Futures team achieved this by employing a process
specifically designed to create a complete and robust set of planning environments.
These planning environments, or alternate futures, were used by the 2025 participants as a framework
for analyzing and evaluating the different systems, concepts of operation, and technologies envisioned
throughout the study. The six alternate futures detailed in this paper were also used to stimulate the
development of new concepts and technologies. Substantial interchange between the original Alternate
2

3

Futures team and teams responsible for systems development greatly enhanced the generation of new ideas.

2

Definitions

There are several terms unique to this study which require definition to aid understanding. These terms
are Alternate Future, Named World, Driver, Dimensions, Strategic Planning Space, and Plausible History.

Alternate Future: a logical, coherent, detailed, and internally consistent description of a plausible
4

future operating environment. To be effective, these futures must contain several characteristics. They must
capture key variables for the customer’s organization, describe the full range of challenges and opportunities,
be internally consistent, be named in a way which evokes the character of the world, and have a plausible
history.

5

Other terms used in this study synonymous with alternate futures are alternative futures, scenarios,

or future worlds.
Since the future contains many possibilities, this study uses multiple futures to capture the full range of
challenges important to air and space power. Envisioning alternate futures is a creative planning technique to
anticipate future operating environments for a firm, organization, or nation. This is a necessary step in
effective long-range planning which seeks to minimize the chances and consequences of strategic surprise.

6

The six alternative futures contained herein are future worlds, each containing its own challenges and
implications.
7

Named World: The name of an alternate future “carries a lot of freight” —it should condense a
detailed story into a few words. The name must provide a rich reference point that helps internalize the
world’s implications. A name like “Red Threat” or “Green Revolution” immediately conjures an image in
one’s mind of what such a world is like. An alternate future’s name becomes a helpful form of lingua franca
when planners and decision makers meet, enabling everyone to operate with a common understanding—if for
example, someone says, “Project X makes sense in Red Threat, but will not contribute in Green Revolution.”
8

Driver: a factor determined to be an important contributor to change affecting the future. Drivers
should be beyond the control of the customer, as independent as possible from each other, and relevant to the
9

customer.

3

Dimensions: the extreme values of a driver. Each driver is one-dimensional. For example, the
American World View ranges from Domestic to Global. Domestic and Global are the extremes, and thus the
10

dimensions, of American World View.

Strategic Planning Space: a three-dimensional region defined by placing the three drivers on
orthogonal axes. This space bounds what the study participants believe to be all the relevant possible
11

outcomes for the year 2025.

Plausible History: the significant events and milestones which mark how a future world evolved from
the present. The history reflects trends and discontinuities that led to the alternate future.
A plausible history combines with the name of an alternate future to make a world believable by tying it
to the present through a reasonable evolution of events and trends. Major events and milestones tell a
world’s story and flesh out the details necessary to understand the challenges facing the alternate future’s
12

inhabitants.

The events shown in the chronology are not a prediction of what will happen, but must be logical in that
they could occur and generate further actions and other nonlinear effects. These plausible histories are not
specific forecasts of the future because there are so many possibilities, any specific forecast is guaranteed to
be wrong. The real test of an alternate future is not whether one forecasts the future precisely but whether the
13

customers change their behavior because they envision the future differently.

Overview

This paper begins with a detailed description of the methodology used in developing the drivers. The
methodology (chapter 2) details how the study participants identified the three drivers, created the strategic
planning space, selected the worlds of interest, created the plausible histories, and developed the details of
the worlds.
This paper then describes, in turn, the six worlds created for the 2025 study. Each of the alternate
futures created for the 2025 study provides unique challenges and opportunities. Gulliver’s Travails
(chapter 3) is a world of rampant nationalism, state and nonstate terrorism, and fluid coalitions. The US is
globally engaged to keep this chaos abroad, but America’s ability to influence events is dispersed by the vast

4

numbers of different actors. Zaibatsu (chapter 4) is a “company store” world where the sovereignty of the
nation-state has been diminished by profit-seeking multinational corporations. Digital Cacophony (chapter
5) is a world of almost unlimited technology. It promises great rewards and delivers unexpected disasters.
King Khan (chapter 6) is a world dominated by a foreign superpower. The United States has become the
“United Kingdom of the Twenty-first Century.” Halfs and Half-Naughts (chapter 7) is a world in turmoil.
The accelerating gap between wealthy, technologically advanced societies, and the “have-nots” wreaks
havoc on political and social structures. 2015 Crossroads (chapter 8) is an interchange on the road to 2025.
It may lead to almost any of the other futures depending on how the United States and others react to a
strategic challenge. These chapters provide descriptions of possible futures. These are not descriptions of
how the world will be, but how it could be. Within chapters three through eight, the paper specifically
addresses the following:
a. The Plausible History: describes the major events from 1996 to the 2025 worlds.
b. The Nature of Actors: identifies the major groups or individuals who have the willingness and
capability to affect others in the world. Their motives or agendas are discussed.
c. The Nature of International Politics: addresses the nature of international relations and alliances.
The mechanisms of power are described.
d. The Nature of National Security Strategy: outlines the national security strategy which might be
employed by the United States in this world.
e. Nature of Humanity: discusses the nature of people and their interactions. This section describes
the social structures bearing on these relations.
f. Nature of Technology: details the level and types of technological change.
g. Nature of the Environment: delineates the degree of environmental degradation and corresponding
implications.
h. Nature of the Defense Budget: notionally assesses the amount of money spent on US national
defense. Where necessary, tradeoffs between modernization and readiness are discussed.
i. Capabilities: outlines the capabilities most needed to accomplish the national military objectives in
the world.
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j. Implications: developed deductively, these seek to further illuminate the intrinsic nature of each
world, describing aspects not otherwise apparent. In particular, the paper provides insights regarding the
application, doctrine, nature, or utility of air and space power in the world.
k. Summary: reviews each world at a top level, summarizing its unique characteristics and nature.
After describing each of the six worlds, this paper draws some conclusions and recommendations
(chapter 9) with respect to these diverse operating environments. Recommendations for further use of the
study are also contained in this section.
Appendix A provides a discussion on the future of Air Force long-range planning. The appendix
addresses why it is important to conduct long-range planning and what types of questions should be answered
with planning. It also presents an architecture for institutionalizing long-range planning. Finally, the
appendix compares and contrasts the Air University 2025 alternate futures with the future operating
environments generated by the Air Staff’s Long-Range Planning Office.
Appendix B provides an overview of some current trends, and compares these linear extrapolations
with the realities found in the 2025 alternate futures. In some cases the correlations are nearly one-to-one. In
other cases, the trends have diminished, or accelerated in a nonlinear fashion, due to the impact of the
drivers. This appendix provides a baseline from which the reader can evaluate the impact of the drivers'
interrelations in each world.
Appendix C contains a matrix of many other aspects of the six alternate futures. Additional information
about the following subjects is provided in the matrix: world slogan, environment, resources, technology,
politics, US economy and DoD budget, education, military, energy, ethnicity, actors, trade, international law,
social services, orientation, average life expectancy, favorite sport or recreation, and health care.
Appendix D contains additional information about the future systems, concepts, and technologies
potentially available, or useful, in each of the six alternate futures. These tables can be thought of as
“toolboxes” for each world. The tables list systems, concepts, and technologies described in other 2025
white papers. These “tools” are arranged according to their expected utility for military forces in general,
space power, air power, land power, and sea power. The tables provide a qualitative “first cut” at
evaluating whether a certain system, concept, or technology would be useful or available in a particular
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world. The operational analysis monograph contains the detailed and final evaluation of the systems,
concepts, and technologies developed by the study participants.
With this introduction in mind, this monograph will now chart the course the study participants traveled
in developing the alternate futures of 2025.

Notes
1

Message, 231848Z Dec 1994, chief of staff of the Air Force to commanding general Air University.
See acknowledgments—the original team numbered more than 20 members. All but five members
were eventually divided among the remaining 30 2025 writing teams.
3
All study participants received a briefing on the original four worlds on 3 January 1996. After the
briefing to the Executive Committee of the Air Force, the study's primary customers requested the creation of
two new worlds. These were briefed to the study participants on 15 February 1996.
4
The basic definition comes from Air University Spacecast 2020 Into the Future: The World of 2020
and Alternative Futures (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University Press, 1994), 3-4.
5
Col Joseph A. Engelbrecht, Jr., PhD, “2025 Alternate Futures Development,” briefing to 2025 study
participants, Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 11 October 1995; and Air University Spacecast 2020,
3–4.
6
Peter Schwartz, The Art of the Long View (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 117, 141–171, 209–212
7
Ibid., 210–211.
8
This definition builds on the analysis presented by Colonel Engelbrecht and contained in the
Spacecast 2020 monograph. Engelbrecht, briefing; and Air University Spacecast 2020, 5–6.
9
Charles W. Thomas of the Futures Group emphasizes the importance of the drivers’ being appropriate
to the specific planning challenge and beyond the customer’s control. Thus, drivers related to the same
planning problem may vary slightly as the customers change to “higher level” officials who influence facets
of the problem. Charles W. Thomas, Futures Group, comments during a workshop on long-range planning,
Washington, D.C., 12 December 1995.
10
Engelbrecht, 6-9. This study further refined the Spacecast 2020 process.
11
Ibid., 8-9.
12
Dr John Anderson’s Horizon Mission Methodology for future National Air and Space Administration
scientific forecasting has made the same discovery of the importance of projecting oneself into the future and
“backcasting” to the present. Dr John L. Anderson, “Horizon Mission Methodology,” lecture to 2025
participants, Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 23 August 1995. Dr Peter Bishop, who leads the United
States’ only graduate studies program in future study, notes that the futures and the plausible histories have
their greatest impact if described as a story that connects with decision makers and planners. Dr Peter C.
Bishop, “Long-Term Forecasting,” lecture to 2025 participants, Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 13
September 1995.
13
Because of the nature of the drivers, it is not possible for the customer to act in such a way as to
change the future. One can act to prepare for a future that is foreseen to ensure that one is best prepared to
live within it. For similar commentary see Schwartz, 214.
2

7

Chapter 2

Methodology

If a man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts; but if he will be content to
begin with doubts, he shall end in certainties.
—Sir Francis Bacon
The Advancement of Learning

Approach

The Air Force is embarked on a mission to improve its long-range planning (see appendix A). An
important aspect of that mission is to envision the future so the Air Force can position itself to provide the
required capabilities. This chapter discusses how the Alternate Futures team derived visions of six alternate
futures. To accomplish this, 2025 study participants analyzed current trends (see appendix B), studied the
1

2

3

work and methods of respected futurists and scientists, and considered possible impacts of “wild cards”
or surprises. This review provided a foundation from which to begin analyzing possible “drivers”—the

factors which will drive major changes in the world over the next 30 years. The interactions of these drivers
produced an infinite number of worlds; six were selected as the most interesting or stressful for the
customer. Plausible histories and descriptions of unique features provided detail to these futures and linked
them to today. This approach created viable futures which stepped beyond mere extrapolations of current
4

trends. The steps of the alternate futures process are
1.
2.
3.
4.

selecting the drivers,
defining the drivers,
creating the strategic planning space,
naming and selecting worlds of interest,

8

5.
6.

describing the “nature of” and features of each world, and
developing plausible histories.

Metrics for Success

Good strategic planning meets three requirements. First, the alternate futures created should adequately
5

stress the systems of interest. Secondly, the alternate futures must contain sufficient detail and richness to be
useful for planning. Finally, the vision of the future should be broad enough to ensure the entire range of
6

challenges are adequately captured; in other words, ensure the customer is not surprised by the future.

Selecting the Drivers

The first step in creating the alternate futures was identifying the drivers that would be most influential
7

in shaping the future. Drivers are physical or virtual forces or vectors which are expected to be a significant
cause of or contributor to change. A driver should also be beyond the strategic planner’s (customer’s)
8

control—the customer’s only viable option must be adaptation to the change produced by the driver.
Correct driver selection was fundamental to creating alternate futures.
This process began with dividing the 225 study participants at the Air University (AU) into 14

seminars. Each seminar then used a combination of scientific and nonscientific methods to develop a list of
9

potential drivers. The scientific methods involved analyzing various trends, conducting research on various
topics, interviewing respected futurists and scientists, and completing affinity diagrams. The nonscientific
10

methods involved creative thinking techniques

11

such as brainstorming,

12

“exploring,”

13

and “artistry.”

All told, over 100 candidate drivers were generated by this process. One or two individuals were then
nominated from each seminar to evaluate all of the potential drivers. These individuals comprised the 2025
14

Alternate Futures group.

This group’s initial task was to identify drivers that were relevant to the customer and would
significantly impact the future. The group accomplished this task by using affinity diagrams to coalesce the
initial list into a smaller number of drivers.

15

A variety of quality concepts and brainstorming techniques

narrowed the initial list to five major candidate drivers. These candidate drivers were the US world view,

9

the environment and level of resources, economic forces, technology issues including proliferation, and the
nature of global power.
16

The group’s goal was to consolidate these five candidate drivers into three drivers.

For three months,

the Alternate Futures group extensively analyzed trend data, conducted research, brainstormed, and discussed
the merits of these drivers. The study group determined economic forces could be expressed in a
multifaceted driver which captures the essence of world power. The study group also concluded that the
state of the environment and resources would be an important factor in the future, but not as relevant to air
and space power as other drivers.

17

Defining the Drivers

The Alternate Futures team consolidated the definitions and elements of the three remaining categories
to describe and name the drivers for this study. Part of this description included naming the dimensions, or
poles, for each driver. Dimensions provide the direction for a driver’s force—the extreme variations in how
the driver could shape the future. The drivers are American World View, ∆TeK, and World Power Grid.

American World View
This driver describes the US perspective of the world, which determines the willingness and capability
of the US to take the lead in international affairs. It can be influenced by world events, domestic politics,
fiscal health, and societal problems such as crime and drug abuse. Its dimensions are Domestic and Global.
If the American World View is Domestic, the US will focus on internal problems rather than involving itself
in world affairs. A Global world view implies the US will seek a world leadership role.

∆ TeK
TeK was defined as the ability to employ technology. ∆TeK describes the differential in the rate of
18

growth in technological proliferation and sophistication.

Its dimensions are Constrained and Exponentialn.

In a world where ∆TeK is Constrained, technological advances occur at an evolutionary rate and few actors

10

are able to exploit them. Exponentialn ∆ TeK results in a world where many actors can exploit revolutionary
breakthroughs across multiple scientific disciplines. New technologies may become obsolete even before
being fielded.

World Power Grid
This driver describes the generation, transmission, distribution, and control of political, military,
economic, or informational power throughout the world. Its two dimensions are Concentrated and Dispersed.
In a world where the power grid is Concentrated, there are few actors with the power and will to dominate
others. A world with Dispersed power has thousands of actors (or even individuals) with the power and
will to affect the rest of the world.

Creating the Strategic Planning Space

Placing the three drivers on the axes of a three-dimensional coordinate system creates the 2025 strategic
planning space shown in figure 2-1.
The origin is the “low end” of all three drivers, with the tips of the axes denoted as the “high end” of
each driver. One can use the strategic planning space to “place” a given alternate future for comparison to
others. For example, a world with a Concentrated World Power Grid, Exponentialn ∆ TeK, and Global
American World View would be pushed (by all three drivers) towards the upper left front corner of the
strategic planning space.
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(Global)

American
Worldview
(Domestic)
(Concentrated) World

Power Grid (Dispersed)

(Constrained)
nTeK
(Exp )

Figure 2-1. 2025 Alternate Futures Strategic Planning Space
The technique of creating the strategic planning space by using the extremes of the drivers guarantees the
alternate futures generated will be challenging and will achieve the metric of preventing surprises. Drivers
pushed to the extremes produce the discontinuities and nonlinear effects absent from most long-range planning
efforts. The alternate futures process corrects these planning deficiencies. For a detailed discussion of
current Air Force long-range planning and recommended improvements, see appendix A.

Naming and Selecting Worlds of Interest

Selecting the alternate futures of greatest interest to the customer began with picking worlds at the
extremes of the strategic planning space. This technique meets the primary challenge—describing a set of
futures covering the full range of challenges and opportunities for future US air and space forces. Pushing all
drivers to the extremes resulted in eight different futures for consideration (table 1 and fig. 2-2). The worlds
selected are highlighted in bold.
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Members of the 2025 Alternate Futures group individually analyzed all of the alternate futures and
named them to create an image of what each future would be like. Discussions of all submitted names for the
futures produced a consensus on names which best captured the essence of each world.
Table 1
Original 2025 Alternate Futures
World
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

American
World View
Global
Global
Global
Global
Domestic
Domestic
Domestic
Domestic

World Power
Grid
Dispersed
Concentrated
Dispersed
Concentrated
Dispersed
Concentrated
Dispersed
Concentrated

∆ TeK
Exponentialn
Exponentialn
Constrained
Constrained
Exponentialn
Exponentialn
Constrained
Constrained

Name
Digital Cacophony
Star Trek
Gulliver’s Travails
Pax Americana
Byte!
Zaibatsu
Hooverville
King Khan

Selecting the most “interesting” worlds, those most relevant to the customer, was the next step in the
process. Development of too few futures increases the chance of a future “surprise”—an unanticipated future
trend. Selection of too many futures runs the risk of distorting the customer’s focus—differences begin to
blur, and worlds lose their unique identities as a basis for meaningful decisions. Following Schwartz’s
advice,

19

the team selected the four worlds which provided the most stressful planning challenges:
20

Gulliver’s Travails, Zaibatsu, Digital Cacophony, and King Khan.

Each face of the strategic planning

space has two of these futures—a deliberate choice made to show that each driver was equally important in
affecting the future. For example, selecting only one world, or no worlds, with a Domestic American world
view would reduce or eliminate any inclusion of this possibility in the 2025 concept development and
operational analysis.
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Pax Americana

Gulliver's Travails

Digital Cacophony

Star Trek
(Global)

American
Worldview
(Domestic)
(Constrained)

TeK

King Khan

Hooverville

(Concentrated)World Power Grid(Dispersed)

Byte!

Zaibatsu

Figure 2-2. Strategic Planning Space with Named Worlds at Extremes

Describing the “Nature of” and Features

The next step was to add flavor, enriching the worlds by providing substance to the vision describing
each world and simultaneously ensuring internal consistency. The group accomplished this step by
brainstorming the “Nature of X” for each selected future, where “X” ranges from politics to types of
vacations. Such questions as: “What is the nature of economic activity or international politics in this
world?” “How do people get their news?” “What do they do for entertainment?” and “What are their biggest
hopes and fears?” all provide valuable detail to each world. Envisioning characteristics such as the kind of
vacations an average person takes often provided insights on what life would be like in each world.
For instance, in the Exponentialn ∆ TeK, individualistic and globally oriented world of Digital
Cacophony, the average person dreams of taking a vacation cut off from this “wired world”—but fears being
surprised by rapid, potentially catastrophic changes if he does so. This reveals something about the anxiety
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level inherent in Digital Cacophony. Several weeks of brainstorming, analysis, and discussion led to the
production of a matrix outlining the different “nature of” features for each alternate future (see Appendix C).

Developing Plausible Histories

Creating a plausible history—“backcasting” from the different futures back to 1996—was only possible
after establishing a clear and detailed vision for each future. The Alternate Futures group divided up the
worlds and brainstormed significant events or milestones, using data assembled on current trends where
appropriate, which would lead to that future. For example, in Gulliver’s Travails, the American World
View became more Global following a major terrorist attack on the US early in the twenty-first century. This
event, along with increasing concern for the global environment, was postulated to help produce a consensus
that the US should act vigorously to promote stability abroad (Global US World View) despite the frustration
of a Dispersed World Power Grid.
Each world’s draft history was then checked and compared with the others. Were the events plausible?
Did they remain consistent with their alternate futures—in other words, did they support or contradict the
drivers acting on their world? This discussion led to several events’ being modified or shifted between
worlds to ensure they properly fit the alternate futures being created.

Customer Feedback

The Alternate Futures team briefed the alternate futures to all 2025 students, faculty, the executive
21

committee,

and civilian Advisors in January 1996, the midpoint of the study. The audiences thus included
22

futurists, senior Air Force leadership, and the diverse backgrounds of the 2025 participants.

This briefing

contributed to the 2025 project’s ongoing creative process. Questions and comments provided by all
audiences were used to sharpen the focus of the alternate futures. Meanwhile, the 2025 writing groups used
the futures to stimulate new concepts and technologies for development and began framing questions for how
those concepts would be applied in the very different future operating environments.

15

Additional Futures

The 2025 charter was to provide “out of the box,” maverick thinking to cover the fullest possible range
23

of outcomes and open up new perspectives for long range planners to consider.

The four original alternate

futures achieved this by pushing each of the drivers to extremes and exploring the results. Following the
initial briefing, the Alternate Futures team was asked to develop two additional worlds.

24

The first new world, Halfs and Half-Naughts, originated conceptually from a future where the drivers
were not at their extreme dimensions. The 2025 executive committee asked for a future world created by
using the common themes threaded through the other worlds. Halfs and Half-Naughts demonstrates the
flexibility of the alternate futures methodology. The drivers were set to their “midpoints,” producing a future
which bears some similarity to all of the original worlds yet stands on its own as a complete and consistent
world.

25

The USAF chief of staff requested 2015 Crossroads to serve as a bridge from today to 2025. This
request created a world where the US is faced with some strategic decisions in 2015 —in essence, a “fork in
the road.” While 2015 Crossroads begins with a future close to (but not identical to) Gulliver’s Travails,
decisions by the US and other actors at the crossroads could send it straight towards Gulliver’s Travails or
divert it towards a Pax Americana or King Khan-like future. This exercise also demonstrated that the
Alternate Futures methodology can easily be applied to different time periods.
The next six chapters provide more detail on each alternate future—the histories, actors, politics,
technology, and the nature of conflict in each world, as well as some of the military capabilities necessary to
succeed in these operating environments. The final chapter closes with some conclusions and
recommendations for future use of this product, both within and beyond the 2025 study.

Notes
1

Several futurists briefed the 2025 participants. Among these were Dr John Anderson, Dr Peter
Bishop, Mr Carl Builder, Dr (Col) Joseph Engelbrecht, Dr Grant Hammond, Dr Armin Ludwig, Ms Christine
MacNulty, Mr Gary Sycalik, Dr David Sorenson, Dr George Stein, Col Richard Szafranski, and Mr Alvin
Toffler. Additional insights on creating futures were provided by Joe Haldemann (writer), Robert Justman
(television producer), and Ed Neumeier (screen writer).
2
Other scientists who briefed the 2025 participants included Dr Arnold A. Barnes, Dr Paul J.
Berenson, Dr Peter F. Bytherow, Dr Gregory H. Canavan, Dr Stephen E. Cross, Dr (Maj) Gregg Gunsch, Dr
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Charles B. Hogge, Dr Robert L. Jeanne, Dr Gilbert G. Kuperman, Dr James T. Kavich, Dr Martin Libicki, Dr
Gene McCall, Dr Dennis Meadows, Dr Gregory Parnell, Dr Stephen Rogers, Col Pete Worden, and Dr Eli
Zimet.
3
Wild cards are revolutionary events with a low probability of occurrence but a very high impact.
Although some wild cards (like a major asteroid impact) are so catastrophic that military planning becomes
irrelevant, it is necessary to raise the possibility that different wild cards can occur and provide a framework
from which to assess evolving events. Furthermore, the inclusion of wild cards provides the discontinuous
events that are not predictable via simple extrapolations of current trends. See John L. Petersen, The Road to
2015: Profiles of the Future (Corte Madera, Calif.: Waite Group Press, 1994), 287-337; and Gary Sycalik,
“Wildcards,” briefing to 2025 participants, Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 6 September 1995.
4
Prior to the 2025 project, no one had attempted to define and describe how to create alternate futures
sufficiently to teach the process to a large group. Based on Spacecast 2020 experience, the 2025 project
leaders decided that the methodology was so important to preparing officers for studying the future that the
process needed to be taught to all 2025 participants. To accomplish this, the research and study directors
defined the terms and steps of the process, then created a curriculum of presentations and exercises that
enabled teams of participants to help create alternate futures. This approach resulted in the first set of
curriculum materials for teaching the process and several hundred trained futurists. Twenty-four volunteers
continued the process to create the futures described in this work.
5
The systems of interest in this study use the concepts and technologies described in the other 2025
white papers.
6
Peter C. Bishop, “Long-Term Forecasting,” briefing to 2025 participants, Air War College, Maxwell
AFB, Ala., 13 September 1995..
7
Peter Schwartz, The Art of the Long View (New York: Currency Doubleday, 1991), 106. Schwartz
refers to drivers as “driving forces.”
8
Ibid., 113.
9
Dr Abby Gray of the Air Command and Staff College faculty has expressed concern regarding the
“reproducibility” of the drivers identified by the Alternate Futures group. The drivers were identified by
systematically using the Alternate Futures process presented to the 2025 participants by Col Joseph A.
Engelbrecht, Jr., PhD, the 2025 research director. Although this process does not guarantee identification of
a unique set of drivers, the process does heuristically generate a set of drivers accepted by the decision
maker as being important to the organization and satisfying all the requirements for drivers. The Alternate
Futures team recognizes the combination of art and science required to envision the future.
10
Similar techniques were used in Spacecast 2020—see Air University Spacecast 2020 Into the
Future: The World of 2020 and Alternate Futures (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University Press, 1994), 4.
11
For specific brainstorming techniques see Susan Holmes and Judy Ballance, The Quality Approach,
Second Edition (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air Force Quality Institute, 1993). See also John P. Geis II, Total
Quality Management, Squadron Officer School Textbook, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 1995.
12
For a complete description of how to “explore” see Roger von Oech, A Kick in the Seat of the Pants
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1986), 23–54.
13
For a complete description of “artistry” see Oech, 55–88.
14
The membership of this group consisted of those named in the acknowledgments and the named
authors of this paper.
15
Holmes, 33–35.
16
Narrowing the number of drivers is helpful in three ways. First, it forces concentration down to
those items most important to the customer. Second, reducing the number of drivers forces one to reach past
several trends to find the unifying themes behind them, lending additional insights into the future. Third, three
drivers are easy to display graphically, which makes the strategic planning space easier to comprehend.
17
Environmental and resource factors were captured in the other drivers or their interactions. For
instance, proliferating ∆TeK can produce technologies that mitigate environmental damage while
simultaneously unleashing unexpected effects. On the other hand, the World Power Grid can be influenced by
the control of scarce resources.

17

18

Charles Thomas of The Futures Group, who (along with Joseph Engelbrecht) developed the first
alternate futures for US security forecasting in the USAF Innovation Study, cautions against using technology
itself as a driver. While it previously was used frequently by his firm, Thomas has found that most firms use
technology as an instrument to adapt to a changing environment. As an external reviewer for 2025, however,
Thomas endorsed the more complex notion of ∆TeK as a driver which captures growth, proliferation, and
leverage of technology. This richer overview of technologies’ effects on society is a driving force beyond
the control of planners and decision makers. Interview, 14 February 1996.
19
Schwartz, 233.
20
The other futures had interesting features, but were considered to be less stressful operating
environments. Star Trek implies a World Power Grid which has coalesced in a single world culture and
society, with high technology ameliorating many of the world’s physical problems. A nice future to live in,
but not a stressful operating environment for the military. Gulliver’s Travails is more challenging than Pax
Americana, where the US has the will and ability to keep world order. Byte! produced a world of small,
high-tech “virtual villages” which more or less stay separate from each other. The team selected Zaibatsu to
showcase working within and around multinational corporations as the de facto successor to nation states.
King Khan provided all the problems of Hooverville, with the presence of a dominant foreign superpower as
an additional challenge.
21
The 2025 executive committee included the vice commanders of all USAF major commands
(MAJCOM), all of whom were major or lieutenant generals heavily involved in conducting day-to-day
military operations and making key budgetary decisions for their commands.
22
Briefings were also presented to many audiences outside of the 2025 project between January and
April 1996, providing additional feedback from diverse perspectives. The briefing schedule for 2025
included the following: 2025 students (3 January 1996), executive committee (10 January 1996), National
Reconnaissance Office (22 January 1996), Eighth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (22 January
1996), The Honorable Newt Gingrich (10 February 1996), Gen Ron Fogleman, USAF chief of staff (13
February 1996), Connections Wargaming Conference (7 March 1996), VAdm Arthur Cebrowski, JCS J-6 (7
March 1996), USAF Academy faculty members (13 March 1996), and participants of the Education in the
Information Age Conference (18 April 1996).
23
Verbal conversation between Gen Ron Fogleman, Air Force chief of staff, and Lt Gen Jay Kelley,
Air University commander.
24
The Alternate Futures team includes the authors of this paper. Other members of the larger Alternate
Futures group began working on other white paper research teams following the 3 January 1996 briefing to
all 2025 participants.
25
Expert futurists, including those who reviewed the 2025 alternate futures, cautioned against providing
a “center of the box” world that many could misinterpret as a “most likely future.” Schwartz, 233,
specifically warned that viewing any given scenario as “most likely” tends to be viewed by customers as a
single-point forecast, losing all of the advantages of using multiple futures.
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Chapter 3

Gulliver’s Travails

(Note: All graphics in this monograph were created by the authors or
used with permission from Microsoft Clipart Gallery®, Corel Gallery®,
or Microsoft PowerPoint clipart with courtesy from Microsoft Corp.)

Gulliver’s Travails is a world of rampant nationalism, state- and nonstate-sponsored terrorism, and
1

fluid coalitions. Most US citizens consider their nation to be the world’s policeman . . . fireman, physician,
social worker, financier, mailman, and bartender. It is much like being a traffic cop on an incendiary New
York City Friday afternoon when the traffic lights stop working. Just when everyone foresees the illusory
weekend escape from the rat race, they instead must compete to relax. A zero-sum calculus pervades much of
the globe, and random firefights occur in a world where everyone is armed and many are envious.
This is an age in which agrarian and industrial civilizations often dominate the stage with unruly
behavior, threatening to topple more “advanced” states when “primitive” conflicts create problems that spill
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across borders. Though the reasons for the conflicts may appear primitive, the weapons used are often
2

modern. Furthermore, newly anointed leaders are clever enough to realize refugees pose a threat to the
stability of their regime, be it an autocracy, a people’s republic, or an economic enclave. Those in power
assume, usually correctly, that the displaced will seek to return to their homes, or at the least to gain
3

revenge. Consequently, to ensure their new state’s security, governments seek some means for controlling
the passions of those who might oppose them. In some cases, internal repression and external terrorism are
4

the mechanisms chosen.

Traditionally the United States could ignore some of these activities, but as the world has gotten
smaller, the problems of terrorism are no longer confined overseas. Small states or groups may seek to either
spur or deter US action in pursuit of their own agendas. The problem is there are too many actors, all
clamoring for attention, frequently in direct opposition to one another. Addressing these claimants’ issues is
vital to the US because groups that are neither controlled nor appeased may export terrorism to America.
Nationalism lurks everywhere, usually asserting itself along ethnic, economic, religious, cultural, or
5

racial schisms. In many areas, a man who is not one’s brother is one’s enemy. States which secede from
within existing borders are themselves subject to civil wars, and states propagate as ever more groups seek
self-determination. Territory is important in this world, because the emergent groups need land to form
6

states. Because land matters, border disputes continue long after these tenuous states initially form. The
violent, nationalistic conflicts concomitantly displace millions of people. Refugees stream across borders
seeking food, shelter, and security, but their presence often sparks reactionary nationalistic movements in the
7

“invaded” country.

America, though without peer, finds its forces dispersed around the world, trying to answer all the
alarms. As shown in figure 3-1, the American World View is Global; the United States is heavily involved
worldwide in order to hold threats at arms length. The World Power Grid is characterized as Dispersed.
New actors are constantly appearing, alliances rapidly shift, and small actors can produce disproportionate
effects. ∆ TeK is Constrained because technological changes are occurring at an evolutionary rate, and not
everyone benefits equally. The US government has not emphasized the funding of basic research and
development (R&D), relying instead on commercial developments. This R&D strategy is repeated around
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the world, so the United States has maintained a military edge in many dual-use critical technologies,
particularly those related to operations in space.

Gulliver's Travails

Pax Americana
Star Trek

Digital Cacophony
(Global)

American
Worldview
(Domestic)
(Constrained) King Khan

Hooverville

(Concentrated)World Power Grid(Dispersed)

Zaibatsu

TeK

Byte!

n

(Exponential )

Figure 3-1. Strategic Planning Space for Gulliver’s Travails

Plausible History

Gulliver’s Travails is a world experiencing an explosion in the number of territories claiming
statehood, as depicted in figure 3-2. The late twentieth century dismantling of the Soviet Union inaugurated a
trend, as various groups sought to assert their national identity. States such as China and many African states
continued to break apart, sometimes generating “micronations” that lacked the population or resources to
8

defend their borders. In 2006, China fragmented along economic cleavages that had developed as
industrialization and commercialization created distinctly different regions of financial development.

9

Though Taiwan, Shanghai, and the other advanced Chinese states continue to espouse a “one China”
10

philosophy, the current reality is that these regions cooperate where possible and compete when necessary.
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Figure 3-2. Plausible History for Gulliver’s Travails
The constant formation of new states generated two primary threats. The first threat is state- and
nonstate-sponsored terrorism. States use terror to control internal dissent and to influence nations with whom
they cannot otherwise directly compete. Nonstate actors use terrorism to attack the legitimacy of
governments they disagree with and to discourage other groups from supporting policies unfavorable to the
terrorists.
The first large-scale terrorist incident on American soil was the biological attack launched at the 2002
11

Olympics in Utah, resulting in over a million American casualties, including a quarter-million dead.

Though a link to the Dugway Proving Ground was originally suspected, foreign terrorists were later proven
responsible.

12

This incident sparked civil demands that authorities use all appropriate national instruments

to deter and prevent terrorist acts within US borders. One step, taken in 2019, was to dedicate the training of
13

specific National Guard units to antiterrorism efforts inside US borders.
abroad, continue to drive national security initiatives.
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Threats of terrorism, at home and

The second major threat is ethnic- and nationalistic-inspired border disputes such as the Turko-Kurdish
14

problem which flared up in 2004 (see map at fig. 3-3).

Power continued to disperse in the world when

NATO proved ineffective in resolving the Turko-Kurdish conflict. NATO had sufficient military resources,
but the alliance was unable to muster the collective will to contain the conflict before it spilled across
15

borders into Iraq, Iran, Syria, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Kazakhstan, putting over 340 million people at risk.

Georgia
Kazakhstan
Azerbaijan
Armenia

Turkey

Syria
Iraq

Iran

Figure 3-3. Map of Turko-Kurdish Conflict Region
As the conflict continued without foreign intervention, chemical and biological weapons were used on
the battlefield. Undeterred by world opinion, the use of these weapons threatened to become standard
practice by 2011. At this point, a loosely linked United States-led coalition, including Russia, stepped in to
announce that further use of these weapons would be met by severe reprisals. Though the conflict continued,
no further chemical or biological incidents occurred, as the combatants proved reluctant to test the resolve of
the coalition. The coalition was able to concentrate on containment until the war-weary states signed an
armistice in 2012. However, a critical threshold had been passed, and in 2025 the actual or threatened use of
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) is standard in many conflicts. Only the nuclear threshold has not been
crossed, due to the relatively slow spread of nuclear weapons technology and the apparent unwillingness of
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combatants to use nuclear devices. Some terrorist organizations have claimed to possess primitive nuclear
devices, though they have not detonated one.
The latest round of African wars began in 2022, continuing to redraw the map lines created during the
colonial era.
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As a consequence of these and similar conflicts, the resources of noncombatant nations

around the world, particularly those states along the Mediterranean, are strained by mass migrations of
17

refugees.

Along with the problem of providing food and shelter for these refugees, the refugee camp
18

conditions often spur the spread of diseases.

The end result of all these economic restructurings, civil wars, wars of national liberation, wars of
ethnic identification, and scenes of general xenophobic disorder is an unstable world, with threats from
increasing numbers of actors in all quarters. Reflecting the growth in the number of actors, UN membership
19

stands at 297.

The Nature of Actors

The fates of three groups dominate the stage in Gulliver’s Travails: terrorists, both state and nonstate;
international organizations; and the United States. Though the European states and Japan remain key
economic players in the world, domestic interests and constrained ∆TeK have hindered their economic
growth. Both areas look to the United States for leadership in constraining terrorists, addressing worldwide
refugee flows, and ensuring equitable access to resources. Both Russia and China have fractured along
internal schisms and are not currently major global players.
Terrorism increases worldwide as relatively weak states seek to assert sovereignty, particularly with
respect to the policies of the most visible world actor, the United States. Meanwhile, nonstate terrorists also
commit heinous acts in the name of establishing their legitimacy, or attacking the legitimacy of a government
whose policies they disagree with. Many suspect some of these international groups exist solely as extortion
rings, accepting blackmail or ransom payments in return for releasing hostages to fortune.
International organizations have experienced mixed successes and failures in the unstable international
environment. UN conflict resolution mechanisms and resources are saturated by the influx of new members,
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many of whom squabble with each other. The UN’s credibility declines further when it cannot constrain
state-sponsored or antistate terrorism.
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Temporary coalitions have become the order of the day as states operate from crisis to crisis. Some
international organizations, such as the Red Cross, remain on the scene, often providing vital resources to
coalitions combating famine and disease. These groups, however, are loath to cooperate with the United
States on humanitarian missions lest they be accused of complicity with the Americans. The risk of becoming
terrorist targets outweighs the value of access to American logistics.
Anxious to reduce the sources of local, regional, and international turmoil, many nations and states look
to the United States for help in restoring stability and combating both state and nonstate terrorists, who have
occasionally threatened to use WMD. The continuing terrorist threat guarantees domestic support for the US
decision to assume a worldwide leadership role in trying to deal with global problems. Ever-increasing
political, economic, and military resources are expended trying to control interstate conflicts, combat
terrorism, and conduct other military operations.

The Nature of International Politics

The United States is, in effect, not a superpower because it cannot dictate its will to an increasingly
uncooperative world. Relative to any single nation, however, the United States is an economic and military
giant. US membership in alliances has been highly sought, particularly after this country successfully
brokered an armistice in the Turko-Kurdish Wars. Some coalitions have formed to oppose US interests, but
these were usually unstable due to their limited shared aims.

The Nature of US National Security Strategy

The strategic challenge in this world is to defend against WMD-equipped terrorists while maintaining a
high operations tempo in other mission areas. Much of the high operations tempo is caused by numerous
overseas involvements responding to constant border disputes brought on by rampant nationalism. These
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border disputes create massive refugee flows and generate taxing humanitarian and peace enforcement
operations.
Therefore, the two principal dangers the military must address are regional instability and the
21

transnational danger of terrorism.

As a consequence, the primary national security objective is promoting

stability, thereby supporting American partners and deterring aggressors who might export terrorism to
America. To support this objective a strategy evolved for rapidly projecting power and civil-military
operations capabilities, in combination or separately, as necessary. Projection is the mechanism of choice
because it is dangerous to maintain concentrations of forces overseas, and most states will not accept
permanent US military bases. Antigovernment and foreign terrorists have attacked governments that made
basing concessions to the US.

The Nature of Humanity

An uneasiness regarding outsiders, akin to xenophobia, is a characteristic trait of neighborhoods in
Gulliver’s Travails. So is a fear of gathering in large groups, as many remember the terrorist attack at the
2002 Olympics. The threat of terrorist activity causes groups to trust only those they have known for years,
preferably decades.
As a paradoxical consequence, American military members are both admired and mistrusted. They are
admired because they enhance stability and safety, but they are mistrusted because permanent changes of
station and temporary duty assignments prevent military members from forming close links in the communities
where they serve. As a result of the general mistrust of strangers, families have become more important in
this world.

The Nature of Technology

In the world of Gulliver’s Travails, technology has grown at an evolutionary rate, perhaps due in part to
the regulatory structure of government programs around the world. Others argue that disruptions in the world
body politic have hindered ∆TeK, as governments concentrate on terrorist and border threats rather than
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supporting basic R&D. Evolutionary growth is the most important aspect of technology in Gulliver’s
Travails, but important developments have begun in at least one area, the exploitation of space.
In America, government funding of R&D, particularly basic research, generally lagged as a result of
allocating funds to export military power in a quest to sustain internal security. However, America was able
to maintain its lead in certain technologies because of the Constrained nature of ∆ TeK, although that lead is
eroding.
Elsewhere, other nations recognized that an indigenous computer and information industry was crucial
22

to a state’s long-term vitality, though the policies implemented were often counterproductive.

For instance,

states placed high tariffs on computer imports in attempts to protect nascent industries, but this resulted in
reduced access to advances in the state of the art. Another regulatory miscue was seen in some locations
where information was taxed to provide revenues, unintentionally stifling initiatives to develop the new
industries so desperately sought. Attempts to contain terrorism led many nations to establish controls on the
export of dual-use technologies, unintentionally acting as an additional brake on technology development.
One readily evident consequence of poorly managed policies and economic competition between states was
an information superhighway frequently overloaded with information, debilitated by computer viruses, and
slowed by competing architectures.
Developments in space did not labor under similar quantities of regulation. The increased importance
of transmitting information led the commercial sector to invest heavily in space communications. (In return
for releasing bandwidth to the military, commercial firms now are financially compensated and are granted
relief from antimonopoly laws to allow participation in government-sponsored consortiums to improve
satellite defensive systems.) Some projects, however, required resources greater than venture capitalists
were willing to risk. For example, four international space stations were developed under the aegis of the
US government and placed in orbit by 2015.
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Groups that cooperated in this space infrastructure project

included both traditionally friendly nations, such as the United Kingdom, and multinational corporations
seeking competitive opportunities in zero-g technologies. Spin-off technologies from this effort continue to
enhance US military capabilities.
The American military edge garnered by investments in space has not gone unnoticed by potential
adversaries. Some states have deployed antisatellite systems (ASAT) to counter the force-multiplier effect
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of satellite coverage, and in response the United States has developed some satellite defensive systems.
24

However, there remains little defense against inexpensive, nuclear-tipped ASATs.

The Nature of the Environment

The United States has led efforts to coordinate actions to mitigate global warming and environmental
25

degradation.

Efforts to mitigate environmental damage are an issue the advanced states attempt to address

in new states and inside their own borders. A general concern regarding the ecosphere allows the
26

environment in Gulliver’s Travails to be characterized as “green.”

Coordinated actions include providing aid to newly industrializing countries, usually in the form of
technological know-how. This aid is considered mutually beneficial, providing new states with
infrastructure investments and advanced nations with a more stable international political structure. All
nations are presumed to benefit from efforts to minimize stress on the environment, particularly the attempt to
27

control the trend in global warming.

Many advanced countries used taxes to keep the price of fossil fuels artificially high, thereby restraining
internal energy consumption. Environmentally friendly government policies created a market for alternate
28

forms of energy including solar, wind, geothermal, oceanic, and biomass.

Countries with large standing

militaries used these forces as testbeds for many alternate energy programs, in addition to curtailing some
29

training activities and closing some training ranges.

In the United States, the military invested heavily in

alternate forms of energy, including solar heat for buildings and hydrogen fuel for aerospace planes. In
addition, the military closed energy-inefficient bases and consolidated some geographically proximate
facilities.
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The Nature of the Defense Budget

During three decades of economic growth averaging 1.8 percent,
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the budget for the Department of

Defense (DOD) sustained a slight decrease in constant year 1995 dollars (see fig. 3-4). To maintain
readiness in the face of this decrease, DOD cut support for R&D and modernization programs. As a result,
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the military industrial base eroded and second- and third-tier contractors disappeared, while major suppliers
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consolidated horizontally.

Had it not been for dual-use, off-the-shelf commercial technologies, the US

military would already have had to make deeper cuts in readiness, force structure, and modernization
programs. These tradeoff decisions were delayed after 2015 when DOD budgets began to increase at a rate
approaching 2 percent real growth per year. This funding reflected the desire of the body politic to secure
American borders by operating abroad. In 2025, the DOD budget represents just over 2.3 percent of gross
domestic product.
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Figure 3-4. DOD Budget (Constant FY95 $B) in Gulliver’s Travails
The 2025 DOD budget is approximately $270 billion in 1995 dollars. Though this amount is essentially
the same as in 1995, increased overseas commitments and high personnel costs strain the defense budget.
Host nation support is unable to significantly defray DOD overseas expenditures because the US’s driving
motivation is to reduce the level of conflict around the world and thereby reduce the export of terrorism to
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America. Other nations realize this and are able to play on these fears to bargain for US financial
concessions, such as aid packages, debt rescheduling, and other economic incentives.

Capabilities

Despite limited DOD budgets the military must be able to detect incipient crises and respond quickly
once a situation is judged vital to US interests, acting before the crisis escalates unacceptably. The military
must develop the equipment and skills to operate along the spectrum from peace operations to terrorist
abatement to nuclear deterrence. Furthermore, maintaining a high operations tempo is a by-product of
worldwide political instability that is exacerbated by the proliferation of nations.
The onset and monitoring of crises are primarily achieved through a combination of worldwide satellite
coverage (both military and commercial networks) and human intelligence (HUMINT). Though ∆ TeK is
generally Constrained, significant US commercial and government investments in space allow the DOD to
exploit the extant communications and sensor infrastructure. The large bandwidth, global coverage, and
redundancy of the orbital systems effectively provide the military with worldwide intelligence coverage, on
demand, all the time.
HUMINT often provides more warning time than satellite coverage, and also provides a human element
regarding the motivations of the actors involved in precipitating a crisis. Furthermore, HUMINT may
pinpoint the key actors responsible for the onset of a crisis, or provide details of planned actions. The
combination of HUMINT and satellite-based intelligence provides the US government with the information
leverage to forestall actions unfavorable to American interests. The US can generally secure cooperation
from other countries for combined operations or gain acquiescence for unilateral US operations. The
satellite systems then ensure that any necessary forces are kept cognizant of threats in the area of
responsibility.
Once a crisis action area has been identified, assets must be transferred rapidly to the scene. In the
majority of responses, light mobile ground forces are used to resolve the situation. In this alternate future, C33

17 Globemasters and commercial air provide that rapid response.

Rapid intervention sometimes allows

forces to be withdrawn in days or weeks; thus long-term logistics support is usually not required, sparing the
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US considerable expense. In situations requiring operations enduring longer than three weeks, roll-on/roll34

off (RO/ROs), container ships, and afloat prepositioned supplies are available to meet cargo requirements.

Minimizing US forces’ footprint is crucial so that personnel and equipment do not provide easy targets
for groups using either conventional weapons or weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Whether intervening
in a border dispute, supporting the legitimacy of a government through civil-military operations, or
conducting counterterrorist actions, the military must remain prepared to operate in biological and chemical
environments. That includes the detection and defusion of these WMD. American forces also deter and
counter threats to cross the nuclear threshold, to include fielding a theater ballistic missile defense system
35

where intelligence assets indicate a threat.

To minimize threats to personnel, the military relies on

survivable platforms with a rapid-response, precision strike capability, and on advanced unmanned aerial
vehicles to perform missions from reconnaissance to air refueling.
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The variety of conflicts and missions presents a potential overcommitment dilemma for US forces.
Overcommitment is particularly critical for the Marine Corps, the most frequently deployed service. The
combination of good intelligence sources, a rapid deployment and redeployment capability, and precision
strike capability address the equipment side of the equation. Personnel programs, such as weekly satellite
video teleconferences, partially redress human issues such as extended family separations.

Implications

The proliferation of nations has yielded a Dispersed World Power Grid, a world wherein the US must
rapidly detect, and react to, incipient crises before events deteriorate into a situation with negative
consequences for America. As a result, DOD vitality depends on conducting coalition operations, adjusting
to the operations tempo, and exploiting dual-use technologies.
Coalition operations dominate the military working environment. Consequently, professional military
education emphasizes international affairs, diplomacy, and peacekeeping to the exclusion of nearly all else.
Such skills are critical because most nations deny America basing rights. In fact, diplomatic passage of
forces may threaten the success of some operational plans. Accordingly, combined task force commanders
(CTFC) are sometimes dual-hatted as special envoys to provide them with the tools necessary to accomplish
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their missions. The actual mechanisms of military-to-military interactions also merit significant CTFC
attention. The issue of intelligence crossflow is particularly volatile due to the fluid nature of coalitions;
37

states may cooperate one day and compete the next.

Interoperability issues are generally resolved through
38

commercial communications systems, particularly space-based systems.

To minimize conflicts between

coalition partners, bilingualism is encouraged among US service members, and those service members are
39

tracked using special identifiers; some are placed on a special leadership track.

DOD has made adjustments to force structures and doctrine in order to sustain the high operations tempo
with a limited budget. The tempo has adversely impacted training and readiness. In fact, adjustment factors
to the “C” rating were developed that allow units to appear more ready than they really are, if the units have
been deployed for more than 230 days in the past year.
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Meanwhile, the Marine Corps has increased in

size because of the emphasis on light, rapid-reaction forces, while the Navy is about the same size as it was
41

in 2010.

Finally, the breadth of missions ensures reliance on reserves and civilian contractors, so CINCs

were delegated greater authority to selectively call up Reserve and Guard forces.
Dual-use technologies are key to the success of the American military. Several policy decisions have
contributed to the current ability of the DOD to maintain an adequate industrial base. First, military standards
and specifications were eliminated. Second, multiyear procurements were adopted. Third, military science
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and technology relies on spin-offs of civilian R&D.

Summary

In Gulliver’s Travails the US attempts to act as a global policeman, but finds its power dissipated
by the sheer number of actors. State- and nonstate-sponsored terrorists present one challenge, border
conflicts another, and refugees a third. Limited defense budgets and the high operations tempo threaten the
military’s ability to continue successfully performing a variety of missions that deter activities counter to
American interests. To date, evolutionary developments in dual-use technologies and adjustments in the
concept of operations have provided a continued military edge, but this edge could evaporate quickly. In
many ways, Gulliver’s Travails is similar to the world of 1996.
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Chapter 4
Zaibatsu

1

In 1996, “zaibatsu” is Japanese for a family corporation held together by economic bonds. But in this
world of 2025, “zaibatsu” means much more. Zaibatsu is a world dominated by corporate economic
interests. Multinational corporations (MNC) have become extremely powerful and have loosely bonded
together to serve their financial interests. The “zaibatsu,” as used here, is the informal collection of MNCs
cooperating to manage growth and maximize profits. Though some might view Zaibatsu as being prone to
corporate greed and excess, usually there is peaceful cooperation to further world economic growth.
However, conflicts do occur when competition for emerging markets or newfound resources drives
corporations to attack one another. When disputes occur, the Zaibatsu often acts against one corporation or
another through surrogates such as states involved in border disputes or ethnic groups seeking better trade
conditions. These conflicts are usually short-lived since the Zaibatsu considers wars bad for profits.
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In Zaibatsu, the American world view is Domestic because of the relatively benign nature of this world
(fig. 4-1). Profit-seeking corporations have fueled Exponentialn technology growth and proliferation. The
World Power Grid is Concentrated as power resides in MNCs acting collectively to increase profits.
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Figure 4-1. Strategic Planning Space for Zaibatsu
In this world, MNCs have grown in strength, exerting sovereignty by virtue of the tremendous increase
2

in international trade (fig. 4-2) and corporate influence in international organizations. Since MNCs conduct
most of the international trade, their influence is increasing relative to the sovereignty of states. The Zaibatsu
seems to control everything, including the number and nature of conflicts. Military forces serve as de facto
“security guards” to safeguard multinational interests and proprietary rights. However, this role is becoming
more difficult as rising income disparities fuel resentment among the less-developed countries.
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Figure 4-2. Trend in International Trade

Plausible History

The world of Zaibatsu is characterized by the growing strength of MNCs. As the timeline in figure 4-3
4

indicates, the prosperity generated by a US-balanced budget in 2002 preceded this growth. The everincreasing interdependence of MNCs and the resulting general rise in prosperity have encouraged worldwide
political, economic, and military cooperation. This increase in world cooperation led to a UN-backed effort
5

to deploy a planetary defense system in 2007.
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Figure 4-3. Plausible History for Zaibatsu
In 2010, computer technology leapt forward with the development of a microprocessor human-nerve
6

interface which greatly increased the “intelligence” of computers. This development sparked a
technological revolution that rapidly proliferated throughout the world and increased corporate profits.
Corporations began to merge operations to better integrate various technologies while downsizing
7

management and administrative functions.

Despite the benefits derived from new technologies, occasional problems emerged, such as the Angola8

Zaire border clash in 2011 (see map at fig. 4-4). Powerful corporations used this conflict to settle an oil9

drilling-rights dispute.

In the year 2015, safe nuclear fusion was developed, and it now, provides a significant portion of the
world’s electrical needs.
2017.

10

As a result of the reduced demand, the price of oil fell to $10.00 a barrel in

11
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In the 2020 presidential election, MNCs heavily influenced the outcome by contributing millions in
“soft” money to a pro-business candidate.

12

In 2025, MNCs exert the dominant political force in Zaibatsu as

most elected officials owe them their political careers.

Congo
Gabon

Zaire
Cabinda

Angola

Figure 4-4. Map of Angola-Zaire Conflict Region

The Nature of Actors

The principal actors are the multinational corporations known collectively as the Zaibatsu. MNCs form
the major centers of power in a Centralized World Power Grid, and because of their influence, state
sovereignty is less important.

13

The Zaibatsu aggressively supports the establishment of powerful free-trade

zones, further eroding state sovereignty. These free-trade zones contribute to the high degree of economic
interdependence, preventing any state from acting to support indigenous corporate activities without
14

adversely affecting many other states.

Because of this recognized interdependence, wars are generally

considered bad for profits and therefore are discouraged by the Zaibatsu.
The Zaibatsu often acts through the UN to maintain a relatively peaceful world. The UN is highly
regarded for its effectiveness in dealing with complex global problems such as the asteroid threat. The UN
implicitly supports Zaibatsu activity since their aims are peaceful and promote world development, directly
15

supporting the UN charter.

In addition, the Zaibatsu lobbies the US and other countries with capable
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security forces to provide the majority of the UN’s small but technically-advanced mobile military. The UN
uses these air, land, sea, and space forces to contain disturbances and to maintain relatively peaceful global
conditions.
The world is partitioned into seven major technological development regions. These areas are the US,
the European Union (EU), Australia, China, Israel, India, and Ukraine. Other important areas such as Latin
America, North Africa, and Russia remain underdeveloped and provide raw materials and cheap labor. The
standard of living is rising everywhere, but the seven technological development regions are increasing their
16

lead in per capita income.

This situation creates a potential source of instability as the gap between the
17

haves and have-nots continues to widen.

The seven development regions cooperate on most issues because

of a strong Zaibatsu influence. However, global markets in niche areas spawn intense competition between
18

the various regions.

The Nature of International Politics

The key Zaibatsu objective is to ensure that international relations remain stable and thus conducive to
trade and profits. As a result, international law is intricately linked to corporate law. Actors whose actions
threaten profits and business—such as going to war without Zaibatsu support—are dealt with swiftly and
severely. If the Zaibatsu cannot coerce the offending parties economically, then it secures UN involvement,
relying on UN credibility to quell disturbances. The UN can respond with permanently committed military
forces, sometimes involving the US.
Most natural resources are controlled, mediated, and distributed by the Zaibatsu. The Zaibatsu also
develops new markets and sources of skilled labor. Due to the intense competition for these resources among
various MNCs, conflicts occasionally occur with various groups acting as surrogates. When these conflicts
occur, the UN may be pressured by both sides to get involved. Sometimes, the UN deploys peace enforcers
to the displeasure of both sides, placing involved US military forces at risk.

19

Conflicts usually occur in the developing areas of Latin America, North Africa, and Russia. When
conflicts occur, the Zaibatsu works through the UN and other international bodies to restore order quickly.
Where American-based MNCs are heavily invested in developing countries, they may place considerable
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pressure on the US government to get involved when conflicts occur that are not being resolved to the US
20

corporations’ satisfaction.

The Nature of US National Security Strategy

Since Zaibatsu is a relatively peaceful world, there are few threats to US interests. Therefore, the
strategic challenge for the military in this world is to remain relevant and proficient in a peaceful but
potentially unstable world. The national security strategy is peace through world cooperation and
multilateral deterrence. International economic interdependence is viewed as the primary deterrent to
conflict. When Zaibatsu interests are threatened, the US military often acts with the UN to resolve conflicts.
When conflicts occur, the US military can respond quickly by enforcing UN-backed blockades and
embargoes. Each of the seven development regions maintains security forces to preserve stability.
Consequently, US forces rarely act unilaterally, so far fewer military forces are required to preserve US
interests.

The Nature of Humanity

21

Human nature in this world is dominated by materialism.

Many religious, ideological, and cultural

differences have been co-opted by economic concerns. However, a strong antimaterialistic attitude remains
among some religious fundamentalists.

22

Additionally, greed and a growing opulence are increasing social

tensions as some resent the increasing difference in income between the wealthy and the middle class.
Finally, poor people still exist in many areas despite the overall rising standards of living. The forces of
greed, resentment, and religious fundamentalism threaten stability as the Zaibatsu is unable to co-opt
23

everyone.
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The Nature of Technology

n
In Zaibatsu, ∆ TeK is Exponential as technological innovations rapidly proliferate around the world.
The low cost of entry permits niche corporations to exploit breakthroughs, thus fostering an entrepreneurial
attitude worldwide.

24

Technology advances at a revolutionary pace as the seven development regions fuel

innovation through competition. Maintaining technological leverage is difficult in this world as access to
organized information is nearly ubiquitous.
To ensure long-term market growth, the Zaibatsu funds the development of highly efficient
25

infrastructures.

Mass transit systems using magnetic levitation create interstate systems of bullet trains
26

reaching average speeds of 300 mph.

These mass transit systems eliminate the burden of maintaining large

road networks. Automobiles are now used solely for pleasure or as a means to reach mass transit stations.
Additionally, the Zaibatsu developed transatmospheric vehicles which permit the rapid movement of critical
27

resources and finished goods.

Investments in information and communications technologies provide

worldwide interoperability, and the information highway has evolved into an information-communication
continuum.
MNC profits have soared due to these and other revolutionary advancements, including spectacular
28

studies in genetics.

Researchers have identified the desirable genes for various careers and professions.

This breakthrough offers the potential to genetically engineer the next generation of workers and
29

professionals.

Consequently, the military plans to genetically engineer some of their future personnel

accessions if ethical questions can be resolved.

30

Understandably, most people are still uncomfortable with

manipulating human life.

The Nature of the Environment

Zaibatsu is characterized as a “gray” world because the developed areas are environmentally clean and
have sufficient resources while the developing areas are polluted and experience resource shortages.
Technological advances, such as the widespread use of nuclear fusion, have reduced the demand for fossil
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fuels for electrical production. However, advances in technology often have led to other problems. Air and
noise pollution in developing areas are causing serious health problems.

31

Additionally, MNCs exploit many developing nations by dumping toxic wastes in the environment and
32

operating “sweat shops” with the emphasis on profits over human rights.

The developing nations tolerate

these sweat shops because they are accompanied by Zaibatsu investment in infrastructure to foster long-term
economic growth. Many of the underprivileged believe their children’s lives will be better than theirs
because of improving standards of living.

The Nature of the Defense Budget

The US reduced the DoD’s budget (fig. 4-5) beginning 30 years ago as part of the effort to balance the
federal budget. Once MNCs began influencing world events and mitigating conflicts, the absence of threats
to US interests caused DOD spending to remain well below 1996 levels. Meanwhile, MNCs spurred
economic growth throughout much of the world. As a result, the US gross domestic product grew at an
average rate of 5 percent over the past 30 years. This growth has resulted in a current US GDP of $29
trillion in 1995 dollars.

33

At $200 billion, the DOD budget represents less than 1 percent of GDP.
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Figure 4-5. DOD Budget (Constant FY95 $B) in Zaibatsu
Because many potential adversaries can afford to purchase modern and sophisticated weaponry, the
potential threat to US forces is increasing over time. To meet this growing threat and contain modernization
spending, the US military relies heavily on technological improvements from the commercial sector. Even
using this strategy, the US military has lost its technological edge in areas such as software and information
warfare.

Capabilities

There are few areas in this world that have not been privatized by the Zaibatsu.

34

For instance, base

commanders must be adept at negotiating with MNCs for base services and utilities. The military depends on
private firms for all of its mobility and uses commercial virtual reality simulators and war games to retain
proficiency in war-fighting skills. Only the evolving nature of the threat provides a rationale to train and
equip with leading edge technologies.
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A major threat to the Zaibatsu interests exists in the infosphere. As a result, information warfare is a
primary focus of day-to-day military operations, detecting and countering industrial espionage.

35

This focus

is a critical issue because corporate information systems provide a large portion of defense-related
intelligence. For security reasons, MNCs employ their own “super” clipper chips and advanced encryption
36

techniques to control access.

Consequently, the services must constantly “decipher” the latest chips and
37

encryption keys to maintain access.

Several other DOD capabilities are needed in Zaibatsu. First, is the ability to enforce the primary
Zaibatsu punishment tool—the economic embargo, or sanctions; second, guarding against individuals and
groups illegally milking company profits and databases—electronic pirates and “info-bandits;” and finally,
38

using biogenetics to reduce training costs and attrition by “creating” the perfect soldier.

Essentially, the

military is offensive in nature and most operations are conducted near the US or in conjunction with the other
development regions.

Implications

Zaibatsu poses many challenges to the US military. The first challenge is to remain relevant. Because
of the relatively benign nature of this world, the tendency is to stagnate or become preoccupied with ancillary
39

missions. Additionally, war-fighting skills atrophy because of the reduced opportunity for experience.

Because the majority of space and sensor technologies are developed at consortium labs, rather than
national facilities, the US must depend on MNCs for space support. Many military training areas suffer from
high congestion, air pollution, noise pollution, and electromagnetic interference. Additionally, the Zaibatsu
continues to add to the number of training restrictions by closing some ranges and prohibiting aircraft flights
over populated areas. This situation has affected readiness by reducing the opportunities for “live” training.
Most training is now “virtual” and commanders worry about maintaining combat readiness. Finally, because
defending Zaibatsu interests sometimes involves UN action, the US military often becomes involved in
operations with no clear US interests at stake.
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Summary

Zaibatsu is a world of powerful multinational corporations. Currently it is a relatively benign world,
but tensions are building. The US military is small due to the absence of a perceived threat, with most of its
activity oriented towards cooperation with international organizations and other militaries to deter and
resolve conflicts. The American World View is Domestic due to the lack of threats to US vital interests. ∆
TeK is Exponentialn due to investment and R&D funding by profit-seeking MNCs. Technology is used to fuel
economic growth, in turn generating additional technological advancements. Finally, the World Power Grid
is Concentrated. Power is held by MNCs who loosely bond together to further their economic interests.
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Chapter 5

Digital Cacophony

Imagine a world completely enmeshed in technology. Technological advances are rampant and the
1

world struggles with rapid change and its effects. These tremendous advances in technology have led to the
development of many astonishing inventions, such as an individual device that can perform a myriad of
simultaneous functions. For instance, a watch phone can be used to conduct video-phone calls and
2

3

teleconferences; monitor a daily schedule, including required tasks and to-do lists; display global
positioning satellite (GPS) location to include altitude; and even monitor aerobic conditioning, energy,
4

nutrition rates, emotional state, and the status of artificial organs. However, many traditional customs and
events have faded away, erased by the extreme rate of change. Most holidays are overlooked, and Julian
5

dates are the norm.
Technological progress has led to adverse effects as well, creating almost as many problems as it has
6

solved. For example, technology has produced some harmful physiological side effects for the human body,
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causing most humans to have at least one transplanted organ by the time they are in their mid-thirties.
7

Fortunately, advances in biotechnology rectify many medical conditions. The proliferation of technology
has made the world more susceptible to random violence but also has provided the means to avoid some
threats. For instance, since technology provides virtual experiences better than anything live, and large
crowds present a target of opportunity to terrorists and disgruntled groups, nearly all sporting events, plays,
shows, and theater events are “experienced” at home.

8

This world is entitled Digital Cacophony, due to its often discordant nature. Of the six alternate
futures, this world is by far the most advanced in ∆ TeK and offers the greatest promise of wealth and power
for the individual. On the other hand, it is also the most dangerous for both individuals and states. Figure 5-1
illustrates Digital Cacophony’s position in the strategic planning space.
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Figure 5-1. Strategic Planning Space for Digital Cacophony
In this world, technology has empowered many individuals, but at the same time disenfranchised
numerous governments and organizations. Due to the Exponentialn proliferation of ∆ TeK, everyone has
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9

instant access to global networking and the burgeoning, almost omniscient, database system. Unparalleled ∆
TeK development has sparked explosive economic growth across the planet. However, those who do not
fully share in the wealth of these ventures use technology to terrorize the elites, using weapons of both an
insidious and overt nature. Nation-states have lost vitality as independent entities since information and
wealth cross international boundaries with impunity.

10

Electronic democracies are the political system of
11

choice, with everyone having a direct vote on every issue.

This creates “fuzzy states” with shifting policies

at times. Life in this world is full of promise . . . but this is also a world of fear.

Plausible History

In the world of Digital Cacophony, technology brings people together, but also tears them apart. As
seen in figure 5-2, the year 2000 was a benchmark in many ways. For the first time, the world was “wired,”
and anyone could gain access to worldwide information.

12

This development exacerbated social unrest
13

globally as have-nots learned how little they had compared to the well off.
14

proliferation continued unabated, spreading to 20 states.

Meanwhile, nuclear

International politics, overwhelmed by

transparent information borders, could not control the spread of nuclear technology and materials.

15

By

2002, ever-increasing technological breakthroughs in the genetic engineering of plants and animals led to an
abundant food production capability,

16

spurring population growth as a result of declining mortality rates in

third world countries which previously suffered recurring famine.
Technology could not solve some old problems, as in 2009, when an influenza pandemic struck in
17

southern China, then rapidly spread worldwide.
over thirty million died.

18

Three hundred-thirty million people were affected and
19

No one ever determined if the virus was a natural mutation or bioengineered.

Many feared the latter.
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Figure 5-2. Plausible History for Digital Cacophony
The threatened migration of unemployed masses from second- and third-world countries continued to
challenge the few wealthy states. By 2010 the United Nations dissolved due to its inability to resolve these
20

issues and regional conflicts.

In the resulting vacuum, bilateral and multilateral security arrangements

between nation-states and interest groups flourished.
In 2012, Wall Street was hit with a super high energy radio frequency (HERF) wave, which destroyed
21

all financial databases.

Since advanced information warfare capability was available worldwide, a

number of competitor states were investigated, but tracing the source was impossible. The US economy was
in turmoil for weeks during database reconstruction, and businesses demanded federal action to prevent
22

further attacks.

By 2015, 48 actors had acquired several classes of weapons of mass destruction and the accompanying
delivery systems.

23

Threats of conflicts involving nuclear, chemical, biological, and information weapons
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became common. During the North African territorial war, a tactical nuclear detonation killed thousands of
24

people.

The world began an expansion into new frontiers by 2020. Space travel with accompanying outposts
became common, and many multinational corporations established production facilities in space to exploit
25

the solar system’s resources.

26

However, space assets also became a target and required heavy protection.

Underwater settlements were also prototyped during the early 2020s to support mining operations of
27

hydrothermal vents.

Many challenges face this world in 2025. Almost any individual or group can acquire weapons of mass
destruction or disruption, and threats are one of the few constant things in this world.

The Nature of Actors

The ubiquity of information and the affordable nature of high technology have led to a dispersal of
power in this world. Nation-states have become less important, while individuals and small groups can now
have tremendous impact on world events. Everyone communicates via the global net, even using it to do all
their shopping by electronically hopping around the globe. Individuals can live in one country and work for
an MNC in another country “on-line.”

28

Continuous terrorist threats have caused an ever-present fear, and individuals prefer not to leave the
security of their dwelling, let alone meet in large groups. Seemingly, only those individuals who are either
overtly adventurous or covertly claustrophobic join organizations such as the active military, which entails
much travel and danger. Others interested in serving do so on-line in the reserves.
In Digital Cacophony, individuals demand direct input regarding political decisions, and the
government has become a virtual location, or fuzzy state, rather than being confined to capitals such as
Washington, D.C. Most democratic countries now operate on versions of the “netocracy,” or electronic
democracy standard. This system allows constituents to voice their opinion and vote on every issue. The
netocracy antiquated the traditional three-party political system and relies solely on electronic interaction.
MNCs also gain influence, profiting from the proliferation in commercially derived, advanced
technology. Nation-states cannot control the transfer of wealth and information among internal and external
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groups, and as a result, state sovereignty declines.

29

However, people still look to their national government
30

and military to provide national security and ensure conditions conducive to economic prosperity.

Nature of International Politics

Global instability increases as the threat of WMD holds under-protected information systems and
populations at risk.

31

However, nuclear WMD are not the primary problem in Digital Cacophony. The

primary problems are the traditional “poor man’s nuclear weapons,” chemical and biological toxins, which
are readily produced in this world. Information nets are also vulnerable to weapons of mass disruption
(sometimes called WMd).
Cross-linked alliances, nation-state combines, religious factions, MNCs, or other actors multiply in an
attempt to enhance security against numerous threats. Paradoxically, these multilayered links combine with
economic interdependencies to create complex and unexpected interactions with outcomes no one can
32

predict, effectively making the world more dangerous.

The growing power of individuals and groups

(reflecting the dispersal of power in Digital Cacophony), along with increasing population pressures,
increases the number of conflicts. Every minor conflict has the potential to explode into a major regional war
with the use of WMD and information disruption weapons. Millions have already died as a consequence of
biological and chemical attacks.
The roles of governmental and nongovernmental organizations are constantly changing, and their power
has decreased drastically. As governments focus on regional and global conflicts, nongovernmental
organizations (NGO) must increase their role in disaster relief operations. The UN disintegrated due to its
inability to resolve massive immigration attempts and numerous regional and global conflicts.

33

There is no

nation-state left with the power to control world events, leaving bilateral and multilateral security
arrangements which shift constantly as actors try to keep pace with changing threats. NATO still exists, but
has become trivial, relegated primarily to the role of a legal secretary between countries negotiating security
arrangements.
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The Nature of US National Security Strategy

The US national security strategy in Digital Cacophony is two-fold, first to deter and defend against
hostile actions against US citizens, companies, and property, to include the use of WMD; and second, to
ensure open electronic information flows. Most Americans have strong ties and interests around the globe
via information networks. These interests are often targeted by terrorists; and US citizens feel the military
should protect these interests, whether they be goods, services, equipment, territory, or personnel. The
military is equipped to meet all known contingencies at any location worldwide. They are directed to deter
34

WMD through aggressive counterdetection, counterterrorism, and counterproliferation strategies.

The

national security strategy also addresses the enforcement of free and open electronic trade throughout all
nations and groups. The military is well trained and specially equipped for this mission and constantly
monitors nearly all information networks.

The Nature of Humanity

In this world, individuals can hold great power and are able to affect the outcome of a great many
things. However, they are only independent as a single entity on the internet, as they are totally reliant on the
net to function. Despite the allure of the electronic faux-life, a common dream is to “unplug” and be left
alone for awhile . . . but the thought of missing the latest info-update is too enervating. Psychologists have
35

categorized this neurosis as “infolepsis,” a condition of frequent and uncontrollable desire for information.

People communicate freely on the net, but many have also become isolationists, unable to communicate faceto-face. The net has become the center of people’s existence. “Net-vangelism,” or internet evangelism, has
become a dominant form of persuasion, competing equally with other media forms. It is often used to sway
public opinion regarding proposed government policies.
Due to the rapidly changing political and technological environment, most people suffer from high
levels of anxiety. Many cannot cope or are uncomfortable with Exponentialn change and its apparently
unknowable impacts. Sometimes even those comfortable with technology find themselves temporarily on the
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outside looking in. For example, disgruntled software engineers who are replaced by artificial intelligence
are able to temporarily disrupt portions of the information net, causing havoc in the transportation network.

36

The Nature of Technology

Exponentialn ∆ TeK is the key driver in this world, accelerating beyond the control of world actors.
Technological advances often result in unintended consequences, such as ready access to weapons of mass
disruption. In a society dependent on the global network, a disruption to that service is often more damaging
than a physical attack.

37

Information is a prized commodity, often used to barter, as normal power structures have become
diluted. In particular, the filtering and sifting of information becomes the focus of almost every organization
38

and individual.

Information equals power and control, but the main information challenge is sifting through

databases to clear contaminants and waste by-products, such as unwanted and unneeded information.
Personalized, self-adapting information filters are at the forefront of market demand. Filters also guard
against “cyberagents,” who prowl the net. Cyberagents infiltrate deep into cyberspace to detect, alter, steal,
and destroy information filters and files. Since filters cannot protect against, nor detect, all “tainted” or false
39

information, individuals have lost confidence in the information they are receiving.

Customers force innovations in a bottom-up research and development era, and companies must remain
adept at satisfying individual customer needs. Some of the most significant advances have been in the
medical field.

40

For example, most known diseases are detected and treated at birth; anti-aging products and

services ensure a life expectancy exceeding 100 years of age; and genetic mapping allows researchers to
41

examine the underlying causes of disease.

Organ replacements are now performed as outpatient surgery,

with a seven-to-ten day recovery time. Limb replacement patients complete rehabilitation in four to six
weeks. These and other medical advances help sustain a high military operations tempo, as damaged
soldiers can often be healed and recycled to the zone of operations in days. Nonmedical advances include
the development of new super materials designed at the molecular level,
devices,

43

44

and robots for most domestic and manufacturing tasks.
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miniaturization of most hardware

The military relies heavily on advances

in civilian technologies rather than funding their own niche research,

45

and quickly adapts and incorporates

any new technology to keep ahead of the competition.
Since personal residences are the focus of all day-to-day activities, most services are provided directly
46

to the home. For instance, quality primary and secondary education is available on the net.

This

“democratization” of education has brought the world computer literacy rate to over 90 percent, and most
individuals have college-equivalent degrees. Because interconnectivity is total and virtual, information
technology is used for more than just power; it is also used for pleasure and intellectual fulfillment. For
example, due to personal safety concerns, the majority use “sensurround systems” to enjoy sporting activities,
or take vacations in the safety and comfort of their biologically filtered domicile. Sensurround is a series of
biochemical and electronic systems providing a total virtual firsthand experience, more stimulating than life
itself. Sensors are strapped onto the body and one can actually feel what is happening on the sport fields or
while skiing the Alps, switching “locations” at a whim.

The Nature of the Environment

The rampant nature of ∆ TeK leads to unintended chaotic effects in Digital Cacophony. A major
concern is managing the unanticipated outgrowth of problems and unforeseen vectors spun off by the rapid
and revolutionary leaps in technology. Consequently, this world is characterized as a “256-color” world;
parts are green, parts are brown, and other “colors” just splash across the canvas. There are too many
colors, and most are artificial. Also, everyone has a voice in this world, and it is difficult to find peace and
quiet with those voices coming at you from every direction.
Unanticipated problems are an unfortunate outgrowth from this world, and controls are often not
established in a timely manner commensurate with the dangers of technological developments. For instance,
easy access to technology and materials caused a rapid spread of WMD. Another unintended consequence
was when biogenetic diseases, developed for military and commercial use, escaped to the open environment.
Information weapons of mass disruption also exist, and filter industries must devote ever greater resources to
47

the problem of viruses that have escaped from information warfare centers.

Some viruses evolve and are

rarely detectable, existing as “stealth” viruses of unknown motivation, origin, or destination.
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The terrorist threat has reversed the trend toward urbanization as people have scattered across the
globe. Technology makes living just about anywhere feasible. Many live underground for additional
protection and environmental aesthetics. Underwater settlements are beginning to flourish in support of the
49

various mining operations and food production sites.

Technology has made great leaps in the day-to-day care of the environment. All trash is recycled and
industrial waste has almost been eliminated.

50

51

Water is also recycled worldwide,

while air and water

filters keep home dwellings safe. People and animals suffer from organ failure due to the extreme
electromagnetic radiation from the numerous electronic devices,

52

but medical advances have made this

problem treatable. Energy resources are plentiful, with substantial reliance on renewable resources such as
53

wind, solar,

54

tidal, and wave energy,

55

as well as the expanded use of nuclear fusion.

The Nature of the Defense Budget

Technological advances have accelerated the growth of gross domestic products worldwide. For
instance, the US GDP has risen an average of 6 percent annually over the past 30 years to $39 trillion.

56

Accordingly, the federal budget has easily been able to withstand a rise in defense spending to more than
$300 billion in 1995 dollars (see fig. 5-3), an amount that represents less than 1 percent of American GDP.
Military budgets—particularly for modernization, which is now 60 percent of the total DOD budget—rise in
an attempt to stay apace with threats. Obsolescence is a recurrent problem, and some systems’ lifespans are
measured in months or less. Though the defense budget has increased, serious threats from all directions,
because of ready access to WMD and information disruption systems, reduce the overall security of US
citizens.
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Figure 5-3. DOD Budget (Constant FY95 $B) for Digital Cacophony

Capabilities

America’s global world view supports a technically proficient military, able to inject itself into
surface, spatial, and virtual operating environments. The US has chosen to be involved globally because the
fuzzy state has, in a sense, formed a fluid continuum seeping into all of the world’s nooks and crannies. The
57

US perceives this continuum as a global neighborhood sharing one backyard,

one that must be made safe to

prevent crises from propagating in unforeseen ways. To protect this backyard, forces must be adept at
fighting in conventional, unconventional, and info-war environments. They must exploit advanced detection
capabilities to locate and disarm both physical and virtual weapons. Fortunately, a small engagement force
is generally sufficient to deter or resolve most situations. These small teams exhibit specialized training,
with each individual proficient in tasks ranging from hostage negotiations to nuclear weapon disarmament.
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Multifunctional equipment, easily adaptable to varied environmental conditions, is also required. Advance
reconnaissance, detection, and communication assets are key to directing both teams and equipment.
Two other areas of primary concern for the military are modernization and defense. Modernization is
never-ending in the face of proliferation of technology, and intense training is required to maintain forces at a
58

high state of readiness.

Physical and virtual defenses are everywhere.

Implications

In Digital Cacophony, ∆ TeK’s Exponentialn growth has contributed to an unstable world, domestically
and internationally. The proliferation of mass destruction and disruption weapons keeps the world on edge.
As fears in the US escalate, individuals turn to the netocracy in dictating what military action they want
accomplished. At times it is not clear who the enemy is with the rapid shifting of coalitions. Historical
allies become foes and foes become allies as technology quickly determines who is currently leading the
technology race and receiving the profits.
Four main concerns impact the day-to-day operations of the military: time, modernization, training, and
burnout. Time is of the essence as every conflict, no matter its initial scope, has the capacity to explode into
regional or global war. The decision cycle is compressed into hours, vice days or weeks. To remain ready,
the military maintains worldwide vigilance. The pace of modernization is driven by the need to stay ahead in
fielding the latest weapon or countermeasure. Unfortunately, the pace of modernization makes it difficult to
keep personnel trained in the latest techniques and equipment. A combination of extremely high operations
and training tempo causes rapid burnout of most front-line military forces. Most remain in the field only 5 to
10 years. A key challenge is the task of balancing this burnout with the need to retain individuals with “live”
experience.
Information-age advances have greatly benefited certain aspects of the military. Since many military
missions can be performed “over the net,” many serve “on-line.” All headquarters and command functions
are performed on-line from dispersed locations to reduce vulnerability and increase efficiency. Many
nonmobile functions, such as acquisition, supply, and most logistics, are transitioned to the reserves. All
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officer and enlisted professional military education and advanced technical training is individualized, and
most student interaction is conducted via virtual videoconferencing seminars.

Summary

Digital Cacophony is a world racing to keep pace with the rampant speed of technological change.
This condition results from the effects of ∆ TeK being at the extreme Exponentialn dimension. The power
grid in this world has become Dispersed, and no one actor or government can control the free-flowing
information across boundaries. The American world view is Global due to the numerous threats facing the
country and world. The US realizes it is part of the “global village” and must be involved worldwide to
guarantee long-term security.
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Chapter 6

King Khan

1

While the twentieth century has been called the American century, the world of King Khan has seen the
dawning of what appears to be the Asian Millennium. The United States is beset by economic problems; the
American world view is clearly Domestic (fig. 6-1).
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Figure 6-1. Strategic Planning Space for King Khan
Technological advances are at the slowest rate of the six worlds, because most of the world’s
economies are unable to sustain significant investment in research and development. The one economy that
can support such an effort, Khan, is primarily concerned with infrastructure improvements. ∆TeK is highly
Constrained. The World Power Grid is Concentrated and dominated by the Asian Colossus. Its member
states, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Mongolia, Taiwan, Malaysia, and Indonesia, comprise the world’s
2

only superpower. The evolution of this world seems sudden to its residents, yet the chain of events that led
to this conclusion began long ago.

Plausible History

The sequence of events commenced in 1994 when the governors of Texas and California complained to
the federal government in Washington that the flood of illegal immigration had to be stopped (fig. 6-2). The
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illegal immigrants nearly bankrupted California. As a result the governor lobbied for passage of Proposition
187, which would have denied all welfare and social benefits to non-US citizens. Supported by 58.8 percent
3

4

of the California electorate, the proposition passed, only to be struck down in federal court. The case was
5

appealed, and after much debate, the Supreme Court finally ruled that all illegal immigrants were entitled to
welfare.
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Figure 6-2. Plausible History for King Khan
The Mexican recession of 2002 produced an immigration tsunami across US borders, driving social
spending out of control. This sent federal budget deficits soaring and led to the cancellation of numerous
7

programs, including the F-22 program in 2005.

By this time, social scientists were well aware that much of the national wealth of Singapore, Taiwan,
8

Indonesia, and Malaysia resided in the hands of ethnic Chinese. Yet when these four nations joined with
9

China to jointly produce the “Harmony” fighter in 2009, based on the designs of the canceled F-22, the US
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government reacted with surprise. No substantive American reaction was possible. US budget deficits had
risen so high and federal borrowing was so extensive that a serious recession began that year.
The Korean governments were also surprised by the Harmony fighter production plans. Fears ignited by
the collaboration between the other Asian powers sparked discussions which led to the peaceful reunification
of the Korean peninsula in 2011.
In the run-up to the 2012 presidential election, the incumbent US leadership tried to prime the economy
with a federal spending surge. The attempt failed. The federal debt hit $10 trillion in early 2013, and on 2
10

July the stock market crashed and a depression began.

While Europe was affected, Southeast Asia was

such a large creditor region they escaped relatively unscathed. China’s gross domestic product passed $15
11

trillion in 2014,

the same year the yuan became the de facto international currency standard.

In 2016, US unemployment reached 18 percent, and the government faced the “great dilemma”: Should
it allow banks to foreclose on homeowners, creating millions of new homeless people, or should it protect
12

homeowners and risk bank failures?

It chose the latter. In the aftermath, over 10 thousand banks failed and

the government scrambled to keep the monetary system afloat.
Meanwhile, the Harmony project was a great success. An outstanding technical achievement, it sparked
a desire for the Asian powers to work more closely together. They began annual economic conferences in
2017, at which time a framework for regional free trade was established.
In 2018 the United States Supreme Court reversed its 1990s immigration rulings, paving the way for a
reduced federal budget. Riots resulted as non-US citizens violently protested the sudden loss of welfare and
other social benefits. The National Guard had to be mobilized to quell the disturbances. Over the next four
years, the Congress and the president completely streamlined and restructured the Washington bureaucracy.
The financial markets began to react positively, and in 2022 the economic recovery began.
At the same time, Taiwan and China set aside their past differences and merged peacefully. Following
that merger, Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia began to push for economic unification with China. Beijing
hosted a conference in 2023 where a series of agreements were signed leading to the formation of a new
confederation. In 2024 China, Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia merged into the largest economic power
the world has ever known.
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The Nature of Actors

The Khanian Confederation is the world’s only superpower. Economically and militarily over six
13

times the size of the United States,

it dominates international relations. It is a commanding presence in

global fora such as the United Nations and the G-8 (former G-7 plus Khan). Khan maintained its economic
strength and its explosive growth during the years of the US depression, partly because many multinational
corporations relocated to Khan where the taxes were lower and more business-friendly.
The United States remains a major actor in this world of 2025, but has become analogous to the United
Kingdom of 1996. The US continues to have global trade interests but lacks the military power to unilaterally
pursue these interests when they conflict with Khan’s. Further, America’s continued economic recovery is
dependent on access to major markets including Khan, Japan, and Russia.
Japan and Korea remain independent nations but are increasingly worried by Khan’s growing economic
and military might. Japan has become the “Taiwan” of 2025.
Some nongovernmental organizations are major actors in this world. Amnesty International and
Greenpeace are actively trying to mitigate human rights violations and environmental damage. They
concentrate their efforts on Khan but with limited success. Khan’s economic development has spurred
14

improvements in human rights issues, and most of the world believes Khan is “democratizing.”

The Nature of International Politics

The focal point of the World Power Grid, Khan has displaced the United States at the center of the
international arena. Khan’s rising standard of living and enormous population strains world oil and rare
mineral production capacity. Khan has the power to ensure they and their closest trading partners, such as
Southwest Asia, get more than their share of these resources. This leaves others with reduced access,
15

including the United States.

Fears of Khanian domination keep Russia, Japan, and India on edge. They attempt to balance Khan’s
superpower status by forming an alliance, but to be effective they need US support. Khan is more powerful
than any of these nations but cannot counter all four simultaneously.
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The United States has difficulty playing the role of the balancing power, because the average US citizen
does not view Khan as a threat but rather as a supplier, a market, and a valued customer. Further, the United
States needs access to both Khanian and Japanese markets to continue its economic recovery. As a result, the
United States finds itself in a diplomatic high-wire act with no safety net.
Elsewhere, the international community continues to split along traditional North-South boundaries.
The economic expansion of Khan and the economic recovery of the Western powers exacerbated economic
16

disparities between North and South. Parts of Latin America and much of Africa have been left behind.
These “have-not” regions lack the economic or military clout necessary to effectively compete for the

resources prerequisite to growth. The disparity between haves and have-nots is great, shows no signs of
decreasing, and is an occasional source of heated debate in fora such as the UN.

The Nature of US National Security Strategy

The strategic challenge in King Khan is the emergence of the Asian colossus. Due to its recent
economic problems and the corresponding decrease in military spending, the United States must ensure its
national security through alliances. The US is not strong enough to act unilaterally; it must contain Khan’s
17

expansionist tendencies through diplomacy.

Finally, the United States has reverted to a strategy of Mutual

Assured Destruction (MAD) as its ultimate means of ensuring national survival. Because of their low
operations cost, the US has maintained some intercontinental ballistic missiles as its only means of nuclear
deterrence.

The Nature of Humanity

In this world, average Americans find themselves struggling to maintain the basic necessities of life.
Strong racial and ethnic tensions have emerged amidst this struggle as citizens compete for limited
employment opportunities.
18

US citizens and businesses are also finding it difficult to adjust to the loss of superpower status.

Americans are having to learn to cope in a world where their standard of living is no longer the highest, and
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several other countries are sustaining faster economic growth. Establishing alliances with people or
governments in other countries has become difficult because Americans no longer exert the dominant
influence in policy decisions. As a result, mastering other languages and cultures has become important to
individual and corporate survival.

19

The Nature of Technology

Technological development in this world occurs slowly. ∆ TeK is Constrained due to the severe US
economic problems and subsequent worldwide repercussions. Additionally, Khan’s emphasis on raising the
standard of living of its interior population has hindered research and development, as its funds were spent
20

on developing infrastructure.

Fossil fuel-powered motorcycles, automobiles, trains, and planes still

provide for most transportation. As a partial solution to its infrastructure problems, Khan developed groundeffect vehicles (GEV) which ride on a cushion of air over poor roads and small rivers.
In this world, the US has lost its edge in technology and can no longer use it to leverage capabilities
against potential adversaries. Khan has not completely grasped the potential for ∆TeK leverage and thus is
still relying on large conventional forces for its security. This flattening of the technological edge among
nations leaves open an opportunity: the first nation with the leadership and resources to recognize and
exploit the potential for renewed technological leverage will enhance its position relative to potential
enemies. The US challenge is to identify those technologies or programs worth pursuing now that its
economy is recovering.

The Nature of the Environment

Population pressures, economic competition, and inattention have led to great environmental damage.
Clean drinking water is scarce and competition over water rights has become a source of conflict in Africa
and Southwest Asia. Khan added 400 million refrigerators and 200 million air conditioners based on
21

chloroflourocarbon (CFC) technology, which has decimated the ozone layer.

Nuclear power production

and the resulting waste storage problems have increased worldwide because Khan’s increased fossil fuels
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22

consumption forced other nations to switch to alternate energy sources for electricity.

Meanwhile, global

warming caused by continued “greenhouse” pollutant emissions changed world weather patterns, creating
23

severe droughts in Africa

Netherlands, and Florida.

and flooding in the coastal regions of the world, such as India, Bangladesh, the

24

Global food production has suffered as a result of climate changes, Khanian agricultural practices, and
25

loss of low-lying lands.

Nations which can produce surplus food for export lack adequate distribution
26

systems to transport that food to starving regions.

The UN is besieged with requests for help, but cannot act
27

without granting favors to Khan, which suffers occasional food problems of its own.

The Nature of the Defense Budget

The American recession in 2009 and the depression which began in 2013 caused an increase in social
programs and welfare spending. Combined with lower revenues, this left little for defense after 2010 (fig. 63). The modernization budget nearly ceased to exist. In 2022, the economy and DOD spending began to
recover in the wake of government restructuring. The recovery was enhanced by lower social outlays
following the Supreme Court decision to eliminate welfare for non-US citizens. Economic problems held the
US to an average annual growth of 1.3 percent during the 30 years from 1996 to 2025. Extremely austere
DOD budgets caused most force levels to be reduced by two-thirds during the period between 2010 and
2022. Consequently, the US could not afford its overseas presence, and all ground forces were brought
home. The US abandoned, and left to decay, all overseas fighter bases. DOD spending represents less than
1.5 percent of GDP by 2025.
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Figure 6-3. DOD Budget (Constant FY95 $B) for King Khan

Capabilities

In contrast to the United States, Khan can afford enormous military capabilities with a GDP estimated at
over $70 trillion (1995 dollars).

28

Even adherence to the Japanese model of capping military spending at 1

percent of GDP yields real Khanian defense expenditures at approximately three times the level of the United
States in the mid-1990s. This gives Khan the ability to field a military twice the size of US forces during the
height of the “Reagan buildup.” As the United States emerges from its depression and seeks to resecure its
position in this world, it will require several capabilities.
Because of Khan’s numerical superiority, the United States will need to leverage technology to bridge
the quantity gap. This may prove difficult, as United States research and development funding has slumped in
recent years. The only affordable approach is through the exploitation of commercial technologies, but many
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commercial enterprises are now in Asia—giving Khan swifter, if not sole, access. While leveraging
technology is difficult under these circumstances, it is necessary.
With the DOD budget cuts between 2010 and 2022, little was allocated for upgrades to space-based
assets. As a result, the United States enters 2025 with an aging satellite fleet with reduced capabilities.
Intelligence data in this world is crucial, and the United States needs alternate sources of information.
Understanding Khan’s plans is particularly important; therefore, insightful HUMINT is vital.
The United States needs an inexpensive deterrent strategy to check the colossus. Since it is unable to
balance Khan with conventional forces, the US has revived the strategy of Mutual Assured Destruction.
A key to America’s future is continued robust economic growth. In addition to the foreign relations
aspects outlined above, the United States must engage in nation building at home. The ability to conduct
humanitarian operations on US shores was critical during the depression and remains important today, though
to a lesser degree. Counterterrorism and antidrug efforts still occupy nearly half of the armed forces, though
these numbers are decreasing.
The United States faces the monumental task of modernizing a force that in some areas is over 40 years
old. The slow procurement rates between 1995 and 2010 resulted in the military’s entering the depression
with an already aged force. The lack of a domestic military industrial base means the United States must rely
on foreign sources for substantial quantities of military hardware. On the plus side, foreign purchases
enhance interoperability with potential allies. As the nation begins to reengage in the world, one of the most
critical initial requirements is lift.
New doctrine and tactics are necessary to wage wars with nations better armed than ourselves. The
National War College has engaged in studies to develop tactics based on mujahadeen operations. The
ability to wage war with greatly outmatched forces is now a requirement in a world where the United States
is no longer a superpower.

Implications

The 2025 world of King Khan holds many implications for the United States. Among the most
significant and obvious are the issues of how a nation downsizes, restructures, and then reconstitutes its
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forces in a world economically and militarily dominated by a super-peer competitor. The prioritization of
the reconstitution process, access to resources, and the decision whether to compete with the Asian colossus
are all difficult military and political issues. The military must adjust to its new position in national security
strategy.
As a potentially hegemonic Asian superpower, Khan greatly affects regional and global stability. India,
Korea, Russia, and Japan constantly worry about the sanctity of their borders in the face of Khanian hordes.
Khan will probably develop the need for new territory as it strains world mineral and food resources further.
Despite its economically forced Domestic world view, the United States faces a difficult external
policy dilemma, and so it unites with Japan, India, and Russia to form an informal counterbalancing alliance
to restrain Khan. The United States is considered to be the linchpin to the alliance. The United States,
however, places enormous value on good relations with Khan, in part due to their enormous military and
economic might. The US cannot compete with the Asian colossus, and thus US relations with Khan are the
centerpiece of national security strategy. In spite of this, Japan’s trade is still sufficiently important to the
recovering US economy such that the defense commitment to them remains. Balancing relations on both sides
of this equation is precarious.
Social forces are affecting the military reconstitution, mobilization, and modernization efforts currently
under way. Budget cuts have produced a small active duty force, but there is a large recruiting pool
available. Many people need jobs, and major ethnic groups are demanding that a large portion of the military
recruits be minorities.
Establishing military budget priorities is a difficult problem. The active duty force is heavily involved
in training the new personnel, and these training costs must be balanced against the current operations and
procurement budgets, both of which need vast infusions of funds. The anemic economy cannot yet sustain a
return to large deficits or major tax increases to support a military buildup.

Summary

The world of King Khan presents the challenge of a super-peer competitor in East Asia. Operating in
this alternate future poses great challenges for the United States in the economic, diplomatic, informational,
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and military arenas. This is a world where the American world view is Domestic, ∆TeK is Constrained, and
the World Power Grid is Concentrated.
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Chapter 7

Halfs and Half-Naughts

1

The dawn of 2025 finds this world in turbulence. As some nations crest Toffler’s “Third Wave” and
transition from an industrial to an information-based society, they continue restructuring at all levels. The
United States is not the only society feeling the effects of these changes. Those who manage this change
prosper; those who do not risk joining the ranks of the have-nots.
The world is divided into haves and have-nots. Many societies have experienced growth and
development. Others are swamped by overpopulation pressures, food shortages, poor health conditions,
2

overwhelmed social services, and the resultant widespread unrest. Conflicts produced by these problems
spur nationalism and grievances around the world, splitting nation-states and sometimes threatening the
interests of the four superpowers.
Halfs and Half-Naughts is placed in the center of the Alternate Futures strategic planning space (fig. 71). Technology has evolved rapidly, but the advances are uneven and often unavailable to those without the
training and infrastructure to use them effectively. Revolutionary advances in the communications and
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information realm are offset by less impressive developments in areas dealing with the environment,
transportation, and energy. As a result ∆ TeK is partially Constrained and partly Exponentialn. The creation
of new countries and the growing importance of economic clout relative to military strength characterizes a
World Power Grid which is currently Concentrated in the hands of a few actors but evolving towards a
Dispersed structure. Recent world events have shifted the American world view towards a Global
perspective following a period of Domestic focus.
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Figure 7-1. Strategic Planning Space for Halfs and Half-Naughts

Plausible History

Even in the 1990s, observers were commenting on the role of nationalism in splitting existing states (fig.
3

7-2). The Balkans were the epitome of this trend and after a short interlude, Croatian nationalism ripped
4

apart the fragile Dayton peace accords in 1998. US-led NATO forces formed in a de facto military alliance
with Russian troops to form a peacemaking coalition, reimposing the status quo by 1999. The painstaking
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reconciliation process mandated a semipermanent 30,000-member peacekeeping force split between the US,
other NATO nations, and Russia.
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Figure 7-2. Plausible History for Halfs and Half-Naughts
In 2004, the American world view was shocked into a domestic focus. The long-feared California
5

earthquake was devastating, measuring 8.0 on the moment-magnitude scale. It left 150,000 dead, 200,000
injured, and millions with little food, water, or shelter. The governor of California called on the National
Guard to contain widespread looting and assist cleanup efforts, but the situation spiraled out of control. The
president had to authorize active duty military assistance, and elements of three divisions were required to
control the situation.
While some world actors consolidated power, others split apart. For instance, by 2006 most of the
former Soviet republics consolidated into a broad economic “common market” as a counterweight to a
6

European Union (EU) that refused to admit them. The individual nations retained sovereignty, but the
elimination of local customs barriers and agreement on common interests helped accelerate Russia’s
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7

economic reconstruction. In contrast, African states continued to fracture. Continued population growth
fueled this fire, and political and social instability hampered food production. Several civil assistance
operations were mounted by different state and nonstate actors in an effort to retain access to key resources.
In 2010, Castro’s death brought an end communist rule in Cuba. As a result, the Cuban economy
accelerated, which in turn encouraged expatriate Cubans to return home. The new Cuban government asked
for US help in dealing with the influx of “immigrants.” The US responded to the region’s newest democracy
by investing billions of dollars in Cuba. Most of the US looked on with uneasiness as repatriated Cubans
joined with leaders on the island to propose US territorial status for Cuba, sparking a controversial debate
within the US. The southeast supported territorial status, and the rest of the country opposed it. This debate
helped keep US attention focused inward.
This domestic focus drove the US to acquiesce to China’s 2017 occupation of the Spratly Islands.

8

9

Japan and Russia rejected China’s claim and demanded action, but the US was reluctant to do more than
lodge a protest. The US response alarmed and angered Japan, whose investors retaliated by dumping large
amounts of US bonds into global financial markets. This triggered a recession in the US. Tensions between
Russia, Japan, and China caused the world to worry about a major superpower confrontation for the first time
since the end of the cold war.
The continuing information revolution righted the US economy by 2021. This recovery coupled with
fears of foreign superpower confrontations and the attendant implications for the US to foster a more Global
focus to the American world view.

The Nature of Actors

Nation states still dominate the international arena. The US, China, Russia, and the European Union
have spheres of influence. They are the world’s preeminent powers, all roughly equal when combined
political, economic, information, and military strengths are considered.

10

Several factors are eroding nation-state sovereignty both internally and externally. A fair number of
multinational corporations are surpassing all but the strongest nation-states in economic clout. Thirty-seven
11

MNCs have greater annual income than the gross domestic product of two-thirds of the world’s states.
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Part

of their influence is due to the increasing importance placed on economic growth fueled by the tremendous
increases in information technology. This technology has also rendered state boundaries permeable,
despite increasing security concerns and efforts.

13

Sonoran Drug Cartel, have become very powerful.

12

Additionally, criminal mafia organizations, such as the
14

The Sonoran Drug Cartel maintains its own mercenary

army as a special forces unit to guard its assets and terrorize recalcitrant opponents.

15

The Nature of International Politics

International politics are divided between the older-style nation-state relations and evolving
discussions with nonstate actors. The four superpowers work through the UN Security Council or conduct
bilateral diplomacy to address potential conflicts. Meanwhile, many states are struggling or even collapsing.
Where states are weak, a volatile mixture of MNCs, nongovernmental organizations, and foreign
interventions results in frequent conflict. This situation makes foreign policy coordination between the US
Departments of State, Commerce, Justice, and Defense vital to protecting US interests in these areas.

The Nature of US National Security Strategy

16

Envy and resentment between the haves and have-nots fuel conflict in this world.

In response to these

tensions, the US military relies on a “carrot and stick” approach: civil-military and humanitarian operations
to help where it can and the use of force when needed.
The strategic challenge in this world is to meet the dramatic increase in the number of “other military
operations” while DOD budgets continue to decline. The strategy used is similar to that of the late 1990s,
when a strategy of engagement and enlargement drove US foreign affairs, but the presence of several peer
competitors adds a new dynamic.

17

Peer competitors will quickly fill the voids left by US inaction,

increasing their status and regional influence at the expense of US influence. At the same time, engagement in
troubled areas must be weighed against diminishing our ability to deter major conflicts or the threat of
weapons of mass destruction.
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The US must also consider its responses to world events in light of the oscillating American world
view. Support for overseas engagement is not guaranteed and may shift rapidly in response to events.

The Nature of Humanity

In Halfs and Half-Naughts, social interaction is colored by nationalism, cultural and religious
differences, and economic disparity. People generally feel less secure today than they did 30 years ago
18

because of the increasing pressures from many directions.

Information technology has made people more

aware of their cultural differences and of significantly different standards of living.

19

The rising power of

drug cartels has exacerbated the negative social influence of drugs, amplifying crime problems in the US and
other societies. The result of all of these events is a society which demands ever more from its government
and federal agencies, to include the military, and is less satisfied with the results.

The Nature of Technology

Technology forecasters in the late twentieth century were right about the great advances in computers,
but underestimated the speeds reached in 2025. Personal computers process information five million times
20

faster than in the mid-1990s

molecular-level technologies.
23

of terabytes

21

and most have quintibyte
22

storage capacities thanks to the exploitation of

Encrypted communications are the norm, and data transfer is done at speeds
24

per second rather than bits per second.

These technological advances have been harnessed to a joint planetary defense arrangement between the
four major powers. The project is as much an effort to encourage cooperation as to maintain a space shield
25

against asteroids.

Technological advances have also stimulated the proliferation of WMD. Thankfully,

their use has only been threatened: states are unwilling to risk their use, and terrorist groups have so far been
unwilling to risk the loss of public or state support which could result from mass slaughter.
On the other hand, revolutionary advances have come primarily in those areas in which the wealthier
societies have an interest. Exploitation of these technologies and their accompanying prosperity remain
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concentrated with the state and nonstate “haves.” Areas of concern to poorer groups have seen little new
development, providing an additional spur to conflict.

The Nature of the Environment

The environment can be characterized as camouflage (mottled green and brown) because those areas
that can afford it have experienced a “green revolution” which others cannot afford. The lack of
revolutionary energy technologies has left fossil fuels as the dominant energy source. This makes global
warming a major concern. Water has become a major source of conflict in Southwest Asia, the Middle East,
and portions of Africa.

26

The Nature of the Defense Budget

This world has seen a continued decline in the purchasing power of the defense budget (fig. 7-3). The
Spratly Islands problem caused a temporary spike in defense spending, and recently the DOD budget has
again turned upward. Over the last 30 years the US GDP has grown at a rather modest 3 percent annually.
The defense budget (just over $250 billion in 1995 dollars) represents just under 1.5 percent of the GDP, and
modernization budgets have stayed below 33 percent of total defense outlays.
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Figure 7-3. DOD Budget (Constant FY95 $B) for Halfs and Half-Naughts

Capabilities

Military forces in this world must be constantly ready to engage across the entire spectrum of conflict.
The highest priority is deterring the use of weapons of mass destruction. The Defense Department also needs
special operations capabilities to conduct other military operations, conventional forces to respond to lesser
or major regional contingencies, and the ability to deter or fight in a major conflict with a global superpower.
The US must stand ready to operate against unconventional forces in its fight against the drug cartels.
Therefore, military forces must be flexible, ready to act, and easy to support.
Though the US leads developments in advanced information systems, the increasing threat requires
front-line forces, with accompanying doctrine to conduct information warfare for and against military and
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civilian systems. The spectrum of conflict stretches into space, where space-based assets have direct
offensive capability, as well as providing force multiplication.

Implications

US security forces must be both mentally and physically flexible to meet this remarkably diverse
spectrum of conflict. The “old” threat of industrial-age nation-state conflict (conventional or nuclear) still
exists, requiring techniques and weapons capable of surviving and succeeding in rapid, intense, and largescale conflict. However, the addition of new and often destabilizing influences injected by the new global
balance of power, the rise of nonnation-state actors, and the growing incidence of attacks via the electronic
realm of cyberspace require forces with doctrine and equipment applicable to all of the above threats.
Customized training on demand, easily accessed and assimilated, is vital to “shifting gears” rapidly between
mission types.
Operational flexibility is a must. Military forces must have the ability to shift rapidly from humanitarian
support into combat against unconventional mercenary forces or against a major national power, then
transition into peacekeeping operations. A crucial contributor to success is the ability to pack up and move
rapidly as situations evolve.

Summary

Halfs and Half-Naughts is an extremely demanding world for military forces and organizations.
Keeping all of the drivers in “the middle of the box” makes them almost scalar quantities rather than vectors.
While their magnitude is evident in the sweeping changes in the future, the lack of direction means all
potential military missions from the other futures are present simultaneously. The result is the most diverse
set of challenges in our six worlds. These challenges result from a world where the American world view is
Domestic but moving towards global concerns as the year 2025 arrives. As to technological progress, ∆ TeK
has been Exponentialn in some areas, but Constrained in most others. Finally, the World Power Grid is
transitioning from Concentrated to Dispersed.
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Chapter 8

2015 Crossroads

2015 Crossroads is a bridge designed to serve as a decision point from which the other alternate
futures might be reached. Created at the request of the chief of staff of the Air Force (CSAF), this world
bridges the gap to the more challenging futures of 2025. The chief tasked the Alternate Futures team to
develop a future in 2015 that conformed to several criteria. First, it should contain a major conflict since the
1

world has seldom gone more than 20 years without a war. Second, the 2015 force structure would consist
of current inventory items (as current political realities suggest), augmented by those planned for in the
2

current program objective memorandum (POM), such as the F-22. Third, the international power structure
in 2015 might have begun to solidify into new political or economic blocs. Finally, the world should exist as
a waypoint, requiring a strategic decision that potentially would lead to one of the five 2025 worlds. No
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decision can dictate the exact nature of the 2025 world that descends from 2015 Crossroads, but the strategic
decision may provide an impetus.
Given the CSAF’s criteria, the team began to plot the world’s position in the strategic planning space
(fig. 8-1). Plotting this position required the team to derive the general nature of the three drivers from the
CSAF’s description of the future environment. First, the Alternate Futures team resolved ∆ TeK’s nature. If
the military forces available in this world were those already planned for, then it was reasonable to assume
that ∆ TeK was Constrained. The next driver analyzed by the team was the American world view. Since one
of the criteria was that a war should occur around 2015, and involve US forces, it seemed reasonable that the
predominant American world view was Global. However, the requirement to model a strategic decision
point left open the interpretation that America might choose to turn inward. It was decided that such a change
of focus could occur if war caused internal dislocations in an economy subject to achieving growth with
evolutionary technology. Accordingly, it was decided that the American world view was Global, but with
pressures to turn inward. Finally, a World Power Grid similar to that of 1996 is characterized as
Concentrated, but trending towards Dispersed.
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Figure 8-1. Strategic Planning Space for 2015 Crossroads
The success, failure, or direction of national policies in the 10 years following 2015 may lead towards
any corner of the strategic planning space. For instance, if the US is able to successfully solve near-term
problems without mortgaging the future, while restraining the nascent ambitions of near-peer competitors, this
world could converge to Pax Americana. Conversely, an increase in US war casualties might lead towards
Khan if the American reaction was to shun external involvements. Given only a decade between 2015 and
2025, with ∆TeK Constrained, it is unlikely that Star Trek, Zaibatsu, Digital Cacophony, or Byte! are fully
achievable from 2015 Crossroads. Nonetheless, movement in those directions is possible. The next section
presents the plausible history used to get from 1996 to 2015.
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Plausible History

By 2001, relations between the European Union (EU) and Eastern Europe improved, and EU
3

membership was offered to Ukraine, Poland, and the Czech Republic (fig. 8-2). These countries quickly
accepted the offer, despite some grumbling on the part of Russia. Meanwhile, Congress passed a balanced
budget amendment in 2002, restricting US budgetary options and thereby turning the American focus
somewhat inward, lest the cost of overseas adventures demand domestic budget cuts.
In the same year, on the other side of the globe, Saddam Hussein’s unlamented death led to the formation
of a Kurdish state in former Iraqi territory, an event which encouraged Turkish and Iranian Kurds to agitate
4

for the formation of “Greater Kurdistan.” These movements became so violent and widespread that in 2006
5

Turkey and Iran threatened to crush Kurdistan. This credible threat led most factions to curb their activities,
but tensions still simmered. Turkey and Iran continued to exert economic and diplomatic pressure against the
6

Kurdish government, demanding that it police the extremist factions. This action was difficult because
Kurdish forces could not cross borders freely, and the majority of Kurds have remained in their ancestral
7

homes rather than relocating to the fledgling Kurdish state.
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Figure 8-2. Plausible History for 2015 Crossroads
Great power relations dominate the political and economic scene. In 2008 Russia and the US
conducted combined humanitarian operations in Africa, establishing a precedent for governmental
8

cooperation and combined military operations in areas where interests have not traditionally overlapped.

Meanwhile, China and the US sought better mutual understanding and relations. They increased military-tomilitary exchanges, and discussed the possibility of combined exercises. By 2009, these two successful
partnerships led to the formation of the “Group of 3,” or G-3, as a coordinating body for the international
security concerns of Russia, China, and the US.
The US focus oscillated as priorities changed over time, first addressing internal difficulties, then
shifting to address external issues. In 2012, the retirement of the “baby boomers” began to place further
9

strains on the federal budget, turning the American focus inward. Certain hostile governments saw an
opportunity in this renewed diversion of American attention from world affairs.
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The most aggressive moves were initiated by the Iranian government, which chose to foster Kurdish
10

unrest in Turkey in an attempt to topple the secular government.

Iran chose to influence the character of

Turkey’s government for a combination of two reasons, first to eliminate a secular government whose nature
11

was anathema to Islamic fundamentalism

and second to reduce the level of competition for economic
12

cooperation with other countries in the region.

The Iranian government miscalculated America’s willingness to support commitments to a long-standing
13

NATO ally.

This miscalculation resulted from Iran’s assuming that their close economic ties to both
14

Russia and China would lead those states to use their influence in the G-3 to preclude US intervention.
Instead, Russia and China acquiesced to American involvement.

Initially the US deployed air power and special operations assets to southern and eastern Turkey, in
bases such as Incirlik. American missions were limited to reconnaissance, civil affairs assistance, foreign
internal defense (FID), and psychological operations (PSYOPS). This assistance enabled Turkey to rapidly
gain the upper hand in the Iranian-backed Kurdish insurrection.
Angered by American intervention, Iran closed the Straits of Hormuz to all military shipping and
demanded that all Western maritime assets abandon operations in the Gulf within 30 days. Intelligence
sources revealed that Iran had deployed its modernized naval and submarine fleet throughout the Persian Gulf
15

and fortified the straits with land-based Silkworm III missiles.

The Iranian threat was deemed very

credible.
Maintaining open sea-lanes through the Persian Gulf remained a matter of vital interest to American
16

national security.

Therefore, the US deployed additional air assets to Turkey, and naval assets to the

Persian Gulf, the Indian Ocean, and the Black Sea, where a carrier battle group was placed. Tensions
continued to escalate with numerous border incidents. The lid came off when Iranian forces apparently
launched a chemical attack against a Turkish army base.

17

Iran’s use of weapons of mass destruction,—chemical and possibly biological—led the US coalition to
emphasize the responsiveness and deep strike capability of aerospace power rather than relying on
vulnerable ground forces. Decisive force was employed to minimize the threat of long-term disruptions to
the flow of oil. Though Iranian forces fought to the best of their abilities, their military machine and political
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will were unable to compete with a massive parallel air attack. The US marriage of precision weapons and
stealthy air and space forces kept the Iranian forces off balance, paralyzed by attacks across the breadth and
18

depth of their infrastructure.

Hostilities ceased 54 days after the initial attack, with over 30,000 American

and Turkish casualties including approximately 13,000 dead. No formal peace agreement was signed, and
Tehran continues to call for reparations for war damage to their “peaceful” chemical production facilities
and nuclear power plants. Iran did agree to open shipping through the Gulf, and its support of the Kurdish
uprising in Turkey ceased.
In 2014, Ukraine began to experience an explosion in immigration from Russia, whose economy
remained relatively stagnant while the Ukraine’s boomed.

19

Russia had financed growth by running up a

massive international debt with its major trading partners, including Ukraine. Then, on 19 April 2015, with
their economy under siege from both these factors, Ukraine responded by sealing its borders and canceling all
credit to Russia. If Russia reacts militarily, the US is not necessarily concerned with defending the Ukraine
20

per se, but does seek to restrain Russian expansionism.

The world awaits the Russian, and G-3, reaction.

The Nature of Actors

This world is dominated by the US, Russia, and China. To a large degree it is a tripolar world, with
each member of the G-3 dominating its respective sphere of influence. To minimize friction within the G-3,
the members support military-to-military exchanges, conduct joint peacekeeping operations, and communicate
frequently to discuss differences.
NATO remains a viable entity, though still troubled by requests for military assistance from Partnership
for Peace (PFP) members. The EU and Japan have significant economic strength but exert relatively minor
influence due to their focus on internal issues. Although multinational corporations have continued to grow in
21

influence,

22

the nation-state continues to be the dominant world actor.
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The Nature of International Politics

The G-3 hold formal semiannual meetings to discuss a variety of issues. These include the maintenance
of their agreement to divide the arms export market so that each country shares in the proliferation of
weapons, and economic competition between the three is managed. This agreement is similar to OPEC’s oil
production arrangements.
Over the past 15 years, the EU has focused primarily on internal divisions in an effort to finish the
consolidation of the European alliance and governmental structures. NATO has seen an increase in its
membership, adding several members of the Partnership for Peace: Poland, Hungary, and the Czech
23

Republic.

This brought an increased diversity of culture and opinion to the organization, which has made

reaching consensus on policy more difficult. Further, tremendous resources have been expended in bringing
24

the military forces of the new members up to NATO military standards.

The resolution of the Russo-

Ukrainian dispute will be a particularly challenging NATO issue because both Ukraine and Russia are
members of the PFP.
The UN remains active in this world. Some operations conducted under its umbrella, like the Kurdish
peacekeeping operations, have been effective. Others have met with less success.

The Nature of US National Security Strategy

In many ways, this is a world of tripolar détente. The strategic challenge for the US is to use technology
25

to maintain a qualitative edge against potential competitors.

America’s national security strategy is

twofold: to foster a coherent, nonimperialistic Russia with positive control of its nuclear weapons and to
26

support the slow development of a prosperous, nonmilitaristic China.

While pursuing those objectives, the

US wants to preserve sufficient freedom to ensure America’s prosperity by leading or manipulating the other
members of the G-3. The US also considers the free flow of oil through the Persian Gulf a vital national
interest and will respond with decisive force when those interests are threatened.
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Nature of Humanity

27

The aging of the baby boomers threatens to stratify economic classes in America along age lines.

Many senior citizens still work and would prefer to continue working rather than subsist at a lower standard
28

of living based on an inadequate retirement system.

Because the huge number of retirees strains social

programs to the breaking point, most of the younger generation have demanded more control over their
29

retirement investments.

As a result, Social Security is now voluntary for newly eligible individuals.

In the rest of the world, a continued disparity in standards of living sparks social unrest among the
underprivileged. These strains are part of the Turkish-Kurdish-Iranian dispute and in the 2015 Ukrainian30

Russian clash. Economic conflict appears to be the source of unrest in most of the world.

The Nature of Technology

Technology has been advancing at an evolutionary rate in all areas. No new breakthroughs have been
discovered that were not predicted in 1996. Especially troubling is the lack of new advances in energy
production. As a result, the world remains dependent on fossil fuels.
Though Constrained ∆TeK has not supported higher rates of economic growth, it has allowed the US to
remain a qualitative edge against potential competitors. Programmed developments in military aerospace
vehicles provide an unparalleled capacity to operate simultaneously across the entire frontier of an
adversary’s human, industrial, information, and military capacities. The US maintains a dominant position in
the world by leveraging technology to develop and acquire those systems needed to remain a superpower. It
uses long-range planning to identify the specific systems needed for development. See appendix A for a
discussion of long-range planning in the Air Force.

The Nature of the Environment

Both global warming and depletion of the ozone layer are points of hot debate at G-3 meetings.
Continued reliance on fossil fuels has accelerated the global warming problem,
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31

and China has contributed

significantly to the greenhouse gas emissions that add to the problem.

32

As a result, severe weather threatens
33

many parts of the world, as hurricanes, droughts, and floods become more severe.

Additionally, some

predict that by 2025 flooding in the low countries, island states, and along coasts will displace up to 100
34

million people.

Global warming is not the only problem. The use of chloroflourocarbons has proliferated in much of
the world, particularly in China and other CFC black markets.
diseases has climbed as CFCs weakened the ozone layer.

36

35

The incidence of skin cancer and other skin

China and the developing nations either will not

or cannot fund the development of alternative sources of energy and CFC-like products. In fact, the
developing nations insist they will continue to use CFCs unless other countries provide them with technical
and financial assistance.

37

The Nature of the Defense Budget

US defense budgets in this world have been marked by a steady decline to approximately $240 billion
in 1995 dollars because of the pressure from the 2002 Balanced Budget Amendment (fig. 8-3) and growing
social spending. The US economy has only grown at 3 percent annually, further constraining the funds
available for defense. Today, in 2015, DOD budgets stand at approximately 2 percent of the total US GDP.
As a result, the forces available today are primarily those programmed in 1996-2001. No new weapon
systems have been fielded in the last seven years.
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Capabilities

Depending on the situation, forces must shift rapidly from one theater to another.

38

Unique capabilities

are often provided by a limited number of platforms, and the units containing those forces may spend up to
nine months a year deployed.
Organic and decentralized logistics become a must to support rapid response efforts that shift from
theater to theater. Prepositioning of supplies is generally the option of choice. Information on equipment
withdrawals or additions to prepositioned stocks is maintained with a bar code system, linked in a redundant
39

network to a central computer.

This same network provides detailed information to logisticians seeking to

support and sustain forces operating at the tactical or operational level.
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To limit the footprint of American military forces in theater—thereby reducing the number of personnel
40

exposed to risk —greater reliance is placed on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for reconnaissance,
41

surveillance, signals collection, and limited attack capabilities.

Space systems provide a force-multiplier

effect by enhancing the precision capabilities of other platforms and providing in-time communications and
intelligence updates, often through links to UAVs and other intelligence sources.

Implications

The military can expect very little modernization for the next 10-20 years, particularly after 2010 as
retiring baby boomers indirectly pressure the defense budget. As a result, upgrades may have to take 2015
42

weapons systems to 2025 and beyond.

Because the US maintains worldwide commitments, the emphasis is

on sustaining a high operations tempo without sacrificing readiness. To achieve this result, administrative
staffs have been downsized to the minimum and many functions have been “out-sourced.”

43

An increased

reliance on the larger Guard and Reserve forces helps reduce some of the impact of personnel cuts. The
military in 2015 must use every technique available to maintain capability at the lowest expense possible.

The Road to 2025

There are many possible outcomes in the decade after 2015 Crossroads. Below are some of these
possibilities, along with strategies for moving towards a particular 2025 future.

Pax Americana
The path to Pax Americana is difficult. During the war with Iran the US sustained thousands of
casualties and the loss of some force structure. If the reaction of the American people is outrage and a pledge
“to control world events so this never happens again,” then this route becomes feasible.
44

The US is faced by a world of realist politics that make such a transition difficult.

In this world,

military and economic power beget influence. To compete with the peer powers, the US must simultaneously
replace force structure destroyed in the recent conflict, modernize all the services, and compete
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economically. If America successfully answers these challenges, then a Pax Americana-type future is
possible.

King Khan
If the American reaction to casualty rates in the Iranian conflict is dismay and a turning inward, then the
road to King Khan becomes an expressway. With a 2015 GDP already greater than America’s and no US
diplomatic influences restraining militarization, China’s military could quickly surpass both the size and
45

sophistication of an American military relying on twentieth century technologies.

Gulliver’s Travails
The road to Gulliver parallels the road to 2015 Crossroads. If the American people view the outcome
of recent events as business as usual, then the US military will continue to be overburdened and asked to play
the role of the world’s policeman. The primary difference is that America has peers in 2015 Crossroads.
Unless China disintegrates and Russia founders, the key strategic issues in 2025 Crossroads differ
significantly from Gulliver’s Travails, although both futures have some degree of Dispersed power.

Other Worlds
The other worlds are less likely outcomes following strategic decision(s) in 2015 Crossroads.
Remarkable breakthroughs, perhaps spawned by global cooperation, would be required to spawn an
Exponentialn increase in ∆ TeK sufficient to nudge 2015 into any of the four highest technology worlds: Star
Trek, Zaibatsu, Byte!, or Digital Cacophony. The American world view, which historically has oscillated,
could move towards either dimension. Finally, G-3 competition, particularly if boosted by new technologies,
could evolve into a Concentrated World Power Grid, or into a Dispersed state of empowerment for many
actors.
While none of these scenarios are entirely within the control of the DOD, it is possible that actions
taken over the next 30 years may, in tangential and sometimes unknowable ways, shape the possibilities.
This is the challenge of 2015 Crossroads; it is the fundamental challenge of 1996.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations

The 2025 alternate futures provide six distinctive and stressful operating environments for future air and
space power. These six worlds form the framework for quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the many
systems and concepts identified by the various 2025 writing teams. Systems and concepts which promise a
high leverage capability applicable to many or all of the alternate futures are targeted to ensure the US
maintains its current air and space power dominance. Successful targeting of the right concepts is the most
immediate contribution of 2025, and that success depends on the richness and comprehensiveness of the
alternate futures.

Alternate Futures Applications

The alternate futures described in this monograph also have tremendous utility beyond the 2025 study.
During the course of their development, several organizations requested and received briefings on the
1

alternate futures process and a description of the 2025 alternate futures. These organizations are now using
the alternate futures process and the alternate futures themselves to aid in their long-range planning efforts.
Other organizations could similarly capitalize on the thousands of hours that went into producing these six
visions of the future. This work should be harvested for years to come.
Alternate futures provide an excellent framework for conducting systems analyses. Any set of systems,
concepts, or technologies being considered by the US for security purposes can be evaluated for utility
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relative to the six alternate futures presented in this monograph. These six alternate futures fully cover the US
security strategic planning space and should prevent rude surprises.
Another application of these futures is to provide context for evaluation of world events. Although each
of the futures discussed above is equally plausible, each of them has distinctive milestones or events.
Understanding these indicators allows one to quickly “place” world news in a specific “world” and
2

understand some of the potential implications. For example, possible secondary and tertiary effects of a
breakthrough in a human-nerve/computer-memory interface could be explored in Digital Cacophony.

Recommendations

The Air Force should carefully consider the challenges presented in the six alternate futures and use the
alternate futures process and products to aid its long-range planning efforts. For instance, the Air Force Long
Range Planning board of directors could use the six alternate futures described in this monograph in their
long-range planning seminar games.
The Air Force and the other services should continue to use Air University and the 2025 study approach
to conduct intense studies of interest to US security. Some of the best minds in the Department of Defense are
available at Air University for a year as students or members of the faculty. To not take advantage of that
resource is to miss a rare opportunity to do “out-of-the-box” creative thinking. Year-long projects of intense
importance are tailor-made for Air University.
This study also provides a well-developed and tested method for conducting year-long studies on major
issues facing large organizations. The study built upon, improved, and synthesized long-range planning
processes from a variety of sources. This synthesis has created what the authors believe is the most robust
and comprehensive futures methodology developed to date within the US government. Several consulting
3

scientists have concurred with this assessment. The 2025 alternate futures study should serve as a template
on which US government futures analyses are based. Use of this study and its methodology will enable large
government organizations to avoid future strategic surprise.
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Finally, the Air Force should conduct another long-range planning effort in three to five years. This
study broke new ground, but it will take a few years for the dust to settle and to determine if the original
vector was correct or if a steering command is needed.

Conclusion

This monograph sought to accomplish two tasks. First was to produce a detailed vision of the future.
This vision needed to be suitable for stress-testing the concepts and technologies contained in the white
papers authored by other 2025 participants, while being robust enough to prevent strategic surprises. The
second task was to create a study methodology that would enable other organizations to accomplish similarly
detailed long-range planning.
George Santayana wrote, “He who does not learn from the past is destined to repeat it.” The authors
have attempted to produce a document which reflects past wisdom and forges a framework for looking
towards the future. If they have done their work correctly, then their customers and those who learn from this
study will see 2025 as a year of hope and possibilities.

Notes
1

The Alternate Futures team briefed a host of organizations. The following is a partial list of those
organizations: vice commanders of Air Force major commands, 2025 advisors, Eighth Quadrennial Review
on Military Compensation, National Reconnaissance Office, AF/LR (special assistant to the chief of staff on
long-range planning), Symposium for Modeling and Simulation, Air Force Academy faculty involved with
“Education in the Information Age” symposium, and various futurists who vetted the work.
2
Peter Schwartz referred to this method by the following analogy: A well-prepared and experienced
actor is given the dialog for three plays. He does not know which scene will be played out when he arrives
onstage tonight. Instead, he relies on key details in the scenery to determine how to react. See Peter
Schwartz, The Art of the Long View (New York: Currency Doubleday, 1991), 199-201.
3
Carl Builder referred to the 2025 Alternate Futures study as “the finest research project ever to come
out of Air University.” Meeting of the 2025 Strategic Air Warfare Study International, Maxwell AFB, AL,
January 1996.
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Appendix A

Air Force Long-Range Planning

The past is done. Finished. The future does not exist. It must be created microsecond
by microsecond by every living being and thing in the universe.
—Edward Teller
The Air University-hosted study 2025 is only one of several Air Force or joint long-range planning
1

efforts currently under way. Gen Ronald J. Fogleman, Air Force chief of staff, initiated these study efforts to
accomplish several objectives. One of his objectives is to improve long-range planning in the Air Force.
Another, more concrete, objective is to discover high-leverage concepts and technologies the Air Force
2

should pursue to ensure the US maintains the dominant air and space forces in the future. Even though the
second objective explains some of the rationale for conducting long-range planning, the question remains,
why does the Air Force need to improve long-range planning? This appendix seeks to answer that question.
Additionally, it explains the linkage and differences between two of the current long-range planning projects:
2025 and efforts of the special assistant to the chief of staff for long-range planning (AF/LR).

Why Plan?

Strategic planning is the process of looking for shapes in the fog. It is the process of transforming a
leader’s vision. Vision conditions planning, and planning improves a leader’s insight into the most
appropriate vision for the organization. Planning transforms vision into those activities that enable the
organization to fulfill its central strategic purpose effectively, efficiently, and creatively. Strategic planning
evaluates alternatives, seizes opportunities, preserves the organization’s vitality, and helps the organization
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act with unity of purpose even while the environment changes. Strategic planning succeeds best in those
organizations where it is an integrated process and where the chief executive officer and the chief operating
officer are its champions. Strategic planning fails where there is no corporate vision, where it is not
integrated with other forms of planning, where the chief executive officer and the chief operating officer are
not its champions, or where the process of envisioning is not systematized or institutionalized.
3

Strategic planning is long-range planning. It focuses on what may be possible. The planning horizon
for strategic planning extends far into the future and beyond the organization’s investment and capitalization
program. Strategic planning conditions an organization’s present behavior in light of the future challenges
and opportunities. The challenges strategic planning faces include uncertainty regarding the actual future
environment, the constraints imposed by existing plans and programs, the conflicting priorities caused by the
urgent need to address present problems and deficiencies, and the changes in corporate leadership that can be
expected to occur over time. The interaction of existing creative thinking and analytical techniques, a
multidisciplinary approach to planning, and continuous improvements in information technology and
automated computational capability can reduce some planning uncertainties. Long-range envisioning and
awareness of the effect present plans and programs have on future alternatives can mitigate some of the
undesirable effects of existing constraints. Making strategic planning systematic and part of the organization
can help organizational unity of purpose and continuity of behavior even as corporate leadership changes.
The opportunities that strategic planning provides include increased awareness of the future
consequences of present behavior, the ability to see emerging alternatives and seize opportunities, and the
ability of the organization to preserve its vitality by increasing its institutional mental agility in coping with
environmental changes. Strategic planning does not eliminate the possibility of surprise or dramatic
environmental changes; it does, however, diminish the destructive consequences of surprise. Having
envisioned a variety of possible future environments, the organization is able to adapt rapidly to the effects of
dramatic changes already creatively foreseen and deliberately assessed. Strategic planning expertise also
helps foster the mental agility necessary for adapting rapidly to unforeseen changes. In organizations like the
Air Force, where rapid technological change must be assimilated effectively and efficiently, strategic
planning helps discover technological opportunities relevant to the organization’s central strategic purpose.
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Martin Libicki of the National Defense University presents several reasons for planning. He observes
that “a fundamental tenet of decision-making is to postpone all decisions until the cost of delay in reducing
options exceeds the benefit of greater information.” In other words, “there are certain long-term processes
that are affected by current events” and so decisions affecting those processes cannot be delayed. These
4

include processes with very long lead times, path-dependent processes, and processes with long tails. An
example of a long-lead-time process is a research and development effort. A path-dependent process might
be the selection of a programming language for a computer project which becomes the standard for several
follow-on activities. A process with a long tail would be retaining expensive capital equipment and the
supporting infrastructure, such as a ship-building project not really needed for its own sake but needed to
retain ship-building capability. Planners should identify which of these processes is involved in the strategic
planning effort because that insight determines which questions need answers and thus what level of
forecasting should be accomplished.

5

The most important function of long-range planning is forecasting to produce informed technology
decisions about long-lead R&D efforts (e.g., should an advanced fighter be pursued?). Less important is
forecasting to inform program acquisition decisions (e.g., which of two advanced fighter variants to
develop?) because the focus there is more medium-term. Finally, the least important application of longrange planning is forecasting to determine capital retention decisions (e.g., how many fighter wings to
6

retain?) because the focus is more near-term.

How is 2025 Different from Today?

7

People often remark how things today do not really seem too different from 30 years ago. People in
2025 will likely repeat the same thing about 1996 being similar in many ways to 2025. This phenomenon
occurs because people tend to use common points of reference to compare the present to the past. In other
words, many things 30 years from now will be much like they are today. But just as 1996 is very different in
many ways from 1966, so 2025 will be very different from today. For instance, in 1966 man had not landed
on the moon, computers weighing tons still took engineers to operate, a bipolar world existed, and there was
a draft for US military service.
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The future will be a product of what exists today, modified by trends extended, trends retarded,
countertrends, and surprises. “Poor futurists think of the future as the present; mediocre ones take existing
trends and extend them.” Few take trends retarded, countertrends, and surprises into account, but they
8

should. The Alternate Futures team took all five of these influences into account in creating the alternate
futures for 2025. By spending months exploring with futurists, science-fiction writers, technologists, and
senior leaders, the Alternate Futures team developed an appreciation for all of the influences that could affect
the future. An important step in the alternate futures development was the incorporation of “wild cards” to
9

consider the potential consequences of possible surprises. Later, this appendix discusses specific wild
cards and their potential impact on the future. Appendix B discusses some of the trends considered by the
Alternate Futures team.

Different Models, Different Features

A number of different models are possible for long-range strategic planning, each one incorporating
different features. No attempt is made here to provide fully developed models. Rather, the discussion of
different models focuses on the key features that could be incorporated. Models for strategic planning are
either centralized or distributed, with possible variations. Each model must meet the norms required for
effective long-range strategic planning. The model should identify the principal decision maker(s) and
describe how the decision maker is served, show the interfaces and correspondence between and among
planners at each level, and describe and fix responsibility for the products of each of the four kinds of
planning described earlier. There are at least four basic models to consider, with one model being the
current planning apparatus used by Air Force headquarters and its subordinate organizations.
The planning structure now in use is a centralized model with duplicative planning entities at each
hierarchical layer. Although the planning done in organizational layers beneath the superior headquarters
results in the presence of some of the features normally associated with distributive planning, it is a
centralized model because critical force structure resource allocation decisions are made by the Air Force
Headquarters. This model might be described as centralized with the Air Staff dominant. However, the
process of hierarchical duplication is not complete because some of the planning entities in subordinate
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organizations do not correspond to planning entities in the headquarters. The Air Staff, for example, has a
deputy chief of staff for plans and operations (AF/XO). Some subordinate organizations may have separate
entities for planning and for operations, others may have operations but not plans. The initial addition of
revolutionary planning as a responsibility of the AF/XO attempted to incorporate maverick and opportunity
planning, but neither category of planning has yet been institutionalized or systematized in the sense that is
recurring or formalized. Moreover, at this point it is not clear whether or not there will be a designated
champion to exploit the ideas produced by the Air Force’s long-range planning processes. The newly
created office of the special assistant to the chief of staff remains Air Staff dominant, but may propose other
organizational forms in the future.
A second alternative is a centralized structure at the Air Staff for policy with distributed and
decentralized planning done by the major air commands. This model might be characterized as MAJCOM10

dominant.

In this alternative, the responsibilities for planning, to include requirements planning, are

separated from those of operations. The Air Staff structure corresponds to the Joint Staff structure, with Joint
Staff responsibilities reflected in the distribution of duties within the Air Staff.
According to historian Herman Wolk the “air staff” became the “Air Staff” in 1941; the original
structure was built along the Army staff lines with A-1, A-2, an Air War Plans Division, and so forth,
11

reporting to the chief of the Air Staff.

The chief of the Air Staff was subordinate to the chief of staff of the

Army Air Forces. Subordinate to the chief of the Air Staff was the commanding general of the Air Force
Combatant Command, whose staff included G-1, G-2, G-3, and G-4 “sections” along with “other staff
offices.” When the Army Air Forces were reorganized in 1942, the Air Forces were commanded by a
commanding general, Army Air Forces, with a subordinate “Chief, Air Staff.” The Air Staff included A-1,
A-2, A-3, A-4, “Plans,” and the “Air Inspector.” The “A-Staff” designations were dropped in a 1943
reorganization. Thus, one approach would be to create an Air Staff structure that mirrored the Joint Staff
with the MAJCOM staff structure corresponding completely with the Air Staff structure. Such an approach
appears in figure A-1.
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JCS
J-1 J-2 J-3 J-4 J-5 J-5 J-7 J-8
AIR STAFF
A-5

MAJCOM

Figure A-1. Centralized, High-Correspondence Alternative
Besides the advantage of high correspondence among and between all the echelons of planners, this
model has the advantage of high empowerment for the product divisions. However, unless this model
promises to harvest the fruits of maverick and opportunity planning, the combat effectiveness of Air Force
systems will not necessarily be high. Consequently, there appears to be a role both for Air University (AU)
and for some form of revolutionary planning in this model.
AU could assist by educating and training long-range strategic planners in all of its colleges, but
primarily through the School for Advanced Airpower Studies (SAAS). SAAS could be reorganized into an
upper division for postgraduates of Air War College and a lower division for postgraduates of Air Command
and Staff College. The upper division would also house the intellectual and technology node for Air Force
maverick planning. The upper division’s annual product would be “special studies,” a combined report
elaborating ideas generated by the faculty and students of the upper division and the Air Force Institute of
Technology (AFIT). Planners at the Air Staff and the major air commands would be “virtually present” in the
SAAS upper division via Internet and videoteleconferencing.
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CADRE’s Wargaming Institute could be connected to the Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency and
the war-gaming apparatuses of the other services. CADRE could run seminar war games for concepts of
operations and analytical war games for force structure and program objective memorandum (POM) decision
making. It is important to note here that the vision, central strategic purpose, and mission of AU is
professional military education. Creating a special institute, or the recurring assignment of special studies,
risks imperiling AU’s primary mission unless the necessary resources and change in mission accompany the
assignment of significant additional tasks. Even so, AU can contribute. Important caveats to this assertion
follow later in this paper.
Decentralized models are also possible and may even be advantageous if one believes that the dramatic
increases forecast in information technology will be realized in the next several years. Just as the global
missions of the Air Force envision “virtual presence,” information technology and “groupware” may allow a
“virtual” and highly decentralized planning structure. The potential of such a structure has been demonstrated
during the 2025 study.
The “blender” in figure A-2 is the nexus where all four kinds of planning are coordinated and evaluated
and the candidate corporate plan is built. Under the present architecture this might be the Plans Directorate,
assisted by the long-range planning office or even some new entity that serves the front end of the Joint
Requirements Oversight Council (JROC). Although the CORONA meeting of four stars could be used for
this kind of work this may be less effective than some more structured system. A limitation of the recent
revolutionary planning model, for example, may be its reliance on the CORONA meeting to decide which
revolutionary ideas will be incorporated into the mission area planning system. A template for decentralized
models appears in figure A-2.
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Figure A-2. Generic Decentralized Model
In the decentralized model depicted in figure A-2, there is a high level of correspondence between
Joint, Air Staff, and MAJCOM planning entities (as depicted earlier in fig. A-1), with AU serving as a
contributing node. Note that this need not be an architecture involving only “military” strategic planners. As
national security issues become more complex and increasingly correspond to international security issues,
there may be a convergence of national capabilities to correspond to national interests. Thus, other nodes
need to be envisioned outside of the armed forces. To structurally and formally include these other nodes
today would be a dramatic reframing of the strategic planning problem. To include them through AU,
however, would be well within Air University’s charter.
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Figure A-3. AU Hub Model
Figure A-3, although titled as the “AU Hub Model,” actually represents two variants of the same,
highly distributed model. One variant is a highly decentralized and distributed network, with the Air Staff
serving as the “master node” and other nodes in the network serving as responders. In this architecture there
would be no long-range strategic planning “offices” required below the Air Staff level, except for maverick
planners at AU and opportunity planners at the Air Force Materiel Command and its laboratories. The
MAJCOMs would participate through selected individuals attached to the planning apparatus. Recall that the
discussion aims at long-range strategic planning, not day-to-day or current mission area planning. Even in the
decentralized architecture it is possible that day-to-day or current mission area planning will still need to be
done at the MAJCOM level.
A fourth alternative, a variant of the third, is to change the location and identity of the master node for
strategic planning. Given the resources and mission change, AU could house the strategic planners for the
Air Force, cross- and interconnect them to other planning entities, and assume responsibility for maverick
planning, opportunity planning, and analytical and evaluative planning in the form of war gaming. The third
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and fourth alternatives are highly decentralized, but may require periodic meetings and physical presence for
product production. Although AU has the capacity to make significant contributions to maverick planning,
opportunity planning, and analytical planning, these responsibilities would so change the mission of AU that
professional military education might suffer.
There are, of course, more variants than these. Hybrids can be created combining whatever are
believed to be desirable features in any number of alternative models. The criteria for alternatives or
combinations will help guide the selection of the most appropriate model.

Criteria for Selection of a Model and Its Features

There are eight important criteria that any long-range strategic planning model needs to satisfy. These
criteria are framed as questions to be asked of any model and its advocates. Before applying the criteria it is
first necessary to determine whether each of the four types of planning described earlier add value to the Air
Force. Then it is necessary to determine whether any of the four are neglected in the present architectures or
in different architectures. Historically, “opportunity” planning is neglected when scientists and technologists
are combined with logistics planners.

One might expect that placing research and development under materiel could have some
shortcomings, and it did. During the war years, Air Materiel Command, or its
predecessors under different titles, had been much more concerned with production,
logistics, and maintenance than with research and development. In the postwar period the
Air Force continued to subordinate research and development to maintenance and support
12
of those things produced.

This “fox-in-the-hen-house” problem is compounded if no Air Force or Joint Staff entity is charged to
provide the “operational pull” of new concepts of operation, employment, and organization. These are the
innovative discoveries that the OSD Office of Net Assessment hopes to make for the services.

13

Thus, the

criteria for selecting “how” might be as narrow as “what seems to work” or as broad as a Joint Staff-Air
Staff-MAJCOM staff reorganization. The eight criteria for selecting an approach are summarized in figure
A-4.
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Eight Important Criteria for Long Range Planning Models
Is Model Comprehensive?
Does it Work in Joint Arena?
Are Activities Integrated?
Are Champions Identified?
Is Alternative Long-term viable?
Does Product Serve Decision Maker?
Is Organizational Turbulence Reduced?
Does Structure Assure New CONOPS?

Figure A-4. Criteria for Selecting a Model and Its Features
• Is the model comprehensive? Said another way, does it encompass all the strategic long-range
planning responsibilities of the organization and all four kinds of strategic long-range planning that must be
accomplished? Does it include planners and operators at all subordinate operating levels? Does it make the
best use of the Air University including the Air Force Institute of Technology? What is the role of the
Scientific Advisory Board? How does the model serve the Joint Requirements Oversight Council?
• Will the model work in the joint arena? This is an important criterion, especially if analyses of the
tectonic shifts occurring in strategic planning are correct. The services organize, train, and equip forces for
employment by the unified combatant commanders. The JROC and the Joint Staff increasingly are involved
in the creation of binding policy for the services. Service chiefs need to ensure that their vision and planning
harmonizes with that of the chairman and the Joint Staff. Since the Department of Defense fights with
combined arms, concepts of operations must be joint and combined. Any long-range strategic planning model
that does not generate and serve joint and combined concepts of operations is less likely to add value.
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• Are activities integrated harmoniously, and are they timed or synchronized to occur in such a
way as to be mutually supporting? Planning cycles should serve customer and decision maker needs. The
model selected should have each of the four types of planning occurring in a way that supports the overall
objective.
• Are responsibilities clearly identified, and are champions designated for each step of the way
from envisioning to implementation? Unless the model results in a plan of action, the effort expended to
generate ideas, search for opportunities, and analyze may be wasted. Thus, champions must be identified for
each planning activity.
• Is there high expectation that the alternative selected will have enduring value even as the
responsibilities of the organization evolve, or is it merely trendy and immediately attractive as a near-term
or temporary solution to a perceived problem?
This criterion deserves some elaboration. Cyert and March point out in A Behavioral Theory of the
Firm, that organizations look for solutions to problems in ways that are themselves problematic.

14

They call

this phenomenon “problemistic search.” That is, the search for solutions is most often motivated by
awareness of some problem presently vexing the firm. The search for solutions commences immediately and
with a sense of urgency. Thus, the search is sometimes biased or simpleminded, and the organization often
selects the first solution that appears to be “adequate.” While the first adequate solution may offer a solution
in the near term, it may prove to be inferior to those undiscovered solutions that could have been found by
more complex and less biased searches. If the search for solutions to Air Force problems is contracted out
for example, additional biases may be introduced unintentionally. This certainly may be the case if a
contractor from a firm specializing in strategic planning has been employed to propose a solution to its
client’s strategic planning problem without sufficient long term interaction. The right answers to a complex
problem rarely emerge from a single meeting or a single advisor, and intuition often proves inferior to
analysis.
If an organization uses the problemistic search mode routinely, an array of temporary solutions and
workarounds may eventually result in a cascading failure brought about by sudden changes in the
environment. Critics have argued that the Mission Area Planning System and the revolutionary planning
process that followed it, like the reorganization of the Air Force and the “old new uniform,” arose as
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apparently adequate solutions to problems. It would be most unfortunate to use the simpleminded
problemistic search to fix Air Force long-range strategic planning.
These are especially important considerations if shifts in the strategic planning landscape seem to be
occurring. If change is afoot, the persistence of the model selected may be the most important criterion.
Prototyping may be helpful even after the most rigorous analysis suggests that one approach ought to be
superior to another. In the case of the Air Force, there is now some evidence that the Joint Staff desires to
increase its “political power” (as defined previously in the section on the dimensions of the strategic
planning space for strategic planning) by marginally disempowering the services. Indicators are that the
growing authority of the JROC, a change endorsed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, will change
acquisition authority and alter the “power” of the individual services. The “Joint Vision 2010” project
within the Joint Staff also aims at enhancing the authority of the Joint Staff through its policy-making power.
Whether these observations correctly anticipate a diminution of service power and decision-making
autonomy remains to be seen. Nonetheless, planners should consider this possibility when selecting an
approach.
• Do the structure, processes, and products serve the needs of the principal resource allocation
decision maker? If process, products, and structure are made obsolete because the principal resource
allocation decision maker has changed, restructuring the process, or products, or structure (or all three) may
be required.
• Is organizational turbulence minimized? If a change is contemplated, and unless only a radical
change can solve the problems perceived, then the model that promises less turbulence should be selected.
Turbulence can be reduced by “fly-before-buy” prototyping or incremental transition to a new model.
• Does a new process, set of products, or structure assure new joint concepts of operations and
employment? Unless the model has features that create new joint concepts of operations to provide the
operational pull, there is no assurance that technological push will improve long-range strategic planning
within the Air Force. Likewise, if long-range strategic planning improves only within the Air Force, the
JROC process may cause some Air Force requirements to change or Air Force acquisition plans to be
modified.
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In sum, it is important to select the right solution to the real problem. Fortunately, creative thinking can
generate a wide range of possibilities. Planning norms and criteria, buttressed by rigorous analysis, can
evaluate these ideas and help point toward solutions. Every model has advantages and disadvantages,
opportunities and dangers, dependent on the characteristics of the model and its features. These
characteristics and features are summarized in figure A-5. Once the solution, including a hybrid of several
solutions, is selected, it too must have its implementation champions.

Requirement

Example

Danger

• Institutionalized
• Structured
Solution

Ossification

Example

• Changing faces
• Diverse expertise
• No self-interest
Solution

Danger
• Many many ideas
• Most interesting BUT...

Example

• Distributive system
• Analysis
• Opportunists

Danger
Only A few great ideas

Not mutually exclusive

Figure A-5. Characteristics

Implementation Issues

A study of successful innovation completed by Chip Pickett of the Northrop Analysis Center identified
11 characteristics of successful change. Applying 10 of these to the problem of a dysfunctional or not
adequately functional planning system within the Air Force yields some useful observations. (The 11th
characteristic, “Resources match progress in innovation,” does not pertain.).
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• There is a clear threat. The threats to the Air Force may be the risk of disempowerment, the danger
of stultifying innovation and creative thinking, the costs of lost opportunities, the lack of vision, or structures
and processes that fail to help meet the central strategic purpose of the Air Force. Additionally, if senior
leaders believe “planning is broken,” that constitutes a threat.
• The top level of the organization leads and supports the change. Because it was the chief of staff
of the Air Force who initiated the dialogue on envisioning solutions to the problems extant in Air Force
planning and implementation, there is high confidence the top level of the organization leads and supports the
process of change.
• Vision drives the process. A new vision statement is in the process of development. Thus, there can
be high confidence that vision will drive the process.
• The impact that changing the long-range strategic planning structure and process will have on
the operations of the Air Force is understood. This may or may not be the case. The process of
envisioning the alternative futures affecting Air Force long-range strategic planning do not appear to have
been assessed or understood except intuitively. There is some evidence that impacts are being examined
since the formation of the long-range planning board of directors has involved senior leaders across the
service. The risk of this group becoming another corporate layer must also be weighed. The need for
change may not be understood and the particular solution to the problem, not having been selected, has not yet
been articulated and advocated.
• The structure (form) changes to correspond to any changes made in function or process. This
characteristic cannot be evident until an alternative is selected. This characteristic should be evident,
however, if the approach selected supports the norms and meets the criteria advanced earlier.
• Change advocates are created and protected. If the chief of staff of the Air Force is the champion
of change, experience shows that the advocates of what others may view as even undesirable changes will be
created and protected. If a desirable change is advocated, we can expect the same attributes to be present.
If, however, the Air Staff and the MAJCOM staffs are reorganized to improve interfaces and increase
correspondence with the Joint Staff, we should anticipate some resistance. Where there is resistance, there
also must be protection.
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• Both junior and senior organization members are involved in the development and the
implementation of the change. Many of the alternative models discussed earlier, especially the highly
decentralized ones, involve a large and diverse number of organization members. This characteristic will be
present in all but the “no change” or highly centralized models.
• Innovation is tested early and frequently. To avoid the problems attendant with a simpleminded
problemistic search, the search for solutions should not be rushed unnecessarily. Any changes to Air Force
long-range strategic planning, for example, can safely be delayed until a new vision statement is crafted.
After that, the process and structure selected must be tested against the criteria from its implementation
onward.
• Internal and external resistance is offset. If the Air Force adopts a strategic long-range planning
process that frustrates the JROC process, the Air Staff deputies, or the MAJCOM commanders, internal and
external resistance will combine. The goal should be an alternative assessed as “win-win,” with the support
of the Joint Staff, the Air Staff, and the MAJCOM commanders. It is possible, for example, to reorganize the
Air Staff and MAJCOMs to align these staffs better with the Joint Staff and the CINC staffs, as long as the Air
Staff and MAJCOM commanders see this change as taking workloads or requirements out of their processes
and adding value to the corporate Air Force.
• Technology progresses at a rate sufficient to support the change. Some alternative long-range
strategic planning models, especially the highly decentralized distributive models, place great reliance on
information technology. This technology would need to be in place before the most decentralized and
distributive model could be safely selected. The 2025 study afforded the opportunity for testing some
elements of a distributive model. In the case of 2025, technology acquisition anticipated and led the
beginning of the study but was delayed and not yet fully developed. Information technology proved highly
useful for generating and collecting ideas. Technology which was available subsequently was insufficient to
maximize a decentralized approach to developing and analyzing the concepts. It may be that sufficient
technology will soon exist within the Air Force to allow some modest form of decentralized or “virtually”
15

centralized planning alternative.
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What Are the Benefits of Planning?

It is difficult to recall a time when the level of uncertainty about the future and the debate regarding the
raison d’etre of America’s armed forces was greater. In this era of constrained defense budgets and changing
world structure, it is vital that defense leaders at all levels conduct planning. But until the world’s evolution
becomes clearer, it is difficult to conduct detailed planning. Instead, it is possible—and imperative—to start
16

thinking about long-term and path-dependent processes which depend on long-range planning.

In addition to institutionalizing strategic planning, the Air Force must conduct planning that is robust.
The remainder of this appendix discusses the linkages and differences between the Air University-hosted
17

2025 study and the efforts of the Long-Range Planning Office on the Air Staff.

This appendix shows how

the alternate futures produced by 2025 study and the “future operating environments” proposed by AF/LR are
complementary, but also how the alternate futures are more robust than the future operating environments.

Requirements for Robust Planning

There are three requirements for robust strategic planning. The first is that the products created should
adequately stress the systems of interest. Second, the vision of the future should be broad enough to ensure
that the entire range of challenges is adequately captured. The third requirement is that the products should
contain sufficient detail and richness to be useful for planning. The remainder of this appendix compares
future operating environments from AF/LR to the alternate futures generated by 2025 across each of these
requirements.

Stressing the System

Tom Clancy said the “one difference between fiction and history is that fiction needs to be plausible.”
David Hume said there is “no necessary connection between logic and fact.” These two statements sum up
the danger and limitations of most strategic planning. Because of the difficulty of thinking “outside the box”
and making projections from today about the future, most long-range planning results in a fairly constrained
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strategic planning space as illustrated in figure A-6. This constrained planning space can lead to “rude
surprises.”

Figure A-6. Current Long-Range Planning Results
In contrast, avoiding surprises is a key metric in the strategic planning space produced by the 2025
Alternate Futures process (fig. A-7). By beginning in 2025 and then “backcasting” to today, we achieved
discontinuous jumps in logic that would not be possible using simple trend projections from 1996.
Additionally, the interaction of three drivers creates alternate futures that cannot be easily projected using
standard strategic planning techniques. It is important to achieve discontinuous jumps because history is full
of these jumps. For instance, Germany’s rise in the 1930s to nearly dominate the world in the 1940s was a
discontinuous jump. So was the US putting a man on the moon in less than 10 years. The collapse of the
Soviet Union is the most recent example.
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Figure A-7. Alternate Futures Strategic Planning Space
The alternate futures developed for 2025 have as an enduring strength the incorporation of wild cards to
capture discontinuous jumps in history. In the alternate future of Zaibatsu, the rise of strong multinational
corporations creating a relatively benign but unstable world is so different from today it is unlikely
traditional long-range planning would have projected it. Yet such a world is logically created from the 2025
Alternate Futures process by incorporating wild cards and considering the current trend of the growing
strength of MNCs. Two technology-based wild cards, development of a computer-human nerve interface
microprocessor and safe nuclear fusion, drive this world into accelerated economic development. The
combination of these wild cards and the current trends regarding MNCs results in a world of reduced threats
to US interests and a new world power structure. This world presents the US with strategic decisions which
normally would not be considered under traditional long-range planning, yet presents some challenging
alternatives that need to be considered in evaluating alternate air and space forces.
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For instance, in Zaibatsu the military has to preserve core competencies and “outsource” the rest
because nearly everything has been privatized. Because economic power is more important than military
power in most situations, the State Department and the Department of Commerce take the lead in crisis
resolution, thereby leaving the secretary of defense out of most decisions until conflict erupts. Because the
Zaibatsu believes anti-satellite (ASAT) systems and submarines are destabilizing to the peaceful economic
uses of space and the oceans, these weapon systems are officially prohibited. However, suspected cheating
by some leads to covert ASAT and submarine programs by many. Finally, the geographic CINC system is
replaced with standing joint task forces.
Clearly, Zaibatsu is a very challenging world for the military and contains aspects not present in any of
the other future operating environments. Additionally, each of the other future worlds also contains aspects
not easily represented by the future operating environments. For instance, in Gulliver’s Travails, a rise in
nationalism spawns terrorism in the US involving weapons of mass destruction. The wild card of a chemical
weapon terrorist attack on US soil inflicting 150,000 casualties motivates the US to become globally
involved. This wild card is combined with the current trend of balkanization to create a world in which the
US is heavily engaged worldwide. Although this challenge is captured in the future operating environments,
what is not captured is the concomitant high operations tempo in this world. The challenge in Gulliver’s
Travails is to fight terrorism while being nearly overwhelmed with worldwide commitments.
Digital Cacophony contains the challenge of a fast-moving, technologically driven world where
military threats are primarily dealt with using on-line virtual forces as opposed to forces providing physical
presence. This world is created by combining several wild cards with the current trend towards increased
information and communications connectivity. The wild cards are a genetics breakthrough yielding abundant
food and a high-energy-radio-frequency attack wave that destroys Wall Street’s financial databases. This
information warfare attack against US economic assets is met by increasing the military’s roles. Cyberspace
warriors become the primary frontline protectors of US security.
King Khan is somewhat similar to the high end global competitor (also known as a superpeer
competitor) of the future operating environments, but adds the aspect that the US is far less capable than today
because of internal domestic concerns, and thus is greatly outmatched by the superpower. In King Khan, the
US has no peer; Khan is vastly superior but seems benign. The wild card in this alternate future is a collapse
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of the Mexican economy which generates excessive demand on US social systems because of an influx of
illegal immigrants. This increased demand results in a US depression which lasts nine years. During this
period, US military forces are slashed to a third of today’s forces. The military challenge in this world is to
determine which core competencies to retain and which capabilities to reconstitute once economic recovery
begins.
The worlds of Halfs and Half-Naughts and 2015 Crossroads present many of the challenges present in
the other four alternate futures, with the exception that 2015 Crossroads contains a major regional conflict
where airpower has to “go it alone” due to time constraints and the main belligerent’s threat of using
weapons of mass destruction. Half and Half-Naughts experiences as a wild card a California earthquake
that kills 150,000 and leaves millions homeless. This event forces the US to look inward temporarily to
solve a significant domestic problem. The US focus is pulled outward when China seizes the Spratly Islands.
In 2015 Crossroads, the death of Saddam Hussein sparks a series of events which leads to a major regional
conflict. Each of these worlds poses new challenges not completely captured through the future operating
environments approach. In addition, each contains sufficient detail to create a rich war-gaming environment.

Across the Spectrum of Conflict

Future operating environments can be thought of as types of military operations or levels of warfare.
Future operating environments appear to be military operations which can be depicted along the spectrum of
conflict, as shown in figure A-8.
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The depiction of the future operating environments across the spectrum of conflict represents a “bestguess” and “first-cut” at this exercise. Of note and interest is the scarcity of future operating environments at
the lower end of conflict. Even though the level of risk to national survival is very low at this end, notice that
the probability of occurrence is very high. Further, the risks to interests may also be high and increasing if
the relatively more benign alternate futures prove more likely. Under future fiscal constraints, it is not clear
that the right types and numbers of forces will be available to conduct operations such as humanitarian relief,
foreign assistance, and peacekeeping unless the US plans for them. These are levels of military operations
that could present very challenging conditions to US forces, especially in a world of high operations tempo
such as in Gulliver’s Travails and 2015 Crossroads.
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Alternate futures can be “mapped” across this same spectrum of conflict as shown in figure A-9. Notice
that the entire range of military operations are represented by the set of alternate futures. Also of interest is
the amount of overlap at certain points along the continuum. These areas of interest give insight as to the
weight of effort or concern that should be applied to various military operations. The difficulty with future
operating environments is that no such weighting is implied. This observation provides additional rationale
for using alternate futures in long-range planning.
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Figure A-9. Alternate Futures and Spectrum of Conflict
As seen in figure A-9, each world can be characterized by the range of military operations that have
occurred or are likely to occur. Taken as a set, they represent a full range of military operations that future
forces and organizations need to be equipped to handle. Of some interest is to note that the last two worlds
created, Halfs and Half-Naughts and 2015 Crossroads, were requested so that less “extreme” worlds would
be available for planning. Figure A-9 illustrates that the worlds may be less extreme, but there is a higher
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likelihood for a broader range of military operations to occur in these worlds than in the others. This fact, in
and of itself, makes the last two worlds at least as challenging as the original four (corners of the box).
Figure A-9 provides a good framework for comparing future operating environments and 2025
Alternate Futures. It is obvious that each alternate future contains multiple future operating environments and
that each future operating environment can occur in more than one alternate future. Thus it is clear there is a
connection between the two, but they are not the same thing. Since alternate futures already contain plausible
histories which can be used as a lead into a war game and provide sufficient detail to create a ready-to-use
scenario, it seems logical to use alternate futures as the mechanism for conducting war games to discover
challenging environments. In many cases the new environments or strategic challenges will mirror the future
operating environments, but it is likely that in some cases new ones will be discovered. The end result of
using the 2025 Alternate Futures, which by their nature contain future operating environments, will be a better
learning experience for the senior decision makers, which will lead to richer thinking and more robust
choices.

Internal Consistency as a Critical Metric

The most important distinction between 2025 Alternate Futures and techniques such as future operating
environments or other forms of scenario or future building is the key metric of internal consistency. When
planners use internal consistency as a key metric, they make conscious judgments about the causes and effects
of forces at work in shaping the organizations’ operating environment. Planners also clearly identify the
linkages between these forces so they better understand and gain insight from the environment. One can
imagine a global American world view. One can also imagine a severe downturn in American fiscal health.
But, American support for global military involvements when faced with severe recession or even
depression is not very plausible. By testing for such inconsistencies and removing them from alternate
futures, planners not only create more plausible scenarios, they clarify their understanding of the linkages, in
this instance, between wide spread external military activity, public support, and fiscal well being. Future
operating environments which use key actors as “drivers” and fail to accomplish such rigorous tests require
that the users specify how to accommodate for internal inconsistencies.
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A corresponding benefit to using alternate future drivers and internal consistency is the new insight into
relationships and interactions the method offers. Using drivers to develop a named world creates a clear
“logic of the model.” The value of a model is that it clarifies the conditions under which key features
interact. Thus, in the logic of the Digital Cacophony model where all Americans are “wired,” the potential
for direct individual involvement in American governance is greatly enhanced. In fact, the future describes a
netocracy where voters vote on policy issues rather than for elected representatives. This model suggests a
future insight that planners might explore; fickled voters might cause greater fluctuations of policy than a more
muted representational system. In contrast, the economic concentration of power in Zaibatsu creates a
different model even though ∆ TeK is also exponential. Corporate interests would seek to mute political
volatility by increasing the apparent power of political representatives and channeling a high tech populace
from being wired into the political process directly. Such insights may not be directly relevant to near term
military planning, but they provide a rich detail about possible relationship in a plausible future that deserve
modest exploration to avoid shock and surprise in the long term.
Some might have argued that the economic and social changes occurring in the Soviet Union during the
1970s and 1980s were minor details in terms of military planning. Yet, such details and the declining
legitimacy of the Soviet Communist Party combined to change the strategic landscape. Understanding the
consequences of rich planning details can minimize surprise.

“The Devil Is in the Details”

One additional advantage of alternate futures is their richness in detail. Many types and levels of detail
have already been developed for the six alternate futures, but the real advantage is that unlimited detail can
be added. By using the three drivers and analyzing their interaction, planners can easily infer additional
events and details in each world. In contrast, once future operating environments have been constructed, it
might be more difficult to infer additional information without the assistance of the script writers.
As an example, a new piece of knowledge about one of the worlds can easily be created. Any relevant
subject can be selected and enriched in any of the six worlds. For instance, envision the nature of strategic
attack in Gulliver’s Travails. This is a world where the American world view is Global, ∆ TeK is
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Constrained, and the World Power Grid is Dispersed. Because ∆ TeK is Constrained, strategic attack
methods and targets are generally limited to those which exist today. It can be postulated that no new ways
will be discovered that can paralyze and defeat an adversary. In fact, the nature of conflict in this world,
involving rapidly shifting alliances and small terrorist groups, indicates that the use of strategic attack may be
severely limited by political and military realities. For instance, the US might not want to destroy a country’s
electrical power system, because in six months that country could be a coalition partner in a different
conflict. Additionally, the destruction of the electrical power system would do little to deter a nationalist
movement which uses terrorist attacks against its own people and neighbors. Finally, the combination of a
dispersed World Power Grid and constrained ∆ TeK leads to a world where most conflicts do not involve a
highly industrially developed state that can be attacked at the strategic level. Taking all of the drivers into
consideration leads to the conclusion that strategic attack will have limited utility in this world; thus a B-3
bomber would not be a high-priority weapon system to develop or procure.
It is clear from this simple example that the amount and level of detail that can be added to alternate
futures are nearly boundless. To attempt to write the same level of detail into a future operating environment
would be time-consuming and frustrating. The result might be scenarios that do not fully capture all of the
aspects of that future environment necessary and useful to the decision makers. In order to make the scenarios
usable, they must lend themselves easily to the inclusion of additional levels of detail.

Conclusion

This appendix discusses Air Force long-range planning efforts and attempts to present some rationale
for institutionalizing long-range planning in the Air Force. Additionally, it presents the linkage and
differences between alternate futures created by the 2025 study and future operating environments created by
the Air Force Long-Range Planning Office. The crux of this discussion is that long-range planning is vitally
important to ensure the US maintains the dominant air and space forces of the future.
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Appendix B

Trends

Some of the future is knowable. When causes are known and slow to manifest, one need only watch to
see the results revealed. The population size of a group is an example of one aspect of the future that can be
predicted with a high degree of accuracy. Variables such as changes in birth rates over time, migration, and
disease allow scientists to attach a range to their predictions. Anticipating how these variables will change
outcomes over time is the art and science of predicting future trends. Many engage in such prognostications
when the trends are linear and the causes and variables are understood. In these cases, future trends are quite
predictable and worth foretelling. Some, however, predict about nonlinear or poorly understood events.
One should discern between knowable future trends and the prophecies of oracles.
Futurists, seers, and prognosticators of all sorts have used trends as the basis of predicting the future.
Of course, extending trends into the future does not necessarily reward one with accurate predictions. For
instance, 73 individuals gathered at the World’s Fair in 1893 to make predictions about 1993. Some of their
inaccuracies included predictions that people would live to be 150, the government would grow smaller and
1

simpler, and prison populations would decline as fewer crimes were committed. The reader should be
cautious and judge if trends describe knowable and sufficiently linear events.
This appendix describes some of the general trends that served as background material in developing
the 2025 worlds. Though some overlap is inevitable, the following categories are broad and simple, and
they introduce the reader to the trends woven into the fabric of the alternate futures. The categories are
computer hardware, computer software, space, communications, the media, nanotechnology, medicine,
2

energy, international relations, the environment, education, world population, and economics. The one
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exception to the criteria of simplicity, or recognizability, is the field of nanotechnology—the ability to make
things extremely small. This field has currently received little notoriety, but has the potential to affect most
fields of science and technology. Nanotechnology will spawn revolutionary changes in the way humans
3

conduct their lives and businesses.

A more extensive list could have been compiled, but such a list would constitute a separate and lengthy
volume in and of itself. Note that a disproportionate amount of text will be allocated to the environment and
the last two categories. The environment receives extensive attention because it either impacts or is
impacted by the number of people, where they live, and how they exploit the resources available to them.
One good reason to examine demographics and economics is that these areas are particularly susceptible to
statistical analyses.

Computer Hardware

This paper addresses two factors regarding computer hardware. First is the rapid evolution in the
technology itself, so rapid it effectively renders systems obsolete within a year or two of introduction.
Second is computers’ impact on job production for the economy.
Over the last decade, the rate of increase in the speed of the central processing unit (CPU) of personal
4

computers has risen from doubling every two years to doubling every 18 months. Considered from the
viewpoint of 1986, that increase in the rate of change means the computers projected for the year 2000 are
already available in the year 1996. Such accelerations in growth rates would be typical in a world
experiencing exponentialn ∆TeK. This rate of doubling is known as “Moore’s Law,” and was postulated in
5

1965 by Gordon Moore, cofounder of Intel.

Microprocessors continue to evolve at exponentially increasing speeds (fig. B-1). “Today’s
microprocessors are almost 100,000 times faster than their Neanderthal ancestors of the 1950s, and when
6

inflation is considered, they cost 1,000 times less.” Extrapolated 15 years, that rate of change in processing
power produces a computer 1,000 times faster than current hardware, and 30 years at that rate would produce
CPU speeds 1 million times faster than 1995 processors, but at the same price. Of course, the nature of
lithographic processes limit current technologies from achieving such clock speeds. However, advances in
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7

8

technology, such as pipelining or parallel processing, may eliminate some of those barriers. In essence, the
9

desktop computer of 2025 unarguably will be more powerful than today’s Cray supercomputers.
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Figure B-1. Approximate Rate at which Speed of CPU Increases

The advent of this ever-more-capable hardware impacts job security, status, and levels of
10

compensation.

Developments in computer hardware have provided career opportunities for some, such as

local area network (LAN) experts, but have negatively impacted other career fields. For instance, auto
mechanics have gone from the role of well-paid specialists to mere technicians who remove and replace
11

parts identified by a computer.

Robotics in the auto industry have eliminated high-paying assembly-line
12

jobs, often relegating individuals to minimum wage jobs.

Remarkably, the LAN experts may be the next

victims of continued advances, as plug-and-play software and hardware eliminate the need for individuals
13

who can develop workarounds to connect disparate packages.
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It is similar types of economic upheaval in

Digital Cacophony that lead computer engineers to sabotage the net, in response to losing their jobs to
artificial intelligence.

Computer Software

Software provides a tool to control computer hardware. This section discusses some impacts of
software development, as well as some of software’s vulnerabilities. Software is not immune to the vagaries
of the computing environment, as emphasized by the proliferation of computer viruses. Where viruses strike
14

productivity suffers, and hardware can even be destroyed.

Sophisticated software now impacts the livelihood of various workers, including professionals and
sportsmen who may have thought themselves immune from such invasions of their working environment.

15

Programs such as Parson Technology’s Personal Tax Edge make it possible for untrained taxpayers to
assess complex tax issues such as alternative minimum tax payments, depreciation of rental property assets,
and how to carry forward losses from a previous year’s tax return.

16

Similar programs allow consumers to
17

write living wills and powers of attorney that are recognized in many states.

These programs do not “mean
18

the end of the knowledge worker. It just means that different knowledge will be valuable.”

The bottom

line, however, is that certain “cookie-cutter” functions of the professionals can be replaced, so certain
professions can expect to see a decline in the number of practitioners or to receive lower levels of
compensation.
Software has even intervened in the world of sports. International Grand Master and Professional
Chess Association World Champion Garry Kasparov recently played a chess match against a supercomputer,
Deep Blue. Deep Blue won the first game, then drew the next two games before the human won and evened
19

the score.

Though Kasparov went on to win the match, it is considered only a matter of a few years before
20

computers can defeat any human competitor.

The reason computers perform so well is not a capability to

plan better than humans. Instead, the computer is capable of analyzing a large number of moves very
21

swiftly.

Positional assessments, however, have historically been one of the computer’s weaknesses, and

that is what eventually led to Deep Blue’s downfall.
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Computer viruses can subvert data, alter the flow of money, sniff out passwords, and conceivably arm,
22

disarm, or retarget weapons.

In general, the normative problem is the loss of productivity caused by

viruses that spread across under-protected networks in the work environment.

23

To date, the impact is

relatively innocuous because most virus writers are inexperienced, amateur programmers with few skills.
What is to be feared in the future is the sophisticated code writer with both more insidious purposes and
means. Such an individual may imperil financial markets, weapons systems, or network security.

Space

Space control, as a concept, is the twenty-first century equivalent to the concepts of Sea
Control and Sea Denial used by major naval strategists of Britain, France, and the United
States during the eighteenth through the twentieth centuries . . . It will be a major challenge
for our forces to sustain the ability to control or deny access to space-device gathered
intelligence, especially with transnational commercial proliferation of such devices. Such
capability will require a coordinated combination of political, diplomatic, and military
24
strategic policies.
This section briefly addresses future uses of space and some concerns regarding the US’s ability to
maintain space dominance.
What seems certain about the exploitation of space is that the military will grow more dependent on
25

space assets and commercial developments in space.

26

placement of directed-energy weapons on satellites.

Direct military applications might include the
Exploiting commercial space technologies may be

even more crucial to the DOD’s future. In eras of possibly declining budgets, the US military will rely on
leveraging high-technology commercial programs in order to sustain a substantive capabilities edge versus
potential aggressors. This commercial research might include developing new materials on space stations by
27

2005.

Though precise applications obviously cannot be provided for these supposed developments, it is

sufficient to presume that the military dare not forego the opportunity to leverage new technologies lest a
competitor gain an edge.
While potential military applications are of longer term interest, US strategic and operational security
issues are an ongoing concern as commercial and foreign space ventures develop intelligence-gathering
capabilities once the sole domain of the DOD. This problem was exacerbated in the 1990s by the Russians
and Chinese entering the commercial space markets as a means for generating hard currency.
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28

For instance,

designers plan to provide one-meter resolution photos from commercial satellites by 1999 (fig. B-2);
Russian imagery is already available with details down to two meters, though the images are historical.

29

Operational issues are involved, because not only will such images provide any paying customer the ability
to find targets, but precision targeting may be available from Global Positioning System satellites. Currently
a hand-held “receiver can deduce its position to less than 5 meters by comparing signals received
30

simultaneously from up to six different satellites—and the accuracy will soon be measured in centimeters.”

The mixture of accessible satellite imagery and a precision targeting mechanism implies a formidable threat
to the operations of US forces abroad, and even to the populace of the continental United States if combined
with a ballistic missile capability.
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Figure B-2. Civilian Satellite Ground Resolution
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Communications

31

Communications security issues impact bandwidth

and the ability to operate in remote locations while

denying that capability to the opposition.
“It is important to note that there is a tradeoff between high bandwidth and secure communications;
security, particularly antijamming, requires redundancy and error-correction data, resulting in lower
throughput (i.e., lower usable bandwidth).”
33

those who seek to increase security.

32

Adm William A. Owens, for one, feels that the trend favors

For instance, a fiber-optic cable has characteristics that make it

difficult to tap undetected. By the year 2000 one estimate is that communications should have reached a rate
34

of one terabit

35

per second over a single fiber.

Consequently, bundles of fiber-optic cables would provide

a relatively secure means of communication with tremendous bandwidth. Of course, that technology benefits
potential enemies as well as the DOD.
Current and future realities are that operations in remote locations will require robust and reliable
communications via commercial satellites. As a result, an enemy who knows which commercial satellites
are being used by the American military could lease channels from the same source, thereby providing a level
of sanctuary to their communications base. Even if satellite links are disrupted, it may be difficult to prevent
an enemy from receiving information about the positioning of forces in a conflict if, as some suggest, the
information and communications picture of the future is dominated by a worldwide decentralized network of
interconnected webs.

36

Of even greater concern is that this ubiquitous network is particularly susceptible to

37

attack inside the US.

Media

It is safe to assume the omnipresent eye of the CNN camera will be an integral part of any
future military operation. Hundreds of millions of people worldwide will judge the
38
appropriateness of everything an air commander does.

Traditionally, the media have not exerted much influence with respect to fundamental American
attitudes and beliefs, but the media “can be important in influencing opinion on particular issues (especially
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39

network television).”

In 1968, Walter Cronkite’s opinion that North Vietnam could not be defeated sent

shock waves through the White House, by some accounts contributing to President Johnson’s decision not to
40

stand for reelection.

Media impact may become even more important under the dual influence of

technology and the development of adversarial or “new” journalism. This “new” breed of journalist is said
to be most concerned with discovering “truth” rather than uncovering “facts,” a significant change from the
twentieth century standard of impartiality.

41

The combination of 24-hour, worldwide coverage and “new”

journalism will present endlessly evolving challenges to leaders attempting to implement a particular policy
or to achieve some specific military or economic objective. The Toffler’s, in fact, note that broadcasts
during combat operations, via commercial satellites, may “alter the actual dynamics and strategies in war.”

42

Of crucial import to alternate futures such as Gulliver’s Travails and Digital Cacophony is the notion
that the spread of new media forms, such as satellite broadcast access and bulletin boards on the Internet,
43

tends to undermine central control, dispersing power towards ever smaller groups.

This breakdown of

central control is not confined to just new forms of media interaction. Activists such as Steve Dunifer are
currently taking advantage of advances in technology to aid individuals in setting up pirate radio stations. It
is possible to distribute the parts for a 30-watt radio transmitter

44

inside a suitcase, at a minimal cost. These

operations are so small and difficult to control that they usurp the Federal Communications Commission’s
monopoly in the United States and threaten government control of information in several one-party foreign
45

states.

In the future broad-band communication capabilities, supported globally by seamless satellite,

fiber, and wireless links, will empower individuals in the information and communications domain as never
before.

46

Reflecting trends towards demassification and individual access to multiple means of communication,
the media will also learn to design its message for the individual consumer, using commercial and
government databases to surround each individual with a personalized news and advertising presentation.
What is the impact of burgeoning media presence on military operations? Lt Col Marc D. Felman
suggests that combatant commanders might add a new principle of war:
Media Spin—Pay close attention to public relations, recognizing that public support is an
essential ingredient of combat success. Aggressively ensure that media portrayal of
combat operations is nether distorted nor misrepresented through press omissions. Above
all, safeguard the safety of the troops and operational security but do not lie to the media
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merely for [the] sake of convenience. Never take for granted how combat operations will
be portrayed in the news. Avoid operations that will swiftly turn public support away
from the war effort and capitalize on success stories by ensuring they get maximum
exposure. In an age where 24-hour instantaneous battlefield news coverage is a fact of
life, paying attention to media spin is of paramount importance. For a combatant
47
commander, anything less would be irresponsible.

Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology will influence society as dramatically as the discovery of fire, writing, and agriculture
48

put together.

Nanotechnology appears to have revolutionary applications across the depth and breadth of
49

engineering, from computers to medicine to materials science.

What is nanotechnology, and how will this

field impact the technologies of 2025?
The apex of nanotechnology is engineering at the molecular or even atomic level to create structures at
the ultramicroscopic level, structures that can then be plugged together like Lego blocks at the designer’s
whim. The structures created might even be self-organizing, aligning themselves in response to external
50

stimuli.

A self-organizing nano-structure offers untold opportunities to expand present capabilities in a variety
of fields. Eric Drexler of the Institute for Molecular Manufacturing in Palo Alto, California, states that
building a computer atom by atom would offer more processing power in a desktop package than all the
computing power created to date. At the large-scale industrial end of the spectrum, Drexler speculates that
by arranging atoms in a precise fashion a material might be developed with “100 times the strength-to-weight
ratio of steel. Thus, automobiles or anything else made of today’s steel could be 10 times stronger and 10
51

times lighter at the same time.”

In the medical field nano-devices might be designed to act as cancer

leukocytes. In the transportation safety field a wisp of molecules might respond to a collision in a manner
that controls the rate of the deceleration forces that currently cause much of the harm to humans.

52

Another

proposal posits the development of swarms of nano devices that act to screen cities from various forms of
viral, conventional, or informational attack, as well as providing a means for distinguishing between denizens
53

of the city versus intruders.

That concept is used in Digital Cacophony.
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Medicine

“In 25 years the human genome−the DNA encyclopedia of our genetic code−will have been mapped,
and we will be applying that knowledge to diagnostics, treatment of disease, manipulation of our bodies, and
even behavior control.”

54

At the simplest level, this knowledge will allow the identification of individuals
55

at risk for many diseases, and subsequent modification of behavior or therapeutic intervention.

Some

prognosticators even project that new organs will be grown from the patient’s own tissue as early as the year
2015, while others predict that diseased organs will be regenerated, rather than replaced.

56

Another aspect

in the pending medical revolution is that automation will replace the current plodding trial-and-error research
process of developing drugs based on plants. Automating the testing of reactive properties of plants means
57

that researchers can reach out past the one-half percent of plant species that have been studied to date.

Energy

By 2025 the worldwide demand for fuel is projected to increase by 30 percent and that for
electricity by 265 percent. Even with more efficient use and conservation, new sources of
energy will be required. Solar energy could provide 60 percent of the electricity and as
58
much as 40 percent of the fuel.
Finding alternate sources is important due to environmental concerns, as well as for the US to reduce its
59

reliance on Persian Gulf oil reserves.

This appendix discusses two potential replacement energy sources:

fusion and solar power. Some other sources are “biomass (using a crop like corn to make fuels like
alcohol),”

60

geothermal, hydropower, waste-to-energy, and wind.

Marvin Cetron speculates that commercially viable fusion reactors will be available after 2010, and a
61

major source of power by 2030.
arrive until 2045.

62

Others suggest that practical, commercial applications of fusion will not

In the alternate futures of this study, Digital Cacophony and Zaibatsu represent worlds

wherein commercially developed fusion is representative of the revolutionary nature of Exponentialn ∆ TeK.
Solar power is a technology that is finally becoming economically competitive. That competitiveness
63

was fostered by a 40-fold decrease in the price of generating photovoltaic power from 1979 to 1989.

Drexler suspects that nanotechnology might lead to breakthroughs in solar technology producing costs
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Eric

64

“significantly less than central-plant-produced electricity.”

Even now, predictions indicate that solar

power will be competitive with conventional generation shortly after the year 2000.

65

These and similar

renewable technologies are crucial elements in the environmental planning strategies of worlds such as
Gulliver’s Travails and 2015 Crossroads. Returning to the quote that opened this section, however, note that
solar energy is not sufficient to meet all the projected energy requirements of 2025. Coal- and oil-powered
energy plants will still be required.

International Relations

Most commentators predict that the number of nation-states will continue to grow (fig. B-3). Secretary
of State nominee Warren Christopher, in Senate confirmation testimony, underscored the seriousness of the
situation by noting that the world might soon have 5,000 nations unless people put aside ethnic differences.

66

Even if states do not proliferate to such an extent, individuals such as Riccardo Petrel, the director of science
and technology forecasting for the European Community, predict that states will continue to lose relative
power as new actors dominate the socioeconomic stage. Petrel predicts that multinational corporations will
67

ally with city and regional governments to dominate the decision-making processes.

The role of

nongovernmental organizations will also continue to flourish—both benign groups such as the Red Cross and
Greenpeace, and malign groups such as drug cartels and terrorists. The latter groups will use technology to
68

link resources and shield their dominions.
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Figure B-3. Independent States, 1945-2025

The increasing volume of trade between nations, as a percentage of each nation’s economy, creates a
growing interdependence that analysts such as Peter Drucker perceive as determining the characteristics of
relations between groups in the future.

70

Some individuals predict that future wars will be small and

regional in nature because major military conflicts are contrary to international trade and “the well-being of
71

the trading nations.”

Others argue that strife might become more common, because the gap between the
72

haves and have-nots is going to continue to grow.

The Tofflers also dispute any utopian vision, noting that

in 1914 Britain and Germany were each other’s largest trading partners, yet they went to war. The Tofflers
suggest that interdependence creates complexity, which can lead to unexpected effects because no one can
predict how an input to one part of the system will impact outputs elsewhere. Their thesis is that unintended
73

consequences can make the world more dangerous.
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Environment

Environmental problems are unlikely to be the proximate cause for conflicts. . . . Most
pollution, resource, and population problems take decades to unfold. Their effect also
depends upon the adaptive capacity of nations and societies; it would be inappropriate to
jump from environmental trends to predictions about impending conflict. In most cases,
environmental problems aggravate existing political disputes, rather than being the
immediate cause for conflict. An exception to this rule could arise from water disputes
74
over the Euphrates River involving Turkey, Syria, Iraq, or Iran.
Though environmental degradation may not directly cause conflict in a region or local area, it can
contribute to population and resource pressures that could lead to destabilization of society and civil
authority, especially if the environmental degradation can be linked to specific groups.

75

Of greater

international concern, however, is the impact of global environmental change, generated by human activities,
on the well-being and security of the world community. The following human-induced environmental
changes have already endangered the global commons and the future stability of the world; their impact will
be felt for decades and potentially for centuries to come:

76

1. Degradation of air and water quality, especially that associated with acid deposition from fossil fuel
combustion.
2. Massive ozone depletion over the Antarctic and lesser decreases over the rest of the globe, both
attributed to emissions of chloroflourocarbons.
3. Deforestation in general and large-scale destruction of tropical forests.
4. Global warming and climate change due to rapid changes in the global atmosphere caused by fossil
fuel combustion and industrial activities.

Pollution will increase in varied sectors. For instance, acid rain will be a continuing problem as
industrializing countries choose not to hurt profits by installing emission-control equipment.

77

Acid rain can
78

“seriously affect soil properties, agriculture, certain sensitive inland fisheries, and coniferous trees.”

Often, the first victims will be the forests and animals located where the acid rain falls, sometimes thousands
of miles from the pollutant’s origin. In 1996 Dr Adrian Frank indirectly linked acid rain to moose deaths in
Sweden. Lime was being used in the forests to counteract acid rain damage, but when moose ingested the
lime while eating foliage they unexpectedly experienced a toxic liver imbalance of copper and
79

molybdenum.

Such unintended consequences are representative of the problems experienced in Digital

Cacophony, wherein solutions to one problem generate unexpected side effects.
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Meanwhile, the ozone layer is being depleted, increasing the risks of skin cancer and other skin
80

diseases for humans and farm animals.
81

Ozone Layer,

Despite the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the

the use of technology based on CFCs is likely to continue into the twenty-first century. As a

result, the ozone layer could not fully regenerate until at least the twenty-second century because CFCs take a
82

century to settle out of the atmosphere.

What is driving the continued use of these ozone-depleting

chemicals?
The problem is that developing nations are attempting to modernize, and CFCs are cheaper than
alternative technologies. For instance, the Carrier Corporation has tripled sales of air conditioners to Asia
since 1986 and now believes that by 2000 Asia may account for half its sales.
refrigerators”

84

83

This “pell-mell chase after

will likely involve use of CFC technology. In response to charges that they are violating the

Montreal Protocol, the Chinese reply that other countries must provide technical and financial assistance if
85

China is to develop alternative, non-CFC technology.

This is the type of ecologically interdependent economic policy that contributes to international strains
in several of the alternate futures. Of course, the problem is not restricted to industrializing nations.
Skyrocketing prices for CFCs have created a lucrative market for smuggling into America, according to
Miami-based US Customs agent Keith S. Prager. In a recent case the owner of an American automotive air86

conditioning shop was “charged with smuggling 60,000 pounds of CFCs from Mexico.”

CFCs are also

used in other fields, such as the production of circuit boards and styrofoam packaging. Industrialists will not
forsake CFCs readily as long as replacement products remain more expensive.
Humanity also acts against its own long-term interests with respect to deforestation. Though acid rain
contributes to deforestation,

87

most of the destruction is undertaken to fuel agricultural expansion and

economic development. The process leads to losses in plant and animal species, increases global warming
and climate shifts, and over time degrades the supportability of the land due to erosion and
88

overexploitation.

Species extinctions constitute an opportunity loss for humanity. This loss is reaching sizable
89

proportions, as perhaps “15 to 20 percent of all species will become extinct by the year 2000.”

As noted

in the medicine section, half of 1 percent of plant species have been tested for medical properties to date. As
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a result, at the same time technology opens unparalleled opportunities, the impact of population growth and
90

economic exploitation reduces the scope of those opportunities.

What are other impacts of deforestation? “On a local scale, trees protect the soil from the rain and
wind that would otherwise wash or blow it away.”

91

At the regional level, deforestation of upland

watersheds in the Himalayas is believed to have exacerbated the extent of flooding in Bangladesh. The
disastrous flood of 1988 left two-thirds of Bangladesh under water and 25 million people homeless, nearly a
quarter of the population. At the global level, forests reduce global warming by absorbing energy that might
otherwise reflect back to the atmosphere, and by absorbing carbon dioxide (CO2), one of the greenhouse
gases. Deforestation not only eliminates these beneficial aspects but releases the stored CO2 back into the
92

atmosphere.

All of the above environmental topics impact global warming patterns, though oftentimes circuitously,
and the extent of damage caused by all of the above can be traced to humanity. Acid rain increases rates of
93

deforestation, thus reducing the CO2 sink.

The contributions of deforestation to global warming already

have been noted. Finally, CFCs contribute some cooling effects, but the impact is regional whereas warming
is spread relatively evenly around the globe. As a result, the differential changes in temperature gradients
94

may alter weather patterns in unforeseen and perhaps unfavorable directions.

Benjamin Santer, of the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, developed a model that produced evidence human pollution,
particularly the release of CO2, is responsible for global warming, also known as the greenhouse effect.

95

Combining all these effects has numerous implications for future regional and global environments, but this
paper only addresses the impact of global warming on flooding of low-lying lands.
One of the dire predictions tied to global warming addresses the issue of rising sea levels as glaciation
recedes and the ice caps are put at risk. Since the 1890s the average global temperature has increased by
about one degree Fahrenheit.

96

Santer’s model predicts the temperature will rise another 2.3 degrees
97

Fahrenheit by 2050 (fig. B-3), but others have forecast increases of five to nine degrees.

Some suggest that

a six-degree rise would suffice to melt the icecaps, since that is comparable to temperatures that ended the
last Ice Age. Such melting would raise sea levels up to three meters. Subsequent flooding in the low
98

countries, island states, and along coasts would displace up to 100 million people.
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Other scientists

disagree with both the temperature extremes and the extent to which sea levels will rise. At least one source
suggests that sea levels will rise a maximum of one-third of a meter by 2050. A one-meter rise in sea levels
would find Egypt and Bangladesh among the hardest hit countries, as the majority of their populations and
arable land lie in deltas that would be susceptible to flooding, particularly during storm surges. “Where the
rivers are dammed, the effects of inundation and coastal erosion will be particularly severe.”

99

The US

would also be impacted by rising sea levels, though developed areas would probably choose to take
protective measures. Conservative estimates indicate that $30 to $100 billion would have to be spent to
100

protect low-lying coastal cities from a two-meter rise in sea levels.

Such infrastructure investments

would obviously crimp budget opportunities elsewhere.
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Figure B-4. Global Warming Trends (1880-2050)
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Education

Education may become an area of competition, as countries steal the best ideas and techniques from
101

each other.

That is because education will remain “a major goal for development as well as a means for

meeting goals for health, higher labor productivity, stronger economic growth, and social integration.
Countries with a high proportion of illiterates will not be able to cope with modern technology or use
102

advanced agricultural techniques.”

To enhance the competitiveness of the educational process, education may be demassified, adjusted to
meet the individual needs and capabilities of the student. Furthermore, traditional methods of instruction may
103

be replaced by interactive sessions using personal computers,
104

simulations in a seamless teaching environment.

artificial intelligence, virtual reality, and

This process would be aided and abetted by feedback

from analysis of the students’ cognitive processes so that the learning devices could alter strategies to best
105

support learning.

At the very least, students will be expected to take charge of their own learning. They

may meet in a traditional schoolhouse to enhance social interaction, or they may meet interactively. In any
case, the decision to focus on a particular area will be delegated to the student(s), who can engage an
instructor or computer packages on an as-needed basis.

106

The end result of educational opportunities is often seen in impacts on population growth, along with the
predicated economic consequences. These consequences will show up by comparing current enrollment
trends with the projected rates of population and economic growth. For instance, in industrialized countries
over 95 percent of the populace receives secondary schooling. In Latin America these rates approach 50
percent for males and females, but in other developing nations the female half of the populace often lags 10
percentage points or more behind their male counterparts in secondary school attendance rates. Formal
educational opportunity has a strong correlation with birth rates, so educational opportunity differences
between males and females impact the future of many areas. In Asia, enrollment for males has only recently
approached 50 percent, while in Central Africa less than 25 percent of the population receives a secondary
107

education.
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Worldwide Populations

Since Malthus, scientists have speculated on the day when humanity would exceed the planet’s carrying
108

capacity.

That age may be pending. Gretchen Daily, a Stanford biologist, noted that at current rates of
109

consumption and population growth
110

2020.

every drop of fresh water available would be getting used by the year

This study used the highest published rates as the standard, generating a population base of

approximately 10 billion in 2025. Lower rates were applied to worlds such as Digital Cacophony, where
increased education opportunities and access to information decreased fertility rates at dates earlier than
otherwise projected.
The problem of increasing numbers of people competing for scarce resources is exacerbated because
“about 95 percent of the world’s population growth between 1992 and 2042 will take place in the
Developing World.”

111

The states with such high rates of growth are the same states that cannot afford the

infrastructure to support burgeoning masses of would-be urbanites seeking jobs. Nor are moves to rural
areas an answer, since population pressure often leads to overuse of the land, resulting in desertification. As
a direct consequence, people must migrate to seek sustenance, adding fuel to an international refugee problem
112

that already numbered between 20 and 40 million in 1994.

113

Examination of table 2

exposes at least one

potential direction of refugee flows. The population of Africa nearly triples between 1995 and 2025, while
that of Europe is relatively stable.
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Table 2
Population (Millions) for World Regions
Percent
Estimate
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
Growth*
2025
World
2,516
3,020
3,698
4,448
5,292
1.7
9,547
Africa
222
279
362
477
642
3.0
1,806
N Am
166
199
226
252
276
0.8
365
Latin Am
166
218
286
363
448
2.1
927
Asia
1,377
1,668
2,102
2,583
3,113
1.9
6,015
Europe
393
425
460
484
498
0.2
534
Oceania
12.6
15.8
19.3
22.8
26.5
1.5
44.6
Former USSR
180
213
243
266
289
0.8
382
Source: Statistical Yearbook, Thirty-Ninth Issue (New York: Department for Economic and Social
Information and Policy Analysis, Statistical Division, United Nations, 1992).
*
Source: Population Division, Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis, World
Population Growth from Year 0 to Stabilization (New York: United Nations, 7 June 1994).
“The rich get richer, the poor have children,”

114

115

and the old get older.

Trends in medicine,

economic growth, population density, and other areas tend to multiply the differences between the
technological haves and have-nots. For instance, per capita gross domestic product in the US is projected to
grow from $25,850 in 1995 to $37,740 in 2025, primarily as a consequence of a projected 1 percent annual
population increase and economic growth averaging over 2 percent. In contrast, though Saudi Arabia is
currently one of the better-off developing nations, analysts project a decline in per capita GDP there from
$9,510 to $3,865. Their population is growing faster than their economy, which is dependent upon oil
116

exports.

Higher relative per capita income translates into increased access to better health care. Better

medicine extends lives and increases the likelihood children will survive into adulthood. The intertwined
issue of economics and children is critical. Industrialized countries can rely on social programs and
investment programs to provide for health care in their dotage. The elderly in developing nations rely on the
117

good fortunes of their children “so they have as many as they can.”

A vicious cycle results, eroding the

ability of countries to escape from the web of poverty.
Worldwide population trends will impact food, water, the environment, economic competition, and
military affairs. For instance, over 3 billion Chinese and Indians (table 3) will be pressing against each
other, potentially jostling for critical resources and markets. Combining the data in these tables with those in
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the next section, which discusses economic trends, provides insights into where economic competition will
arise in 2025 and where outward refugee flows are most likely as birth rates exceed economic growth.
Table 3
1994 Population Figures and 2025 Projections
Population
Growth
2025 Est.
(Millions)
(%)
(Millions)
US
263.8
1.02
361
China
1,203.1
1.04
1,658
India
936.5
1.77
1,613
Pakistan
131.5
1.28
195
Russia
149.9
0.20
195
Japan
125.5
0.32
138
Germany
81.3
0.26
88
Mexico
94.0
1.9
168
Iran
64.6
2.29
130
Turkey
63.4
1.97
116
Saudi Arabia
18.7
3.68
57
S. Africa
45.1
2.61
100
Brazil
160.7
1.22
234
Italy
58.3
0.21
62
Source: The World Factbook (Washington, D.C.: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Public and Agency
Information, 1995).
Scientists such as Wolfgang Lutz, the director of the International Institute for Applied Systems in
Vienna, Austria note that fertility appears to be dropping worldwide, as depicted by the flattening of the
population growth curve in figure B-5. Lutz estimates that the world’s population will reach about 10 billion
in 2050 and 12 billion in 2100.
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Source: Daniel S. Papp, Contemporary International Relations, (New York: Macmillan College Publishing
Co., 1994), 516.
Figure B-5. Population Growth over Time

Economy

Economic forces can change political structures and the international landscape, altering relationships
between nations, corporations, and individuals. Economics, therefore, ranks among the most important of
trends. This study has examined growth rates of various regions of the world, and projections for their future
growth, including the impact of multinational corporations. A synopsis of this material is contained in tables
4 and 5.
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Table 4
2025 GDP in Billions at Various Growth Rates (FY94 Dollars)a
GDP
Growth
2025 Est.
G.T.b
2025 b Est.
D.C. c
2025 c Est.
($)
(%)
($)
Growth
($)
Growth
($)
US
6,738.4
2.3
13,636
1.8
11,715
6.0
38,702
China
2,978.8
9.1
44,321
N/A
N/A
11.0
75,693
India
1,253.9
4.9
5,524
3.0
3,135
8.0
13,627
Pakistan
248.5
4.8
1,063
3.0
621
7.8
2,550
Russia
721.2
2.0 d
1,333
N/A
N/A
4.5
2,823
Japan
2,527.4
3.6
7,565
2.5
5,434
9.0
36,551
Germany
1,344.6
3.1
3,464
2.2
2,640
6.5
9,472
Mexico
728.7
2.0
1,346
0.5
851
6.5
5,133
Iran
~310
2.5
666
0.2
330
4.0
1,046
Turkey
305.2
5.5
1,604
2.0
564
6.5
2,150
Saudi Arabia
173.1
0.8
222
0.1
179
3.0
433
S. Africa
194.3
0.9
256
0.6
234
4.5
760
Brazil
886.3
2.3
1,794
1.5
1,406
6.0
5,396
Italy
998.9
2.0
1,846
1.5
1,585
5.5
5,252
GM e
155.0 f
5.3 g
730
1.5
246
7.0
890
IBM
64.1 f
3.5 g
180
3.0
155
12.0
8,330
Intel
8.8 g
20.6 g
3,529
8.0
103
25.0
11,107
g
Merck
10.5
12.8 g
495
8.0
123
20.0
3,589
Genentech
6.5 g
28.1 g
17,967
12.0
225
32.0
46,911
Microsoft
3.8 g
50.0 h
N/A
13.0
190
33.0
34,916
a
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1995 (Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office,
September 1995).118
b
Sensitivity analysis for Gulliver’s Travails.
c
Sensitivity analysis for Digital Cacophony.
d
Notional rate.119
e
In 1992 the largest MNC in the world, and the world’s 23d largest economic unit. Papp, Contemporary
International Relations (New York: Macmillan College Publishing Co., 1994), 95.
f
Information Please Almanac, Atlas and Yearbook, 1996, 49th Edition, (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1996).120
g
Gary Hoover et al., Hoover’s Handbook of American Business, (Austin: The Reference Press, 1995).
h
A 50 percent annual growth rate was assumed to be unsustainable.121
Country

As the study participants examined the impact of the drivers on the alternate futures, two worlds
emerged as clearly outside the boundaries of existing trends. Economic growth rates in the alternative futures
were based on a relative scale. Consequently, in Digital Cacophony the growth rates were greater than
current trends, while in Gulliver’s Travails the rates were lower than current trends (table 4). Thus, a range
of projected economic data points was created. The world of King Khan contains two further extremes that
lie outside table 4. In King Khan, the GDP of greater China is estimated at $75.6 trillion. The GDP for the
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United States in that world was estimated using a notional 1.3 percent average annual growth rate, yielding a
122

2025 GDP of $10.1 trillion.

Some facets of existing trends merit special mention. For instance, the current rate of growth in the
Chinese GDP indicates their economy will supplant that of the United States as the world’s largest economy
by 2001. Furthermore, combining Western Europe’s 1996 GDPs with those from Central and Eastern Europe
would create a market encompassing 850 million peoples and a combined GDP of $12-14 trillion, already
123

dwarfing the current American GDP of around $7 trillion.

Table 4 demonstrates that extrapolating growth

rates to 2025 describes a world in which the GDP of China is four times that of the United States, though
table 5 shows that the per capita GDP of the United States is still 40 percent greater than that of China while
both trail Japan.
Table 5
Per Capita GDP in Billions (FY94 Dollars).
Country
1994 a
2025 Est.
US
25,850
37,740
China
2,500
26,730
India
1,360
3,424
Pakistan
1,930
5,450
Russia
4,820
8,355
Japan
20,200
54,597
Germany
16,580
39,315
Mexico
7,900
7,992
Iran
4,720
5,114
Turkey
4,910
13,825
Saudi Arabia
9,510
3,865
S. Africa
4,420
2,559
Brazil
5,580
7,664
Italy
17,180
29,663
a
The World Factbook (Washington, D.C.: Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Public and Agency
Information, 1995).
Trends in the growth of MNCs also require notice. Most opinions indicate that MNCs will continue to
124

grow in size, economically if not in personnel, and new ones will appear.

This has critical bearing on the

power of the nation-state, since in 1992 the world’s 44 largest MNCs were among the 100 largest economic
125

units and produced almost 10 percent of the world’s gross product.

MNCs will grow not only in size but
126

in power, particularly as governments downsize by privatizing certain aspects of social programs.

To

gather a further sense of the sprawling size and economic clout of MNCs, consider that one-quarter of all
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world trade is currently between subsidiaries of the same firm.

If this trend continues, it will

proportionally diminish the relative power of states, an effect that is exacerbated as state control of currency
128

rates diminishes.

The calculations for the MNCs also demonstrate the danger of extending growth rates

for corporations indefinitely into the future. If one accepted the calculations wholeheartedly, then Genentech
would develop into the world’s second largest economic unit in Digital Cacophony, and Intel would be the
fifth largest economic unit in the same world.

Notes
1

Will Kopp, Vital Speeches of the Day, VOL. LX, No. 8, 244. Address delivered at Perry/Morgan
County National Honor Society Recognition Conference, Zanesville, Ohio, 22 November 1993.
2
In 1991 Marvin Cetron and Owen Davies identified 50 trends that would shape the world in the
1990s. They grouped these 50 trends into 12 different fields: population, food, energy, environment, science
and technology, communications, labor, industry, education and training, world economy, warfare, and
international alignments. Marvin Cetron and Owen Davies, 50 Trends Shaping the World (Bethesda, Md.:
World Future Society, 1991). Cetron revised his forecast in 1994, identifying 74 trends that would shape
America in the year 2000, this time aligned in seven different areas: general long-term societal, technology,
educational, labor force and work, management, values and concerns, family, and institutional. Marvin
Cetron, 74 Trends that will Affect America’s Future-and Yours (Bethesda, Md.: World Future Society,
1994). Examining only into the field of science and technology, Industry Week identified six technologies for
2020 that the authors assert will be virtually indistinguishable from magic: nanotechnology, smart systems,
biotechnology and medical advances, bioelectronics, information and communications, and thinking
computers. Tim Stevens, “Do You Believe in Magic,” Industry Week, 21 August 1995, 72. Will Kopp
divided his technology categories into health care, the environment, transportation, and commercial and
industrial technology. For an entire text discussing the future, see John L. Petersen’s The Road to 2015
(Corte Madera, Calif.: Waite Group Press, 1994). Petersen broke his categories into technology, the
environment, exploding population growth, shifts in energy, new directions in transportation, space, health,
changing social values, economies, political relationships, and wild cards.
3
It is useful to caution that though a particular field now seems to have unlimited potential, “it seldom
is possible to predict the full technological, economic, and social impact of inventions, even long after their
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exp. 86 yrs
Golf, tennis, squash, Sensurround systems
racquetball
Contracted to MNCs Dial-a-net doctor

Torts and environmental
laws

Social services at
capacity

Inner directed/life exp.
78 yrs

Football, soccer,
baseball

National system

International
Law

Social Services

Orientation/
Age

Sports/
Recreation

Health Care
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Inner directed/ life exp.
97 years

Customer tailored systems

Intellectual
property/privacy

Internet-“cybertrade”

Zaibatsu chief
facilitator

Multiple actors using
multiple currencies to
trade with multiple
partners. Near chaos.

Trade

Digital Cacophony

Zaibatsu

Gulliver’s Travails

World Name →

Street gamesorganized sports not
as important
Left to individualhome doctors

Survival/ life exp. 67

Tears in gvmt safety
net

Strong criminal law

High bulk tradefood/machines

King Khan

Thriving,
surviving, and
dying/81
Video games,
Olympics, World
Cup
Triage
(contagious
diseases
targeted)

Halfs and HalfNaughts
Mostly
electronic-less
bulk. More interdependence
especially among
Big 4.
Intellectual
property rights
are big source of
conflict.
Workfare
replaces welfare.

Rationed

Adventure vacations

US: oriented toward
retirees, family
restructuring
Inner & outer
(volunteerism)/76

G-3

G-3 arms cartel

2015 Crossroads

Appendix D

Systems, Concepts, and Technologies

Tables 6 through 10 contain notional systems, concepts, and technologies that could be especially useful in
each of the six alternate futures. These systems, concepts, and technologies provide a sense of what the nature of air,
space, land, and sea power is like in each world. The tables contain information on general military forces (table 6),
space power (table 7), air power (table 8) , land power (table 9) , and sea power (table 10).
Table 6
General Military Forces

System/Concept/
Technology
In-Time Information
Integration System (I3S):
Intelligent micro-processor using
artificial intelligence, neural nets,
& fuzzy logic. Provides just the
right information to the decision
maker. Combines all forms of
intelligence collection.a
Virtual Planning and Execution
Resource System (VIPERS):
Son of Global Command and
Control System. Follow-on
WWMCCS.b

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

X

X

X

X

X

X
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King
Khan

Halfs &
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X

X

System/Concept/
Technology
Supercooled plasma
“memories”: Provides
multiple terabytes in one mm2
size storage units.c
Image Understanding
Software: Pattern
recognition for target ID and
image intelligence.d
Weather Command Center
(WCC): A system to support
the warfighting CINCs with
weather prediction, and
modification.e
Miniature satellite
communications units:
Communications system
constructed of micromechanical devices where a
“single chip” is the entire
system. Embedded into
helmet, clothing, or
wristband. Controlled by
voice, gesture, or thought.f
Language Translator:
Unobtrusive “hearing aid” or
hand-held translator to
interpret different languages.
Two-way capability. (receive
in one language, interprettransmits in selected
language).g

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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System/Concept/
Technology

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

Microchip Purchases:
Microchips embedded in
equipment initiate request for
replacement at appropriate
X
X
X
X
X
X
time. Request is transmitted
to satellite then relayed to
distribution center.h
Battlefield Delivery System
(BDS): Permits the seamless
flow of containerized materiel
from embarkation to forward
X
X
X
X
X
area. Uses automated
identification technologies
(AIT) and radio frequency
identification (RFI).i
Delphi: Database of
databases. Combines
X
X
X
relevant databases using
artificial intelligence to create
“knowledge” of potential
adversaries.j
Fuzzy Cognitive Map
(FCM): Software to shorten
cycle time of OODA loop.
Intelligent system learns from
X
X
X
X
X
X
data or by watching behavior
of human experts.k
Target Acquisition: Active
and passive interrogation
system will use a multitude of
sensors (magnetic, optical,
X
X
X
X
X
X
electronic, acoustic, infrared,
etc.) to label “friendlies.”l
a
Col Robert L. Atkins, Jr., et al., “Surveillance and Reconnaissance Real-Time Integration” (2d draft of white
paper for 2025 Study), 11–12.
b
Lt Col Gregory J. Miller et al., “Combat Support” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 7.
c
Ibid., 10.
d
Ibid., 15.
e
Lt Col William B. Shields et al., “Weather Modification” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 15–16.
f
Col James A. Cerniglia et al., “Special Operations” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 39–40.
g
2025 Concept, no. 900340, “Universal Language Translator,” 2025 Concepts Database (Maxwell AFB, Ala.:
Air War College/2025, 1996); 2025 Concept, no. 900560, “Portable Language Translator,” 2025 Concepts Database
(Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air War College/2025, 1996); 2025 Concept, no. 900607, “Universal Translator,” 2025
Concepts Database (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air War College/2025, 1996); and 2025 Concept, no. 900624, “Hand-Held
Translator,” 2025 Concepts Database (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air War College/2025, 1996),
h
Judy L. Edgell et al., “Logistics” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 9–12.
i
Lt Col Karen W. Currie (PhD) et al., “AFIT Logistics” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 17–22.
j
Lt Col Jeffrey E. Thieret et al., “Strategic Attack” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 16–18.
k
Ibid., 39.
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l

Ibid., 23–24.
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System/Concept/
Technology
Microsatellites: 20-30lb
satellites using microelectronics and alternate
power sources.a
Autonomous satellites:
Allows continuous support
even if ground control is
interrupted for 180 days.
Reduces support people by
factor of 10.b
Man in the Chair (MITCH):
System semi-autonomously
fuses data when collected and
when processed. Wide
variety of sensors on each
point on the earth
simultaneously.c
Tactical-Aero Satellite
Constellation (TASC):
Constellation of vehicles
operating autonomously once
given mission directives.
Exist in low earth orbit (LEO)
until needed. Vehicles change
shape to move from LEO to
atmosphere then back to LEO
after mission.d
High-power Microwave:
Speed of light weapon that
can produce upset without
damaging structures.e

Gulliver’s
Travails

Table 7
Space Power
Zaibatsu
Digital
Cacophony

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
Groundbased only

X

X

X
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2015
Crossroads

X

System/Concept/
Technology
High-power Laser: Speed
of light weapon that could be
space-based to provide
maximum coverage.f
Transatmospheric Vehicle
(TAV): Vehicle takes off
from a runway like a conventional aircraft but then is air
refueled with oxidizer to
achieve orbit.g
Laser-based light detection
and ranging (LIDAR)
sensors: Detect atmospheric
changes due to chemical and
biological reactions. Sensors
will also detect and construct
3-D images to help identify
targets.h
Space Support Station
(SSS): Space station to
replenish space vehicles with
fuel, energy, personnel
consumables (food, water),
and facilities for rest and
recreation.i
Neutral Particle Beam
(NPB): Beam of near-lightspeed neutral atomic particles
that deliver kinetic energy
directly into the atomic and
subatomic structure of a
target.j

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads
X

X

X
Groundbased only

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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System/Concept/
Technology
Super Global Positioning
System (Super GPS): Large
constellation of small low
earth orbit satellites capable
of providing accurate position
information.k
Planetary Defense:
Combination of near- and farterm technologies to protect
the earth from asteroids and
meteors.l

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

X

X

X

X
(Part of
plausible
history)

a

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X
(Part of
plausible
history)

Lt Col William W. Bradley, Jr. et al., “On-Orbit Support” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 32–34.
Ibid., 27–32.
c
CDR Clarence E. Carter et al., “Space Surveillance and Reconnaissance Fusion” (2d draft of white paper for
2025 Study), 20.
d
Lt Col Norman K. Leonpacher et al., “Counter-Information” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study).
e
Lt Col Jamie G. G. Varni et al., “Space Operations” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 37–40.
f
Ibid., 27–28.
g
Spacecast 2020: Operational Analysis (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University, 1994), 34.
h
Lt Col Jeffrey E. Thieret et al., “Strategic Attack” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 27.
i
Col Yoshio Smith et al., “Aerospace Replenishment” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 22–24.
j
Lt Col Jamie G. G. Varni et al., “Space Operations” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 29–32.
k
Ibid., 82.
l
Lt Col John M. Urias et al., “Planetary Defense” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 38–40.
b
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System/Concept/
Technology
Deployable Pavement
Repair System (DPRS):
Self-contained runway repair
system easily transportable.
Uses rapidly curing materials
to repair concrete and asphalt
runways.a
StrikeStar: Next generation
of low observable, high
altitude endurance UAV.
Used for all missions.b
Brilliant Munitions: Uses a
variety of technologies to
maintain accuracy. Combines
autonomous operations of
smart munitions with
enhanced navigation and
targeting classification &
identification capabilities.c
Morphing Automated
Replenisher System
(MARS): Aerospace
replenishment system capable
of both supersonic, as well as
slow flight, using wing
morphing technology in order
to replenish transatmospheric
vehicles as well as
conventional aircraft.d

Gulliver’s
Travails

Table 8
Air Power
Zaibatsu
Digital
Cacophony

King
Khan

X

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

System/Concept/
Technology
UAV Mothership: Largewing platform using
technology to create a lighterthan-air vehicle to replenish
UAVs with weapons and
fuel.e
National Lifting Vehicle
(NLV): Air-breathing lifting
system—which is a giant
flying wing using large
turbofan engines.f
Guided Parafoil Aerial
Delivery System (GPADS):
Unpowered autonomous
system that can deliver heavy
payloads to within 30 ft of the
target.g
NAL Jump Jet: Hoverjet
capable of both vertical and
horizontal flight. Would be
used as a reusable UAV to
deliver payload.h
Mobile Base: Small, mobile,
and easy to sustain and defend
air base which uses quick
layout runway structures
which could be air dropped.
Also uses nanotechnology to
allow a building to set itself
up and to repair itself if
attacked.i

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

System/Concept/
Technology
Air Base Passive Defense:
Combination of technologies
to make a base hard to locate,
and hard to attack if found,
and quick to repair if
attacked. Infrared signature
will blend in with
surrounding. Composite
materials and reactive armor
will be used on buildings.
Nano-technology robotics
will be used to diagnose
damage and self-repair.
Holographic images will be
used to deceive. Weather
control will be used to hide in
overcast and fog when
desired.j

Gulliver’s
Travails

Zaibatsu

Digital
Cacophony

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X

X

X

X

a

Col Marvin S. Mayes et al., “Operability and Defense” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 39.
Lt Col Bruce W. Carmichael et al., “RPV and Aerospace” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 72–74.
c
Lt Col Charles B. Ottman et al., “Interdiction” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 15–16.
d
Col Yoshio Smith et al., “Aerospace Replenishment” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 16–19.
e
Ibid., 19–21.
f
Lt Col James A. Fellows et al., “Airlift” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study, 33-35.
g
Ibid., 29–31.
h
Ibid., 36–37.
i
Col Marvin S. Mayes et al., “Operability and Defense” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 40–42.
j
Ibid., 36–39.
b
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System/Concept/
Technology
Micro-Meal Ready to Eat
(Micro-MRE): Selfcontained meals the size of a
vitamin pill that contain all
essential nutrition and
calories to sustain a person
24 hrs.a
Underwater Prepositioned
Equipment: Undersea
storage of materiel currently
on afloat prepositioning ships
and prepositioned overseas
materiel configured for unit
sets (POMCUS). Reduces
vulnerability to attack.b
Voice Recognition
Software/Interfaces:
ID/security applications and
translators.c
Three Dimensional
Holographic Display: Used
in war-gaming software to
create “real” battlespace.d
In-Ground Effect Wings
(Wingships): Hybrid sea/air
vehicles capable of heavy lift
over extremely long ranges
taking advantage of the ground
effect phenomena. Capable of
lifting up to 5,000 tons.e

Gulliver’s
Travails

X

Table 9
Land Power
Zaibatsu
Digital
Cacophony

X

X

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

a

X

X

Judy L. Edgell et al., “Logistics” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 24–26.
Ibid., 30.
c
Lt Col Gregory J. Miller et al., “Combat Support” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 15–16.
d
Ibid., 26–27.
e
Lt Col James A. Fellows et al., “Airlift” (2d draft of white paper for 2025 Study, 25–26.
b
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System/Concept/
Technology
Flying Submarine: A
platform combining the
capabilities of a small
submarine with a vertical
takeoff and landing vehicle.
Would be capable of
operating submerged and
flying through the air.a
a

Gulliver’s
Travails

X

Table 10
Sea Power
Zaibatsu
Digital
Cacophony

X

X

King
Khan

Halfs and
HalfNaughts

2015
Crossroads

X

X

Col James A. Cerniglia et al., “Special Operations” (1st draft of white paper for 2025 Study), 52–54.
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